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FOREWORD 
IN DEVELOPING THIS THESIS IT WAS FELT THAT SO ME BACKGROUND 
HISTORY OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN MASSACHUSETTS WOULD 
BE HELPFUL FOR A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE COMPLEXITIES OF 
PRIVATE MEDICINE , ORGANIZED MEDICINE, AND GOVERNMENT MEDICINE . , 
ACCORDINGLY A PREFACE CHAPTER WAS WRITTEN EXPLORING IN SOME I 
DETAIL THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICINE AND THE EARLY BEGINNINGS 
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY, THE OLDEST MEDICAL 
SOCIETY IN CONTINUOUS EXISTENCE . IT IS HOPED THAT THIS PREFACE 
CHAPTER WILL NOT ONLY INTRODUCE THE THEME OF THIS THESIS BUT 
'-wi LL ALSO ACQUAINT THE UNINFOR:rE D READER WITH SOME OF THE 
REASONS WHY MASSACHUSETr.IS 1 AND THE NEW BOSTON IN PARTICULAR , 
ARE FRONTRUNNERS IN MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS . 
MEDICINE IS AN EXTREMELY CONTROVERSIAL PROFESSION INVOLVING 
SCIENCE, ECONOMICS , POLITICS , AND RELIGION. MEDICINEIS ALSO 
THE MOST INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP THAT MAN HAS NEXT TO THE CLERGY 
IT IS HOPED THAT BY LIGHTING A CANDLE IN THIS DARKNESS OF 
CONFLICT, AN INSIGHT INTO THE PROS AND CONS OF MEDICAL CONTao- 1 
VERSY MIGHT BE GIVEN. 
IT IS ONLY BY KNOWING SGMETHING ABOUT THE PAST THAT WE CAN 
WEIGH THE PRESENT AND ASSESS THE FUTURE . 
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"Medicine is the science and art of dealing 
with the prevention, cure,a.nd easing of disease." 
WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY 
!INTRODUCTION 
According to Henry c. Burdett , medicine is believed to have 
'peen first practiced in Mesopotamia. 
"The art of healing f i rst took its rise in or near 
Mesopotamia for there were the Birth and first seat 
of mankind . Thence physics passed with astronomy and 
language into Phoenicia and from Phoenicia it might 
have spread .into Egypt , but that Egyp* did not pro-
duce the cultivation of the arts may be inferred 
I 
from the nature of the country which was not habitable 
until it had been made so by ~he construction of 
artifical moats and banks . " l/ 
Burdett goes on to describe the many advances made by the 
~gyptians . Egyptian priests , with the approval of kings, acted 
as interpreters between God and men. They also approved the 
opening of bodies to determine causes of death. 
A college of surgeons, financed in part by the state, estab-
lished regulations governing the practice of medicine. Because 
these surgeons were subsidized by the state they were required 
to eat the poor and needy without charge . Treatment took 
place in "official ho.uses" or hospitals as we know them today, 
not in the patient's home or the physician's consultation 
room. This might be said to be a forerunner of government 
medicine where medical practice regulations were set by public 
officials . 
In the fifth century B. C. physicians in Athens were elected 
and paid by the citizenry. These physicians took care of their 
patients in dispensaries or a hospital attached to the ~emple 
Aesculapiaes, a medical facility where the sick were taken 
!/ Henry c. Burdett, Surgeon and ueneral Superintendent of 
the Queen's Hospital , Birminghrum, Hospitals and Asylums 
of the World (1893) 
• 
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with the hope that a cure would be wrought by Divine aid. 
The spread of religions throughout the world brought new 
concepts of compassionate care and treatment for t he afflicted 4 
~s religions spred so did medicine and hospitals . 
Modern day hospitals and medical practices are f ar cries 
~rom the institutions and treatments of the early centuries . !hE 
~ontributions ot ssachusetts hospitals and physicians to the 
advancement of medicine are many and significant . 
The use of ether in surgery as an anesthetic , acclaimed the 
~reatest medical discovery of the century, took place for the 
~irst time at the Massachusetts General Hospital . Last year 
pewspapers throughout the world heralded the wondrous surgery 
~erformed on a young boy whose arm had been severed in a rail-
road accident . A team of Boston specialists was successful in 
~estoring the boy's severed arm. 
The list of great contributors and contributions to medical 
~dvancement in this state fills volume 's of Who's Who in Medi-
ine . Progress in medicine and medical care did not simply 
lappen by chance overnight . It took centuries to develop tech-
~iques . Much of the success is due to dedicated, zealous 
physicians . Some part of this success can be rightfully attrib-
~ted to organized medicine . 
It is with one organization, the Massachusetts Medical Soc-
ety, that will be the concern of this thesis . 
In the Preface Chapter medical history is traced to lay the 
~ecessary background for a better underst anding of the object-
ves of organized medicine and the reasons why organized 
ii 
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medicine reacts the way it sometimes does . The Great and Gen-
eral Court of Massachusetts gave a legislative mandate to the 
Massachusetts Medical Society in the early 1800's to protect 
the health of the citizens of Massachusetts . How that mandate 
was and is carried out is the basis of Chapter One. Some of 
the internal and external programs and activities of the 
Society are also described . 
Chapter Two is concerned with formalized public relations 
l activities , the staff and committee on public relations , com-
plex medical public relations problems , sensitive areas of 
medicine , and the spreading of information. The development 
of public relations as separate distinct unit of the Society 
is traced. 
Chapter Three explains the interest of the Society in 
certain areas of state legislation. Lobbying techniques are 
d scribed and an evaluation made of the effectiveness of 
each technique . 
Chapter Four 4etails the cooperation of the Massachusetts 
Medical Society with a national group such as the American 
Medical Association in matters pertaining to national legis-
lation. Public relations methods are analysed . 
What do critics say about the organized medicine groups? 
How does organized medicine answer its critics? How do doctor: 
feel about compulsory membership in organized medical groups? 
What is the responsibility of the individual physician to his 
patient , his community, and his medical association? An 
iii 
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attempt to answer these questions is made in Chapter Five. 
Ch~ter Six projects the Massachusetts Medical Society 
into the problems of the future . How can public relations be 
used to ease the doctor shortage? Why is it necessary for 
physicians to ban together to organize the Bay State Physiciar.~ 
Political Action Committee (BAYPAC)? How effective can BAYPAC 
be? How can the Massachusetts Medical Society and its public 
relations programs help resolve the more complex medical 
proble of the future and further the health of the public? 
The final chapter explores these questions . 
The purpose of this thesis i s to study the public relations 
ctivities of one established medical organization, the Mass-
achusetts Medical Society. The effectiveness of some of these 
public relations activities wi l l be evaluated. It is hoped 
that this thesis will be the for erunner for similar papers 
in the paramedical professions and allied fields such as 
insurance , pharmacy, and foundations . There is a flood of 
information cascading down upon the general public on health 
and it becomes necessary to attempt to eliminate duplication, 
dichotomize the effective from the ineffective, and evaluate 
results . Such a compilation of data in all areas of health 
should prove beneficial to those oommunic ators in the various 
health fields . By improving health communications a valuable 
public health contribution will have been made . 
iv 
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PREFACE CHAPTER 
MEDICINE IN RETROSPECT 
"What is more fragile t han the best crystal? 
More ephemeral than the fragrance of perfume. 
More precious than diamonds . 
More delicate than the f i nest lace . 
More scientific than a space vehicle." l 
The answer if life and it is life's most cherished poss -
ession, health, that is to be one focus of attention in this 
case study. 
Every person, young and particularly the old, is concerned 
with the state of his or her health . One may be blessed with 
continuous good health or one may suffer intense pain in a 
state of poor health . Health, ACCording to Webster, means 
soundness of body and freedom from disease or ailment . 
President John F . Kennedy has placed great emphasis on the 
health and physical fitness of the individuals and the nation 
as a whole because he says that a weak nation cannot survive . 
More stress and attention is being focused on the health 
needs of the individual today than ever before . 
The general public is being constantly induced, and some-
times pressured, into purchasing products or services that 
will lead to better health and improved living . Blatant 
commercials emanate endlessly from the airwaves media, radio 
and television. The printed word with attractive or tan-
talizing photos makes a pitch extolling this or that product . 
"Don't be half safe, try product A. Do you wake up feeling 
irritable , take product B, it starts your day off right . 
1 . Arthur Godfrey, CBS Television performer, an address befor 
the National Health Forum on Better Communication for Better 
Health, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, N.Y . , March 14, 196 • 
What do doctors do when tensions mount • •• •• "and so on ad 
nauseum! 
HEALTH IS WEALTH 
There is no debating the truism, health is wealth. Almost 
everyone realizes what the loss of one ' s health means in ter~ 
of physical and mental well being , not to mention the capacitl 
to make a living . The commerc ial aspects of health are ever 
present in our way of life . The total health budget for 
goods, services, hospitals, insurances and fund raising is 
astronomical . 
Over 136 million Americans , the highest number ever record-
ed, had some form of health insurance protection through 
voluntary insuring organizations in 1961 . This represents 
75% of the u.s . civilian population. 1 
President Kennedy in his Budget Message to Congress this 
~ear requested an allocation of two and a half billion dollars 
~o carry on the work of the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare during the fis cal year 1964 . 
The American public spent $21 . 1 billion for medical care in 
~961 , representing a 7% growth in such expenditures over the 
~ear before . This was approximately 6% of the amount of 
money spent by Americans for all their personal needs . Some 
~3 , 375,000 persons in the u.s. were admitted to hospitals 
~non-federal, short term general) in 1961, according to 
Pigures released by the American Hospital Association . 2 
Medical authorities predict that the life expectancy of a 
1 Source book of health insurance data, published by Health 
Insurance Institute , New York, N.Y. , 1962 p . 5 
2 Ibid p . 7 
2 
child born today may exceed the Biblical three score and ten . 
Other leading health officials forecast that the life expect-
ancy of a child born at the turn of the century may live to 
the ripe old age of one hundred . Medical science and progr es 
make it possible for people to live longer and healthier 
lives . Geriatrics, the science of arresting old age, has 
been gived added importance . But prolonged life is not with-
out its complex problems as this paper will analyse in a 
later chapter . 
The medical profession deserves much credit fo r the role 
it has played down through the years in promoting the health 
welfare of the individual and the country . Government also 
has done much to influence health legislati on . 
" Public health is big business . Federal, state and 
local governments expend through health departments, 
almost $400 million annually for this important 
commodity . Public health i s one of government's most 
important businesses, in that it not only promotes and 
maintains within the nation a high standard of living, 
but assures the nation a people who are vigorous, 
active, and physically prepared to meet national 
emergencies . " 1 
Surveys have sho~vn that news about health, and health care 
rank at the top of the reader interest scale. Newspapers ani 
magazines compete with one another for special health feature • 
Radio and televis i on offer special programming on health 
matters including such highly rated entertainment medical pro 
grams as Dr. Ben Casey, Dr . Kildare, the Eleventh Hour, The 
Nurses, and Medic, to mention but a few . 
Drs . Kildare and Casey have weekly viewing audiences of 
1 V. A. Getting, "PR in Public Health, 11 American Journal of 
Public Health, 39: 1561, Dec., 1949 
3 
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more than 30 million people each. Both have been consistentl 
rated among the top ten programs in every city in which they 
have been aired. 2 
Richard Chamberlain, the actor who portrays Dr. Kildare 
on television, receives more fan mail, 12,000 letters per 
week, than any other actor or actress at the Metro-Gold\vyn-
Mayer studios. In fact, Chamberlain now receives more fan 
mail than Clark Gable received in the peak of his career. 
Kildare and Casey are vying with the astronauts as national 
heroes. 
The cost of producing one episode for these highly rated 
programs is $150 ,000. A one minute commercial on either show 
would cost $45 ,000. These commercials are considered to be 
very expensive. Sponsors, on the other hand, feel it worth-
while when you consider that an estimated 30 million viewers 
can be reached with one message. How many newspapers would 
it take to reach that populat i on? How many magazines? How 
many pamphlets or periodicals? 
Health is wealthl 
THE HEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Late in November, 1960, shortly after he was elected 
President of the United States, John F. Kennedy addressed the 
Massachusetts General Court at the State House, Boston, and 
repeated an often used quotation: 
"Massachusetts, there she is. Behold her •••••••• "-:~ 
The newly-elected young President was referring to the 
2 Jerry L. Pettis, Public Relations Counsel, American Medical 
Association, Physicians Advisory Committee on Radio 1 Televis and Motion Picutres, Medicine and The Press ,AMA Ins~itute, 
Aug. 30, 1962, Drake Hotel Chicago Illinois. -3~ Daniel Webster, January 2~, 18;.)0, !'rom fils ::;econd Speech ~ 
Foot's R~sol,,~ 1.to 
4 
on 
rich historical heritage of the famed Commonwealth which bred 
liberty and pioneered in so many different fields of endeavor 
He also said that it was now necessary for Massachusetts to 
reawaken, take inventory, set new sights, and proceed to carr 
on in the valiant tradition of our forefathers. 
The reputation of Massachusetts has become slightly taint-
ed in recent years because of scandals, corruption, and 
gambling which attracted national notoriety. The short-
comings of a handful of self-aggrandizing individuals gave 
Massachusetts a big black eye, the soreness of which will 
endure for some time to come. 
There is one area of the Commonwealth that the world can 
behold, medicine as it is practiced within the confines of 
this state. The contributions of Massachusetts physicians, 
scientists, laboratories, and institutions to the science 
and art of healing are legion. Harvard, Tufts, and Boston 
University Schools of Medicine are standard setters emulated 
by medical schools the world over . 
Thomas H. Weller, John F. Enders, Percy W. Bridgman, 
George R. Minot, William P. Murphy, Georg Von Bekesy, Fritz 
A. Lipman, T.W. Richards, Edward M. Purcell, and James D. 
Watson are Massachusetts residents who have received Nobel 
prizes for their achievements in medicine, physiology, physic , 
and chemistry. No other single state ean claim such inter-
national honors. 
Hospitals such as the New England Medical Center, Pratt 
5 
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Diagnostic , Beth Israel, Boston Lying-In, Children's, 
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, Massachusetts General, 
Peter Bent Brigham, New England Baptist, New England 
Deaconess and the Lahey and Joslin Clinics are known through-
out the world . 
One of the world's richest men , King Saud, and a most 
ramous diplomat, Anthony Eden, are but two rrumous men who 
came to Massachusetts hospitals ror major and rare surgery . 
The New England Journal of Medicine , the oldest medical 
chronicler in continuous existence , has recorded outstanding 
cases or medical accomplishments ror the past one hundred and 
rifty years . Kidney transplants, open heart surgery, and 
restoration of a severed arm have been successfully perrormed 
in Massachusetts hospitals . Miracle cures and treatment, as 
some have been labelled, were discovered i n this s tate . 
Medical progress, scientiric breakthroughs, and better 
health do not simply happen . It takes a combination or 
dedicated specialists, great teaching institutions, free 
enterprise , probing minds, availability of resources, and 
painstaking research and study. 
For some people health is a materialistic commodity. For 
others it is something sacrosant not to be tampered with at 
any price . Dr . Herbert Ratner, clinical professor or medicine 
at Loyola said: 
"Americans look upon health as they look upon so many 
things, in materialistic terms . They think or health 
as something that can be bought, rather than a state 
to be sought through an acco~odation to the norms of 
6 
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nature . We have become increasingly a paying animal as 
if health were solely a commodity of the market place . 
I suppose we can add , at the same time, that we have 
become decreasingly a praying animal , as if spiritual 
repose were unrelated to total health . Here the common 
derivation of health , whole , hale, hail , and holy comes 
to mind, as well as Francis Thompson's great essay on 
Health and Holiness . " 1 
Legislation relating to health can evoke more controversy 
and stir up more emotions than any other profession. Some-
times the basic problem is one of communication, in getting 
the message through to the people . Sometimes the problem is 
the difficulty of semantics, a misunderstanding of words . 
To one group national health insurance means the beginning 
of socialized medicine . To another group medical care for 
the aged under Social Security is a social welfare measure 
that will aid in resolving a major problem. Different measure~ 
have different meanings . 
The difficulty could also be the learning process, a 
religious belief , a more , or the impairment of the message 
in transmission . Medicare , for example, has been referred to 
recently as medical care for the aged. Along the transmiss-
ion belt medicare took on new meanings . The original medicare 
r eferred to medical care given to the immediate family of 
servicemen during World War II. Its meaning today has been 
obscured or changed . 
Language is one of the bumps of communications . Daniel 
Katz said: 
11 Adults use language to obtain sympathy, bulldoze their 
fellows, placate or embarrass their enemies, warm and 
comfort their friends, deceive themselves, or express 
1 Ratner, Herbert, Dr ., "Medicinen An interview for the Fund 
of the Republic Center for the Study of Democratic Institu-
tions , Santa Barbara, California, 1962, p . 5 
7 
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their own conflicts (and) is often intended t o conceal 
and obscure meaning . " l 
Health legislation is usually geared to motivate people 
or to effect change . John Galbraith in his book "The Affluen 
Society" points out one reason why some health measures are 
doomed to defeat . He says that we have reached the stage in 
our society that anything that constitutes a change in our 
way of life is looked upon with grave suspicion and something 
to be resisted . 
Massachusetts has been most pro gressive in medical and 
public health legislation . This state has been a pioneer 
in both. 
PROTECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH 
It was stated earlier that one of the many reasons for 
the health progress Massachusetts enjoys is attributable to 
organization . The Massachusetts Medical Society is one organ-
ization and a second is the Massachusetts Department of Public 
Health . It is necessary in this case study of the Massachuse1 ~s 
Medical Society to discuss the evolution of the State Health 
Department because of the conflict of opinion that exists on 
the matter of governmental medicine . When does government 
properly take over health matters without interrupting the 
doctor-patient relationship and freedom of choice? 
Today the Massachusetts Department of Public Health 
expends an annual budget of $25 million, employs f our thou-
sand employees of special skills and training, comprises 
seventeen separate devisions, and is responsible for some 
1 Katz, Daniel, " Psychological Barriers to Communication" in 
Mass Communications edited by Wi lbur Schramm, Univer s ity of 
Illinois , 1949 , p . 25 
8 
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1 hundreds of lawa mandated by the General Court. 
The food you eat, the water you drink, the mattress you 
sleep on, the restaurants you eat in , and the motels or hotel 
you visit , all come under the scrutiny of the Department . 
The simple act of drawing water from a faucet is taken 
for granted . Water is our most basic need, without it we coQ d 
not exist . It is all important to our health in many ways 
because it carries away our domestic and industrial wastes 
when properly treated . The demand for water is greater today 
than ever before in world history . Increased population, 
modern appliances and new industrial techniques all demand 
more and more gallons each day . Public health is concerned 
with the availability of water, and is constantly seeking 
new sources . But public health's main concern is with the 
quality of water . Is it free from contamination and 
pollution? Is it free from disease? Is it palatable? To 
find the answers to these questions an army of skilled 
scientists and technicians work quietly in health department 
laboratories to improve the quality of water supplies . 
The public health department is responsible for control 
of pollution, on land, air, or sea . A legislative report 
2 
states that 2600 tons of air contaminants fall daily over the 
Metropolitan Boston area . Not a very pleasant picture and 
certainly not conducive to good health. Public health is 
1 Annual Report of the Massachusetts Department of Public 
Health, 1961 
~ ::>ena"tie No . 647 'l'he Gommonwea.L"tih or Mass acnuse"ti"tis; tleport 
submitted by the Special Committee to investigate the downpow 
of smoke , soot, or oil over a portion of Boston, July, 1960 . 
9 
is taking steps to set up control programs as well as 
extensive research studies . 
Fundamentally public health is concerned with environ-
mental sanitation, prevention of communicable diseases, 
local health administration, health education, cancer and 
chronic diseases, maternal and child health, dental health, 
food and drugs, and venereal diseases to mention but a few 
important areas . 
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health originated 
by act of the Legislature four years after the Civil War 
ended. In 1669 a State Board of Health was established by 
law which reads in part: 
n-The board shall take cognizance of the interests of 
health and life among the citizens of this Commonwealth. 
They shall make sanitary investigations and inqui ries i~ 
respect to the people, the causes of disease, and espec-
ially of epidemics, and the sources of mortality and 
the effects of localities, employments, conditions and 
circumstances on the public health; and they shall 
gather such information in respect to those matters as 
they may deem proper, for diffusion among the people •••• 
They shall, in the month of January, make report to the 
legislature of their doings, investigations and discov-
eries during the year ending December thirty-first, with 
such suggestions as to legislative action as they may 
deem necessary . n l 
The State Health Department operates some eighteen clinics 
at various hospitals throughout the state for the treatment 
of pat i ents with alcoholism problems . It is interesting to 
note that the problems of liquor were a concern of the legis-
lators of 1869 for included in the public health law was 
this responsibility of the Board: 
ffJt ShAl1 hA f:hA clll+."U' nf' +no hno.,..rl onn +.n ~"tr o,..o ,..,.,..,...,.'h...-
1 75th Anniversary of the Massachusetts Department of Publi 
Health (1869-1944) The Commonhealth p . 4 
10 
, 
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instructed, to examine into, and report what, i n their 
best judgement, is the effect of the us e of intoxicating 
liquor as a beverage, upon the industry, prosperity, 
happiness, health and lives of the citizens of the 
state. Also what additional legislation, if any, be 
necessary in the premises . " 1 
As demands on the State Board of Health became pressing 
and more numerous and as problems needing study multiplied, 
it became apparent that permanent employees other than food 
analysts, sanitary engineers and bacteriologists were needed . 
~s a consequence, the first permanent fulltime medical 
employee of the Board was added to the staff . 
"For the purpose, therefore, of facilitating i nvestigatio s 
of sanitary questions in cities and towns and of aiding 
the work of local health workers, the State Board has 
organized a new Department of Health of towns and of 
correspondents with local boards of health, and has 
appointed Dr . F . L . Morse as its medical and sanitary 
inspector . " 2 
Since the appointment of Dr . Morse there has always been 
~ permanent full time physician as head of the Department to 
~dminister, gather data, investigate outbreaks, and formulate 
recommendations . The medical profession, and particularly 
prganized groups such as the Massachusetts Medical Society and 
~he American Medical Associat ion, have cooperated in the variots 
~dvancements of public health . Without that cooperation the 
many "firsts" which distinguishes Massachusetts from other 
states might not have been possible . Here are a few listed 
chronologically : 
1630 Recording of births and deaths begun in Boston 
1721 Smallpox inoculation begun by Zabdiel Boylston 
1797 Law authorizing local boards of health: householder 
to notify local board of dangerous diseases: small-
p. Ibid 
12 Ibid p . 5 
11 
pox specifically mentioned. 
1801 Benjamin Waterhouse introduced use of "Cowpox Vacci-
nation. 
1809 Law passed requiring appointment of Public Vaccinators 
1827 Doctors required to report dangerous diseases. 
1837 Public Vaccinator law repealed 
1846 First Vital Statistics Report for Massachusetts 
1850 Report of the Sanitary Commission by Lemuel Shattuck 
1855 Compulsory smallpox vac cination law passed 
1869 Law enacted creating the first State Board of Health 
1871 Board of Health received first regulatory power in the 
"Offensive Trade" Act ;t>elating to slaughtering 
1879 State Board given supervision over all streams and 
ponds 
1882 First Food and Drug Law passed 
1883 Smallpox made reportable to the Board of Health 
1884 Diphtheria made reportable 
1886 State Board established as independent agency 
1888 Board recommends establi shment of State vaccine 
laboratory 
1894 Board undertook production and free distribution of 
diphtheria antitoxin 
1898 First state TB sanatorium in u.s. opened at Rutland 
1910 Silver nitrate furnished for eyes of newborn 
1914 State Department of Health superceded State Board 
1927 Hinton test devised to supplant Wasserman 
First state supported cancer hospital in u. s . is 
opened at Pondville 
1938 Department given power to adopt rules and regulations 
regarding the control of communicable diseases. 1 
As medical advances and public he alth progress continued 
technological innovations brought new and more complex problem • 
Radiological health is now a prime concern of public health. 
The surveillance and monitoring of waters for radio active 
fallout is a new responsibility . As our standards of living 
improved demands for additional public health services follow-
ed . Public health centers were erected, school health service 
added, maternal and child health benefits extended . 
Many improvements and services require legislative appro-
val . So each year the Department introduces petitions for new 
legislation to cover particular areas and services . Last year 
1 Ibid pp . 61-65 
12 
was no exception. Because public health legislation involves 
medical procedures and other phases of medicine it is inter-
esting to note some or the propos als introduced into the 
legislative hopper during 1962 and signed into law . 
Chap. 217 Exempts registered physicians from civil liabi-
lity for treatment given under emergency conditions .~ 
Chap . 244 Prohibits the t attooing or any person except by 
a qualified physician. 
Chap . 407 Relates to reports or treatment of certain 
stabbings or woundings with sharp-pointed instruments . 
Chap. 415 Provides that all driver school training vehicle 
be equipped with safety belts. 
Chap . 555 Provides for joint special education programs 
for emotionally disturbed chi ldren. 
Chap . 632 Regulates the voluntary admissions of alcoholics 
and drug addicts into the various institutions in the Common-
wealth and the period of detention therein . 
Chap . 672 Authorizes citie s and towns to participate with 
the Water Resources Commission in the development of water , 
resources . 
Chap . 695 Authorizes the Department or Mental Health to 
provide training for certain doctors in psychiatry, and to 
grant fellowships to aid such doctors . 
Chap . 706 Author i zes the Depar tment of Public Health to 
institute a program to combat mental retardation in certain 
children. 
Chap . 787 Establishes a medical school within the 
University of Massachusetts . 1 
These are but a few or the multifarious health areas that 
were covered by legislation . Numerous petitions pertaining to 
still other areas of health were defeated because the General 
Court in its wisdom acted judiciously for the best interests 
of the public . 
MEDICINE IN REVIEW IN MASSACHUSETTS 
As explained it was necessary to introduce public health 
history and legislation in this case study because Massachuset s 
is unique in this respect . However , it must be remembered 
that without the support of the medical proression much of the 
1 This Week in Public Health Vol . 11 No . 37, Massachusetts 
Department or Public Health, Sept . lO,l962, pp . 418-420 
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progress would have experienced considerable difficulty. 
The medical profession has frequently been looked upon as 
anti, a completely negative obstructionist group . A review 
of public health and the medical profession's cooperation 
with government at the local levels and in the legislative 
halls should serve to disprove that criticism. 
Medicine started in Massachusetts in the early colonial 
period with the landing of the Pilgrims. 
"With the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, December 21, 
1620, medicine may be said to have begun in Massachusetts, 
for Deacon Dr . Samuel Fuller, a physician ofconsiderable 
ability, was one of the passengers on the Mayflower , and 
Giles Heale, a barber-surgeon, served the crew. Fuller 
played an important part in the early years of the Ply-
mouth Colony and also in the founding of the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony; Heale remained in Plymouth only a few months, 
sailing back on the Mayflower in April, 1621. Other 
physicians may have preceded these two in America, but 
none of them remained for any length of time." 1 
About half of the Pilgrims died during the first winter 
at Plymouth of diseases which were difficult to ascertain. 
Some historians say that the death of the Pilgrims was trace-
able to an epidemic that had swept the Massachusetts Bay 
Indians . Others conjecture that the deaths were due to 
typhus fever or some form of plague . 
Very little was also known about Fuller's medical back-
ground . He was the son of a butcher and came from Norfolk, 
England. His family was quite well off and had the reputatior 
of being prosperous tradesmen . Butchering was looked upon as 
somewhat of a profession in those days in England. Fuller 
was active in church affairs and was highly regarded by his 
con~re~ation. 
1 Henry R. Viets, A Brief History of Medicine in Massachusett~ 
Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass . 1930, p.8 
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"The development of medicine in Massachusetts in the 
seventeenth century was a curious mixture of independent 
thought and the propagation of established tradition. No 
physician of eminence came to this country and medicine 
was transferred to New England by ministers, partly 
trained as physicians, and the lowest class of medical 
men, the barber-surgeons . The ministers, some of whom 
became governors, and other men of education, served the 
sparsely populated settlements fairly well; the barber 
surgeons, more adventuresome than any of the regular 
physicians of the time, did the minor surgery." 1 
I Massachusetts was fortunate, however, that some of the 
bad medicine, including quackery, never reached these shores 
because the so-called higher type of physician whose practi-
ces were open to question chose to remain in England or on 
the Continent. 
It was not unusual for clergy of various faiths to act 
also as the 'physician' of their respective flocks. The cler~r 
and church leaders were usually highly educated and had access 
to books of all descriptions . The invention of printing did 
much to advance the cause of ~edicine throughout the world 
because rare manuscripts had to be translated by medical 
humanists of the day. These manuscripts, usually written in 
Latin, the scientific language of the day, were now made 
available in great numbers when translated and run off on the 
printing presses. 
When Fuller died in 1633 the practice of medicine was 
carried on in Massachusetts by three classes of people, the 
governors, the ministers, and the schoolmasters, including 
minor physicians, ministers, and schoolmasters, some with 
medical degrees and some without. 
John Winthrop~ one of the early Governors. was considered 
1 Ibid pl 
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a leading type of governor- physician who sought the best 
medical knowledge of the day and gave it freely to all, at a 
time when there were no trained physicians in New England . 
Winthrop was the gifted son of the first Governor of Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony . He was educated at Trinity College, 
travelled extensively in European countries, came to America 
and served in various capacities in government . 
Harvard College was organized in 1636 so that education 
was available to the early New England residents . Ministers 
meanwhile continued to wear two hats, ministers' and physiciar.~ . 
Thomas Thacher, an outstanding Puritan preacher physician, 
wrote the first medical paper t o be published in this country 
in 1677 . The article dealt with smallpox and measles . It was 
thought by many that this paper was the first circular for 
public instruction during the epidemic of smallpox in the 
winter of 1676-1677 . 
The medical department of Harvard College was not establish 
ed until 1781 so it is difficult to understand how the people 
could survive so long without fully trained, competent physi-
cians . For one reason, the Pilgrims were a hardy pioneering 
populace. Population explosion had not as yet set in . Mid-
wifery was practiced quite extensively . Theology and medicine 
were intertwined so that clergy studying at Cambridge or 
Oxford studied medicine also. One basic reason for the 
Pilgrims coming to New England was religious freedom. While 
no great physician left Europe to come to America, there were 
sufficient combinations of physician, minister, and school-
16 
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master to tend to the needs of their communities . 
Harvard College graduates would go to Europe to study 
medicine and then return to New England . Prior to 1700 there 
was no organized instruction in medicine in this state . 
Students who studied abroad would educate their own families 
or students from other families in medicine . 
A student would make the rounds with a bona fi de doctor . 
Thus the student could learn the physiology of disease first 
hand . He could learn to differentiate the various fevers, 
pleurisies, asthma, dropsy, smallpox , sore throat, meas les, 
and consumption . He could observe what was done for the 
patients, put up medicine, gather herbs, and thereby learn 
medica and botany . 
James Oliver, great-great-grandfather of Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, gr aduated from Harvard College in 1680 and practiced 
medicine in the early Colonial Period . His notes were of 
considerable value for medical historians, studying treatment, 
medicines, and a much discussed topic even today, doctors' 
f ees . 
Gradually the bond between ministers and physicians was 
lessened. The apprentice system gathered momentum and 
physicians began to concentrate on specialization in s pecific 
diseases . Zabdiel Boylston was the first to introduce 
inoculation in 1721 as the best protection against smallpox. 
Because of epidemics and stringent quarantine laws the 
General Court in 1716 set the wheels i n motion for the estab-
1 1 shment of'_ A hAnl v l"''AAnArl hnsn i'i:f'l1 _SmaJ._lnny_ __w_g_g_ ~ _ni.,...,h.,.'" 
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one disease and then yellow fever threatened. Plague was an 
occasional visitor . With the hospital established on Spectacl~ 
Island, later transferred to Rainsford Island, yellow fever 
and plague did not pose much of a threat to the colonists . 
Boston had a population of 10,567 in 1721, and there were 
ten physicians to serve the town. 
THE BEGINNINGS OF ORGANIZED MEDICINE 
Viets 1 tells of the first attempts to organize "a 
medical society" by William Douglass, a Boston physician. 
"The organization of a medical society, in 1735, is of 
considerable interest because it was the predecessor 
of the Massachusetts Medical Sociev.r, established in 
1781 . We have no definite notes in regard to it, except 
in letters of the time . A letter written by Douglass, 
under the date of February 18 , 1736, to Cadwallader 
Colden, the Scotch scienti st of New York, stated: 
• ••• We have lately in Boston formed a medical society 
of which , this gentleman (Dr . Clarke, the bearer of the 
letter) a member thereof , can give you a particular 
account . We design from time to time to publish some 
short pieces •••• ' " 
The Society is supposed to have survived for ten years 
but there is little known about its workings, membership, 
and programs . Douglass had opposed Boylston for sometime 
on the theory of inoculation as the best protection against 
smallpox . It could be surmised that he organized a small 
group of the physicians of that era to prove Boylston wrong . 
Douglass finally wrote , however , in his bood, "A Summary, 
historical, and political, etc . 'that' the novel Practice of 
Procuring Smallpox by Inoculation is a very considerable and 
most beneficial improvement in the Article of Medical 
1 Ibid pp . 65-67 
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The American Revolution saw many physicians distinguishing 
themselves as dedicated patriots in and out of uniform. Ever~ 
physician served in some capacity . A medical history, how-
ever brief, is not complete unless the name of John Warren 
is mentioned . Dr . Warren was a gifted orator and active 
in the politics of his day . He also served with valor in 
the military as chief physician of the army . A brother, 
Joseph, also carved a niche in Massachusetts history . For 
those interested in a complete historical review of that era , 
Dr . Viets covers the era quite adequately in his book . 
For our purposes it is sufficient to know that physicians 
did exert considerable influence over the military, economic, 
political, and medical affairs of the early founding days of 
this Commonwealth . Massachuse t ts is blessed with many 
notable physicians today but not too man~ are directly in-
volved in the conduct of state government as their forbears 
were . Times have changed and so did the practice of medicine . 
No Massachusetts physician currently serves in any elected 
state government office in this state. The same holds true 
for federal elective posts . In other states, however, 
physicians have been elected to Congress . Three are now 
serving in the House of Represent atives . 
This change in medicine can be t raced back to the post-
Revolutionary era when physicians concentrated their talents 
and efforts on improving the standards of medicine being 
practiced, exchange of information, and research . The 
DreaCher- nhVSiCian dil'BI'O'OARred a om.nl_ete]_y __s._v!:!t:Am!:lt:i I". mAtH,.. o1 
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education began, and physicians organized into societies .\ 
Again it was Dr . John Warren who was largely responsible 
for organizing the Massachusetts Medical Society, the oldest 
medical society in the United States with a record of unin-
terrupted meetings from its beginning to the present day . 
It was difficult to practice medicine in those pioneer 
days and it was even more difficult to attract any sizeable 
numbers of physicians to meetings. But they did organize and 
meetings were well attended . Consider ' the problems of 
travel across the state . Tending patients involved travelling 
long hours by horseback so the induc ement to set out from 
Worcester fer a meeting in Boston had to be strong and 
motivating . 
The General Court gave approval to a bill for the form-
ation of the Massachusetts Medical Society November 1, 1781 . 
Governor John Hancock affixed his oft-referred to signature 
to the special charter . 
LEGISLATIVE MANDATE TO PROTECT THE HEALTH OF CITIZENS 
Because of its uniqueness and historical significance 
the legislative mandate given the Society is quoted here 
in part: 1 
An Act 
To Incorporate cer tain PHYSICIANS, by the Name oj 
The Massachusetts Medical Society 
Preamble As Health is essentially necessary to the Happinesf 
of Society; and as its Preservation or Recovery is 
Closely connected with the Knowledge of the Animal 
Economy, and of the Properties and Effeets of 
Medicines; and as the Benefi't of Medical 
1 Copied from the Act of the Legislature passed in 1781 
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Members 
of the 
Mass.Med. 
Society 
Inc. 
I Persons 
to be 
elected 
by the 
Fellows 
Institutions, formed on liberal Principles, and 
encouraged by the Patronage of the Law, is 
universally acknowledged: 
Be it therefore enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives in the General Court assembled, and 
by the Authority of the same, ' That Nathaniel Walker 
Appleton, William Baylies, Benjamin Curtis, Samuel 
Danforth, Aaron Dexter, Shirle Erving, John Frink, 
Joseph Gardner , Samuel Holten, Bdward Augustus . Holy 
oke, Ebenezer Hunt, Charles vis, Thomas Kast, 
Giles Crouch .Kellogg, John Linn, James Lloyd, 
Joseph Orne, James Peeker, Oliver Prescott , Charles 
Pynchon, Isaac Rand, Isaac Rand Jr., Micaijah 
Sawyer, John Sprague, Charles Stockbridge, John 
Barnard Swett, Cotton Tufts, John Warren, Thomas 
Welsh, Joseph vVhipple, William Whiting, be, and the 
hereby are formed into, constituted and made a Body 
Politic and Corporate, by the name of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society; and that they and their Suc-
cessors, and such other Persons as shall be elected 
in the Manner hereafter mentioned, shall be and con 
tinue a Body Politic and Corporate by the same Name 
Forever. 
And be it enacted by the Authority aforesaid, That 
the Fellows of said Society may from Time to Time 
elect such Persons to be Fellows thereof, as they 
shall judge proper; and that they, the Fellows of 
said Society, shall have power to suspend, expel, 
or disfranchise any Fellows of said Society. 
Fellows And be it enacted by the Authority aforesaid, That 
of said the Fellows of said Society shall have full power 
Society and Authority to Make and enact such Rules and Bye-
empow- Laws for the better Government of Said Society, as 
ered to are not repugnant to the Laws of this Commonwealth; 
make Laws and to annex reasonable Fines and Penalties to the 
as are Breach of them, not exceeding the Sum of Twenty 
not repug- Pounds, to be sued for and recovered by said 
nant to Society, and to their own use in any Courtof Record 
the Laws within this Commonwealth proper to try the same; 
of this and also to establish the Time and manner of con-
Common- vening the Fellows of said Society; and also to 
wealth determine the number of Fellows that shall be 
present to constitute a Meeting of said Society; 
and also, that the Number of said Society, who are 
Inhabitants of this Commonwealth shall not at any 
one Time be more than Seventy nor less than Ten; 
and that their meetings shall be held in the town 
of Boston or such other Place within this Common-
wealth, as a Majority of the Members present in a 
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legal Meeting, shall judge fit and convenient. 
And whereas it is clearly of Importance, that a 
just Discrimination shall be made between such as 
are duly educated and properly qualified for the 
Duties of their Profession, and those who may 
ignorantly and wickedly administer Medicine, where-
by the Health and Lives of many Individuals may be 
endangered, or perhaps lost to the community. 
President Be it therefore enacted by the Authority afore-
and Fellows said, That the President and Fellows of said 
empowered Society, or such of their Officers or Fellows 
to examine as they shall appoint, shall have full Power and 
all Candi- Authority to examine all Candidates for the 
dates for Practice of Physic and Surgery (who shall offer 
the practice themselves for Examination, respecting their 
of Physic Skill in their Profession) and if upon such 
etc. Examination, the said candidates shall be found 
skilled in their Profession, and fitted for the 
Practice of it, they shall receive the Approb ation 
of the Society in Letters Testimonial of such 
Examination, under the Seal of the said Society, 
signed by the President, or such other Person or 
Persons as shall be appointed for that Purpose. 
It can be clearly seen by this document that the Mas sachu-
setts Medical Society was given a mandate in 1781, exactly 
eighty-eight years prior to the formal establishment of a 
department or board of health, to maintain the health and 
therefore the happiness of all citizens of the Commonwealth. 
How this was accomplished will be considered next. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY 
Growth and Development 
For over one hundred years the Massachusetts Medical 
Society carried out the mandate of the General Court of 
examining every physician to determine his or her qualifica-
tions for practicing medicine within the Commonwealth . Later 
the State took over this function and responsibility when the 
Board of Registration of Medicine was established. 
Since its very beginning the Society has contributed in 
one way or another to the medical welfare of all citizens of 
the Commonwealth . We have already seen the Society's interest 
and role in public health. Other concerns were mental health, 
industrial health, school health, chronic diseas es such as 
cancer, diabetes, and rheumatism. In more recent times focus 
has been placed on maternal and child welfare, vocational 
rehabilitation, the employment of handicapped persons, the 
improvement of patient care, home medical care programs, 
screening clinics, hospital and medical insurance plans such 
as Blue Cross and Blue Shield, pharmaceutical pr oblems, 
welfare problems, veterans' affairs, emergency medical 
service and, of course, medic al care for the aged . 
The Society was not without skeptics who said that such 
1 a medical organization was a doubtful proposition, it could 
not survive long the bickerings and dissensions of such 
varied opinions within the medical profession itself . But 
survive it did from its first meeting held at the County 
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Court House in Boston on November 28 , 1781, through the pre-
sent . The l82nd Annual Meeting of the Society was scheduled 
to be held at the Statler Hilton in Boston May 22-24, 1963 . 
In researching the history of the Society and reading 
reports of the meetings one can detect a note of liveliness 
and hotly debated issues on al l matters down through the 
years . The ye.ar 1962 was no exception when a proposal was 
submitted amending the by- laws making membership in the 
American Medical Association automatic when one became a 
member of the Medical Society . What the relationship between 
the A. M. A. and the Massachusetts Medical Society is will 
be covered in a later chapter . It is suffic i ent to say 
that not all Massachusetts physicians are in favor of joining 
the national organization . Very few physicians practicing 
in Massachus~tts fail to join the Massachusetts Medical 
Society . 
Edward Augustus Holyoke was elected the first President 
1 
of the Society . According to Burrage the Society's public 
relations began immediately upon the formal organization of 
the physicians . A letter signed by John Warren was directed 
to the public at large stating the purpose of the Society . 
"The design of the above inst i tution is to promote medical 
and surgical knowledge , inquiries into the animal economy 
& the promotion & effects of medic ine by encouraging free 
intercourse with the Gentlemen of the Faculty throughout 
the United States of America, and a friendly correspondence 
with the eminent in those professions throughout the world; 
as well as to make a just discrimination between such as 
are duly educated and properly qualified for the duties 
thereof , and those who may ignorantly and wickedly ad-
minister medicine, whereby the health and lives of many 
1 Walter L. Burrage "A History of the Massachusetts Medical 
Society 1781- 1922 11 The Plimpton Press, Norwood, Mass . 
1923, p . 38 
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valuable individuals may be endangered and perhaps los t 
to the community . 
In so laudable and useful an institution the Massachusetts 
Medical Society feel the most solid encouragement in 
calling upon the wise and observant of the Faculty, and 
upon the curious in every profession to communicate what-
ever may appear to them conducive to this great undertaking 
They would wish that the most trifling observat i ons, if 
pertinent, may not be withheld . Every communication will b 
gratefully received and treated with the utmost candor. 
For the purpose of enabling the people at large (who might 
otherwise be incapable of fully discerning the qualificatio s 
of candidates for practice) to distinguish the persons 
upon whom they may rely, they .have, upon the principles of 
their charter, appointed five censors whose duty, as 
assigned them is "to examine all candidates for the pract-
ice of physic and surgery who shall offer themselves 
therefor, and to give letters testimonial of their 
approbation, to those whom they shall find worthy of 
public confidence . " Such gentlemen as would present them-
selves candidates for examination will be seasonable 
notified of the stated meetings of the censors in the 
weekly newspapers of the town of Boston. " 1 
So wrote Dr . Warren in the first communication with the 
public. The Society sought the cooperation of the public in 
determining the qualifications of those who presented them-
s elves as candidates for the practice of medicine . The 
public's interest came first and the Society was ~etermined 
that no unfit physicians would be allowed to treat a single 
person. 
Every addition or amendment to the Society charter must be 
acted up on by the General Court . In 1859 legisl ation was 
passed stating "No person shall become a member of the 
Massachusetts Medical Society except upon examination by the 
censors of said society, and any person of good moral characte 
found to possess the qualifications prescribed by the rules 
1 Ibid pp . 38-39 
~--------------------~-----------------------
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and regulations of said society shall be admitted a f ellow 
of said soci&ty." (St. 1859, ch. 82, sec. 1) 
District Societies Formed 
As the Commonwealth began to grow in population more towns 
came into being and before long it became necessary to make 
provision for district societies of the Medical Society. 
In 1802 the charter provided for the establishment of 
district medical societies composed of members of the Medical 
Society. This ~ovision is not to be considered as a splint-
ering movement, rather such district societies serve to 
strengthen the state Society. District societies also permit 
a complete democratic form of rule as local physicians 
discuss local issues as they apply ta their particular area. 
Councilors to the state Society are elected by the local 
district societies. 
1 
Burrage points out that the establishment of district 
societies which should be tributary to the parent society and 
stimulate interest in its aims in the different sections of 
the state began soon after the reorganizat i on, the act of 
1802 having provided the machinery for the forming of such 
societies. The first was the Boston District Medical,author-
ized in 1803; a shadovvy affair that never became a real 
district society under the provisions of the by-laws, for it 
made no reports to the council or society. 
Today there are twenty district medical societies compris-
ing the Massachusetts Medical Society under the provisions 
1 Ibid p.81 
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physicians. Today there are approximately 7900 physician 
members in the Massachusetts Medical Society. 
Particular stress is placed on the establishment of 
district societies because of their structure and role in 
Society affairs. It is explained in some detail in st. 1802, 
ch. 123, sec. 5, as amended by Acts of 1958, ch. 19. 
"And be it further enacted, that the Counsellors may 
establish within such Districts and portions of this 
Commonw~alth, as they shall think expedient, Subor-
dinate ocieties, and meetings, to consist of the 
Fellows of said Corporation residing or practicing 
within such Districts respectively, wherein the com-
munication of cases and experiments may be made, and 
·the diffusion of knowledge in Medicine and Surgery 
may be encouraged and promoted. The members of such 
Subordinate Societies shall be holden to report to 
the Counsellors of the general Society all such cases 
as may be selected for their importance and utility; 
and the said Subordinate Societies shall be subject 
to the regulations of the general Society in all 
matters wherein the general Society shall be con-
cerned; and the said Subordinate Societies may 
appoint their own officers, and establish regulations 
for their particular government not repugnant to 
the by-laws of the general Society; and shall be caps 
ble to purchase, ane receive by donations, Books, 
Philosophical, and hirurgical Instruments, or other 
personal property, and may hold and dispose of the 
same exclusively of any authority of the general 
, Society." 
In 1830 an abortive attempt to break away from the Medical 
Society was made by the Berkshire Dis trict . The State Legis-
lature was petitioned by officers and members of the district 
asking permission to separate from the Massachusetts Medical 
Society and be allowed to form its own single unit . Among the 
reasons given for requesting this petition were: the Berk-
shire petitioners felt they were a great distance from the 
meeting of the general parent society, they could not enjoy 
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the privileges that the Society provides such as t he use of 
the third largest library of medical periodicals in the 
country, that "times were tough" and membership was declining, 
the regulations of the board of censors were oppressive, and 
that members were close enough to medical societies in neigh-
boring states so that privileges of those societies could be 
enjoyed at less expense , and sundry other reasons . 
The council of the Massachus etts Medical Society there-
upon appointed a committee to draft a memorial to the state 
legislature protesting against the granting of such a peti-
t ion to the Berkshire District . It was felt that the Berkshire 
group had no real gripes with the Medical Society. The 
petition was blocked when officials of the Society pointed 
out that dues of fellows who had "fallen into impoverished 
circumstances" had been promptly remitted, that the parent 
society had always stood ready to grant aid to distric 
societies , that a small independent medical district could 
not accomplish as much for the public good as a statewide 
society could, and that it would be more difficult to main-
tain a uniform standard of qualifications for the practice 
of medicine . 
Charter Challenged 
The Society was put to a crucial test in 1839 when an ex-
pelled member caused a petition to be entered int o the General 
Court requesting that the charter of the Massachusetts Med-
ical Society be declared null and void on the grounds that: 
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"in the charter and by-laws are contained articles 
incompatible with the provisions of this Commonwealt 
-and that they contravene the prior rights and priv-
ileges of Harvard University, by annulling, under 
certain circumstances, the rights granted by its 
faculty . " 1 
Such action on the part of Dr. Bartlett, a bona/fide grad-
uate of Harvard Medical School, created more than a mild 
sensation in staid Boston and the medical profession for it 
was an acid test for the Society's eighth by-law which states 
'any person who is engaged in the ~ractice of medi-
cine or surgery in this commonwealth, not being 
a fellow or licentiate of this society, nor a Doctor 
in medicine of Harvard University, shall be deemed 
by the fellows of this society, an irregular 
practitioner . ' 2 
Bartlett was found guilty by the Medical Society for con-
sulting with an irregular practitioner on professional 
matters and for publicly, in print, recommending public con-
fidence and patronage of the same individual . This as a 
violation of ethical practices which the medical profession 
steadfastly has upheld through the years. 
A special legislative committee was set up to investigate 
the entire matter. Scores of meetings were held but no 
opinions were given. The close of the legislature put the 
matter over until the next annual session. In the following 
session there was much deliberation but the death of Dr . 
Bartlett brought the matter to a close when the legislative 
committee reported: 
"with a recommendation that the petitioner have 
leave to withdraw his memorial, inasmuch as the 
matter was chiefly personal to the petitioner; when 
they received the news of the sudden death of Dr. 
1 Ibid p . 85 
2 Ibid p. 85 
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Bartlett . His days are past - his purposes are 
broken off . They are induced by this event to 
conclude that no further action of the General Court 
is necessary thereon . " 
The medical practices of the irregular practitioner came 
under close scrutiny . It was reported that he drifted from 
city to city, set himself up as a specialist and extracted 
unusual fees for his services . Poor patients had to pay first 
or there was no treatment . 
Some opinions expressed felt that the eighth by-law was 
too severe but it must be remembered that medicine was under-
going a big change . The so-called apprentice system had been 
junked and medical education standards set up . Harvard was 
the medical school of the day . 
Today those matters take care of themselves for the most 
part . A committee on ethics and discipline has been on the 
lookout for any unethical practitioners . Physicians who are 
ethical join the Society and are considered ethical until 
the contrary has been proved. 
Internal and External Public Relations 
What are the qualifications required for fellowship in 
the Massachusetts Medical Society t oday? 
Sound mind and good character i n a man or woman who has 
reached the age of twenty-one years , has a medical degree 
from an approved school or who otherwise is approved by the 
Council of the Society, who is licensed to practice medicine, 
~ho practic es ethically, and who applies, pays a small fee 
and appears before the censors and satisfies them that he 
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possesses the necessary qualifications. 
The fellow upon admission is expected to practice medicine 
in an ethical manner, must pay an annual a s sessment of $35., 
must not commit a felony involving moral turpitude or a crime, 
or attempt to harm the Society, advertise nostrums for sale, 
profess to cure disease by secret methods, present false 
certificates, accept rebates on prescriptions or appliances, 
or otherwise act in a way unbecoming a physician. The fellow 
also received many privileges for his ~ual dues. 
His assessment helps to defray the expense of a benevolent 
fund for the benefit of destitute physicians or their wives or 
children. A part goes to support the third largest medical 
library in the country including the right to make use of it 
at anytime . The dues also help to pay for partial support 
of the New England Journal of Medicine, considered in medical 
circles as the best journal published by a medical association 
in the country. It has an international reputation for its 
chronicling of famous medical case histories. 
The assessment also helps to support annual meetings, 
postgraduate education of physicians, and other forms of 
~atherings for improving the knowledge of health. Legal 
assistance in defense of members who are sued for malpractice 
~s also provided. 
~ene!its To Members 
What does the Society do in return for its members? 
It acts as a legislative watchdog and either supports 
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or opposes bills in the interest of the medical profession 
and the public . Fee schedules are negotiated, a placement 
bureau for physicians is maintained , and insurance programs 
for members are evaluated. 
The Society meets periodically with representatives of 
the Massachusetts Hospital Association and with representative 
of the Massachusetts Bar Association to solve mutual problems 
and to maintain relationships as outlined in Codes of Coopera-
tion adopted by these groups and the Society. Meetings with 
paramedical and allied groups are held to solve mutual 
problems . In addition physician members are provided with 
information about licensure , legal problems, social agencies, 
ethics, medical conventions, health services , and fees . It 
also works actively for good relationships between hospital 
staff and trustees . 
The governing body of the Society is the Council which is 
elected annually . Each district is allowed to elect one 
councilor for each twenty- five fellows . The Council meets 
three times a year to act upon business that may be properly 
brought up for action . At any of these stated meetings new 
business may be considered and referred to an appropriate 
committee . Any member of the Society may submit a resolution 
or written motion through any of the councilors representing 
hi~ d!~trict . All matters to be considered at the stated 
meetings is made available to all councilors well in advanc 
of the meeting and any member desiring to know what business 
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is to be considered may request copies of this advance 
information . 
Members may inform their councilors of their views on 
certain matters and may request the councilors to present 
those views to the Council for consideration . All members are 
urged to attend the annual meeting and exercise their right to 
vote . Officers such as president, vice-president, president-
elect, treasurer, secretary, and assistant treasurer are 
elected at the annual meetings . 
Most matters are referred to committees for study and 
recommendations . It is the work of the various committees 
that keeps the flow of business running smoothly . Committee 
members are either elected by their district societies or 
nominated by the President of the Society and elected by the 
Council . 
In order to better understand the functioning of the 
Society it is necessary to know something of its organizationa 
structure . We have seen the role and authority of the 
governing body, the Council, and how an individual member 
may have a voice in that body . 
Let us briefly take a look at the various committees and 
their authority •. 
The Executive Committee consists of one representative 
elected by the councilors of each district for a term of 
three years . These twenty committee members along with office s 
of the Society serve as voting members of the Massachusetts 
J 
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M'dical Service Corporation and the Massachusetts Hospital 
Service, more popularly known as Blue Cross-Blue Shield. 
The Committee on Nominations is made up of one councilor 
elected annually by each district society . 
The Committee on Public Relations is made up of twenty 
councilors, each elected annually by the district societies, 
and the officers of the Society ex officio . 
The Committee on State Legislation consists of one 
councilor from each district , elected annually by the district 
society . 
These two committees, Public Relations and State Legis-
lation, will be discussed in or detail in a subsequent 
cb ter . 
The scope of Society activities can be evidenced by a mere 
mention or the names of the other commdttees . These are : 
Administration, Arrangements, Benevolence (authorizes annual 
contribution to the Benevolent fund for aged or incapacitated 
physicians and their dependents ) , By-Laws and Council Rules , 
Ethics and Discipline , Finance , Society Headquarters, Hospital 
and Professional Relations, Medical Defense (professional 
liability), Medical Education , Membership, Occupational Health 
Publications {publishes the New England Journal of Medicine) , 
Public Health and problems relating to individual diseases 
(specially appointed panels of this committee have supplanted 
all committees for special diseases, e . g . cancer, heart, etc . ) 
Anatomical Material (bodies for dissection in medical school), 
Auditing , Joint Conference Committee with the Bar Associations 
l 
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Supervisory Committee on Blood Banks, Disaster Medic al Car e, 
Insurance and Investment Problems , Maternal Welrare, Mental 
Health, National Legislation, Charges to Pooled Funds (con-
siders problems arising in c onnection with payments to 
physicians by Blue Shield and i nsurance companies), School 
Health, Prevention of Traffi c Accidents, and Advisory to the 
Woman ' s Auxiliary . 
In addition there is an advisory board made up of the 
five most recent past presidents . 
A most important committee and one that is not too well 
known by the public is the Committee on Ethics and Discipline . 
This committee , established in 1871, has long served as a 
grievance committee to which members of the public who feel 
they have been victims of unethical practices may report 
their complaints . The usual procedure is for the person to 
report in writing his or her complaint . 
Another important service that members of the Society 
carry on for the benefit of the public is the emergency 
medical coverage . Various districts and groups or physicians 
in certain areas will establish emergency coverage systems 
so that a physician will be available at all times . 
To help ease the physician shortages and distribution a 
Placement Service is carried on by the Society under the 
Department of Public Relations and Administration. This 
service is offered to physicians wishing to locate in Mass -
achusetts and to communities and organizations in the state 
seekin~Z Phvsicians P::~mnhlAt~ ::!'!"A ;~~nAn 1"11lAl"tArlv l~Qt:~nO' 
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Please Complete and Return to: 
Placement Office 
Mass. Medical Society 
22 The Fenway 
Boston 15, Mass. 
Information From Physicians Seeking Locations 
1. Name 
ffia 
2. Present Address .... Telephone No ......... ................... ........ . 
3. Date and Place of Birth 
4. Citizenship Status .. . . .................. .. ........ .. 
5. Marital Status . . . ......... . 
6. Medical School of Graduation . 
7. Internship (Name and Location of Hospital) ........... .. 
8. Residency (Name and Location of Hospitals) 
9. States in which Licenses are Held . . . .. . .. .. .. ........... . ..................................................................... .. ................ . 
Applied for . 
10. Specialty Training or American Board Certifi.cates Held . 
11. Professional Organization Memberships .. .... .............. .... .. ...... .. 
12. Are You Presently in Practice? .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ............... .... .. .. 
13. If so, Type of Present Practice . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. . .. .. .. 
14. Why Do You Wish to Relocate? . .............. ... .. ...... ..... ................. ....... .. ...... . .. .. .. .............. . ............. .. .. 
15. Former Locations in which You Practiced ............ . ... . 
16. Military Status . 
17. Type of Practice Interested in: General .... . ....................... . . . . . . Specialty .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ....... .. .. .. .. 
Clinic .............. .. ........... .... ..... .. ............... Industrial .... . ........ .. .. . 
Assistant or Associate . . .............. Institutional (Under County or State Gov't) . 
18. Date You Will be Available for Practice 
Date .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. Signed ............... .. ... ..... .. ...................................................................... . 
DO NOT FILL OUT THIS HALF OF APPLICATION 
Referred to : 
Placed: 
( 
-
MASSACHUSETTS 
OPPORTUNITIES for PRACTICE 
PLACEMENT DEPARTMENT 
MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY 
22 THE FENW A Y 
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS 
KEnmore 6-8812 
JANUARY 1963 - APRIL 1963 
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opportunities to practice . 
Other public relations activities include: awards to 
outstanding medical students at Boston University, Tufts, 
and Harvard Schools o£ Medicine; citations for outstanding 
contributions to medical progress; financial support of 
the Hall of Science in the Boston Museum of Science; publica-
tion of a Newsletter several times each year for the informa-
tion of the membership; aid to deserving medical students, 
and maintenance of a charitable and educational fund . 
The Department of Public Relations is headed by a Director 
with a decade of experience in medical administration and 
public relations . A Public Relations Associate was employed 
more than a year ago to coordinate medical information, 
education and public relations programs . The Associate plans 
radio, television, and newspaper features as one area of 
activity . Both the Director and Associate participate in 
the planning, management, and public relations of conferences 
and medical conventions . Information relating to legislation 
is compiled by this Department and forwarded to the various 
committees that are concerned . 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 
Function and Organization 
Public relations as a distinct formalized activity of the 
Massachusetts Medical Society began in· the early 1930's. 
What might be called a precursor of the Committee on Public 
Relations was set up in 1923 1 when the Vice-President of the 
Society expressed the opinion that the organiz ation was not 
making full use of its opportunities in serving the public . 
He said that the Society might instruct the legislature to 
better effect as to the aims of legitimate medicine, partly as 
a means to offset the telling propaganda of the osteopaths 
and the chiropractors in their bid for professional recognitio • 
It was his feeling that the Society should make more of an 
effort to educate the legislators as well as the public in an 
authoritative manner on all matters pertaining to the health 
of the public . 
The policy making body of the Society, the Council, voted 
that the President should set up a study committee to deter-
mine the feasibility of developing a department of education 
whose function would include teaching the public the value 
of preventive medicine and reliable methods of improving 
~ublic health . 
The study committee recommended that a very gradual 
development of a program of instruction beginning with 
1 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1923 
~·----------------~----~---------
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several short articles in newspapers throughout the state 
should be undertaken. The committee also thought about the 
idea of adopting motion pictures and radio broadcasts as 
another means of communication. In 1924, the Committee on 
Public Instruction became a standing committee of the Society. 
In 1925 2 the first repor t of the Committee on Public 
I nstruction was made t o the full membership . The Committee 
reported "that a few articles on health matters had been 
placed in the lay press , but this was found to be an imprac-
tical method of attack . " It was concluded that more might 
be accomplished if the Committee on Public Instruction 
organized local campaigns of health education in each medical 
district . A few years later the Committee died when there 
was no provision made in the bylaws for ·its continued exist-
ence . 
3 
In 1931 the increasing interest of state and municipal 
boards of health in matters that had previously been consider-
ed to rest solely within the province of private practice 
became a matter of concern in Society circles . Out of that 
concern a motion was made that a Committee on Public Relations 
be established to consist of a member from each district 
society under the chairmanship of the President of the 
Massachusetts Medical Society . After prolonged discussion 
the motion was . passed that such a committee should be organ-
ized and make its first report at the next Council meeting . 
In that first report by the Committee on Public Relations 
1 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1924 
2 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Soc1ety, 1925 
3 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1931 
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there is little public relations and much criticism. The 
committee members took a dim view of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Health establishing additional hospitals for 
the care and treatment or research of chronic disease . It 
concluded that the Department was encroaching, wittingly or 
unwittingly, upon the general practice of medicine . A sub-
committee did recommend, however, that the time had arrived 
when the Society should sponsor some system of postgraduate 
instruction for its members . In February 1933, a Committee 
on Postgraduate Medical Instruction was approved and organized 
The Committee on Public Relations in the next few years 
continued to criticize the Department of Public Health. Its 
attitude was quite negative but eventually it came forth with 
some positive resolutions and recommendations . 
Committee on Public Relations Recommendations 
1 
In 1934 the Committee recommended that the Society 
should concern itself in the matter of medical appointments 
and activities outside of legislative matters at the State 
~ouse . Recently the Society Council approved a similar 
~ecommendation that a medical advisory committee be appointed 
~y the President to assist the Governor, when asked, on medicaJ 
~atters affecting the state, including appointments of a 
~edical nature . 
Other recommendations of the Committee on Public Relations 
that were accepted were proposals to establish five sub-
pommittees (1) on the adequacy of medical care, (2) on 
~ Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1934 
I 
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insurance, particularly social inauranee, (3) on public health 
to deal with the Department ot Public Health and practitioners 
relations and public information, (4) on hospital r elations, 
and (5) on medical education and licensure . 
It was through the Committee on Public Relations that the 
idea of a h ospi tal service corporation plan was presented. 
That plan is known today as the Massachusetts Blue Cross-
Blue Shield program with more than two and a half million 
subscribers . The plan was spurred partially because of 
Federal Government proposals to establish compulsory health 
insurance programs . 
The Committee accomplished many noteworthy internal 
programs . designed to protect the practice of private medicine . 
1 
In 1945 a proposal was made that a publicity agent for the 
Society be hired . After repeated discussions on the issue 
it was decided that the Executive Secretary of the Society 
1 should familiarize himself with the methods of medical 
publicity . Two objectives of the Committee now included 
Quite frequently families have moved to a new community 
and find themselves looking for a family physician . In-
variably they call the Medical Society looking for a list of 
physicians . The Committee on Public Relations recommended 
that the selection of a family physician should be referred 
t o the RAcretarv of the district medical societv concerned. 
1 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1945 
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A most common criticism of the medical profession by the 
general public today concerns the availability of physicians 
and emergency medical care . The Committee on Public Relations 
was concerned with this criticism and recommended that every 
member of the Committee should bring the matter before their 
respective district medical societies . Emergency medical 
coverage was then established on a regional basis under 
various plans dependent on the area and the number of physicia s 
who would participate . 
Director of Medical Information and Education 
One of the most important recommendations of the Committee 
was the establishment of a full-time Director of Medical 
Information and Education who would handle the every day 
1 
public relations affairs of the Society . Prior to 1947 
Society business was conducted by an Executive Secretary who 
was primarily a business manager who would handle the arrange-
ments for the annual meeting and the Postgraduate Assembly . 
Assisting the Executive Secretary were three clerical assist-
ants and a part-time physician Secretary who devoted but a few 
~ours a week to his duties at Society headquarters . 
Many excellent committees composed in several instances of 
the country's outstanding men of medicine met subject to call 
and labored diligently on such business matters that were 
~eferred to them. Many outstanding programs were developed 
)Ut little was known about them inside or outside of the 
Society . 
1 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1947 
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There was little or no inter-professional communication 
and cooperation with and from other professional groups 
working in health fields was negligible. Little or no use had 
been made of the press, radio and other means of communication 
There was no clear policy for dealing with inquiries from 
reporters, much less any kind of official liaision with 
members of the press. It was purely by accident that indi-
vidual doctors were acquainted with representatives of local 
newspapers or radio and television. 
Neither group really understood or thought much about the 
other's problems. The majority of physicians were tradition-
ally wary of contacts with the press, and shrank from any 
form of individual publicity as being professionally unethical 
Newsmen took the view that medical news was no different than 
any other news of public interest, and should not be treated 
any differently. Since they usually met a wall of "no 
comment" or silence when seeking medical information from 
doctors, reporters often turned to less authoritative s ources 
with the disastrous results that their stories were quite 
often inaccurate and critical of the medical profession. 
Because there was little understanding of each other's 
problems and with no means or channels of communication by 
which to approach one another for guidance and assistance, it 
is understandable why doctors and reporters were generally 
suspicious of each other. That suspicion does not prevail 
today, however, because the establishment of the post of 
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Director of Medical Education and Information within the 
Massachusetts Medical Society made information available and 
a link in the chain of communication was forged . 
Real differences do continue to exist between the 
medical profession and the press in the reporting of medical 
news . The President of the American Medical Society, Dr . 
l 
George Fister, says, "Medicine has an old tradition of 
silence . Professional secrecy is enjoined in the Hippocratic 
Oath to which all ethical doctors subscribe . The newspaper-
man, on the contrary, is pledged to give the public 'all the 
news that's fit to print . '" 
Public Relations Moves Into High Gear 
The appointment of Dr . John F . Conlin as Director of 
Medical Information and Education shifted the public relation. 
programs of the Massachusetts Medical Society into high gear . 
An outstanding speakers bureau was organized to discuss 
medical subjects before professional and non-professional 
groups . The need for such a bureau had been voiced from 
time to time but no one was available to implement the reques1 • 
Press conferences were held, citations to outstanding lay 
men for service to the medical profession were awarded, and 
many other innovations were undertaken to improve the rapport 
between physician and public . Efforts to meet the demand 
for authoritative health information were stepped up 
appreciably and programs for adult health education were 
initiated and expanded . Lines of internal communication 
between the central headquarters and the district societies 
1 Dr . · George M. 'fis.te;., P.R Doctor , American Medical 
Association , March/ April 1963 , P. . 4 . 
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SOCIETY NEWS RELEASE 
TEE NASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY 
22 THE FEJITWA Y 
BOSTON 15• MASSACHUSETTS KEnmore 6-8812 
RELEASE: UPON RECEIPT 
The Boston Emergency Physicians• Service hich covers Boston 
and Brookline reports a decline in the total num~r or emergency 
medical calls handled annually, Dr. Carl F. Maraldi of Boston, 
chairman of the joint committee on emergency medical coverage~ 
announced todayo 
During 1962 the Service handled 4 1 294 telephone callso Most 
or the calls occurred during the hours rrom 7:00 pom through 
7:00 a.m., and according to Dr. Maraldi• most of the cases cama 
.from Dorchester. 
Sponsored by the Norfolk, Suffolk and .Middlesex South District 
Medical Societies o.f the Massachusetts Medical Society the emergency 
medical call service is handled by a private telephone exchange and 
is rinanced by the participating Societieso The telephcne number 
is HUbbard 2-5252. 
There ere 4,733 calls handled in 1961 as compared to 5 1 361 in 
1960 and 5,850 in 1959o 
This annual decline is due in large measure, said Dr. Mal'aldi• 
to more people having a f~ily physician to call rsther than wait~ 
ing to search for a physician during an emergency~ 
### ### ### 
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were strengthened. Attendance at meetings which had £allen 
off picked up because more of the Society Fellows were made 
aware of what was going on . 
The Director revised the entire public relations picture 
and went on an extensive program of speaking before groups of 
all types to acquaint them and the public with Society 
activi ties and objectives . He participated in forums, panels 
conferences, debates , and seminars across the state on 
medical subjects, particularly those of a controversial 
nature such as anti-vivisectionism, euthanasia, socialized 
1 
medicine and medical research. 
The Director streamlined the internal office procedures 
so that all correspondence was routed to the proper person. 
Follow up to correspondence from the public was made to 
insure that each letter was answered . Telephone queries 
were handled courteously and informatively . 
Dr . Conlin emphasized the discussion of problems with the -
individual physicians and with groups of physicians . He 
visited every district medical society at least once during 
the year . He met and talked wi th as many hospital staffs as 
possible . In addition to his r egular duties he took courses 
at the Harvard School of Public Health where he received a 
Master in Public Health degree . He also took a Master of 
Science degree in Public Relations from the Boston University 
School of Public Relations and Communications . 
The increased activities of the Society were reflections 
of the increased public relations programs . A Women's 
1 Robert W. Buck, M. D., Secretary of the Massachusetts 
:Medical Society, an unpublished report, 1960 
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Auxiliary to the Society was organized throughout the state 
with the assistance of the Director . Radio and television 
progr ams were produced . Medical writers of the various 
daily newspapers had the opportunity to meet at Society 
headquarters and attend meetings of general interest . Weekly 
features were prepared for distribution to newspapers, house 
organs, and magazines . 
While the more conservati ve members of the Society 
grumbled a bit about the cost of instituting these programs, 
most of the Society membership approved of the stepped up 
activity . A new spirit of progress had established itself . 
An assistant to the Direc t or was employed in 1950 . Upon 
1 
the resignation of Dr . Conlin in 1956 who left to take over 
the equally challenging position of Superintendent of 
Hospitals for the City of Boston , the assistant assumed the 
responsibilities of the position . The title of Director of 
Medical Information and Education was later changed to 
Director of Public Relations and Administration. The duties 
today have increased considerably because of the many complex 
problems of medicine . A maj or ac tivity involves legislation, 
state and national . 
The planning of a four day Annual Meeting involves con-
siderable planning and public relations programming . Attend-
ance at out-of-state conferences and meetings takes up a 
great deal of time . 
Principles governing hospital-radio-press and television 
1 Proceedings of the Massachusetts Medical Society, 1956 
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cooperation were drawn up after a series of conferences 
between representatives of the press and the Massachusetts 
Medical Society public relations staff and officers . These 
principles govern relations between the hospitals and the 
mass media rather than individual relationships with 
physicians . 
A modern innovation is the establishment of a Medical 
Radio Network, the first of its kind anywhere . The purpose 
of this Network is to broadcast medical news and information 
directly to doctors in their offices over closed circuit FM 
radio . The programs would be prepared by the membership 
of the Massachusetts Medical Society assisted by the Depart-
ment of Public Relations . The list of participants is a 
veritable Who's \Vho in Medicine . Specialists in all the 
disciplines will participate with the Public Relations Depart. 
ment coordinating much of the programming . Doctors will be 
furnished with sets on a rental basis in the Greater Boston 
area as a pilot operation . If the project proves successful 
an attempt to make the network nationwide will be made . 
Postgraduate Medical Education programs are aired over 
WGBH from Albany Medical College on Two-Way FM radio to 
eight Massachusetts hospitals . Case presentations are made 
and two way discussions f ollow . This type of broadcasting 
is meeting with much enthusiasm in medical education circles . 
The Society provides speakers and financially supports 
programs originating in the Boston area . Public relations 
objectives include the development of community hospital 
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educational programs. The Society is anxious to provide help 
in any effort to improve educational activities at the local 
level in the hope that new progrrums will be lasting programs 
of individual hospitals rather than of the Postgraduate 
Medical Institute . 
The Society Department of Public Relations working in 
concert with the Committee on Public Relations , the Committee 
on State Legislation, the Committee on National Legislation, 
the Executive Committee and the policy making Council , has 
become an eff ective , efficient arm of the organization . The 
Director of Public Relations advises the Committees on public 
relations problems and is influential in the shaping of 
Society policy . Final decisions are made by the committees 
or the membership but the Director's recommendations usually 
have an important bearing on those decisions . 
While public relations has come a long way within the 
Massachusetts Medical Society, it has quite a way to go yet 
in the resolving of some complex medical problems ahead . 
Some Complex Medical Public Relations Problems 
Problems relating to health are complex and ever increas-
ing . While we live longer we have more chronic disease than 
ever before . Our cancer hospitals have waiting lists but yet 
educational programs to acquaint our youth with the possible 
dangers of smoking go unheeded . Massachusetts ranks fifth 
in the nation in the number of alcoholics and our venereal 
disease rates are increasing alarmingly . Over 38,000 lives 
are lost annuallv on the nS:tion's hig:ohWRVS The combined. 
I 
efforts of the medical, dental, engineer i ng and public health 
professions experience great difficulty in promoting the 
fluoridation of water supplies . 
Rachel Carsona book , "The Silent Spring", raises many 
issues relating to the use of pesticides, insectides, chemica 
additives and preservatives . Senator John E. Powers, Pres -
ident of the Massachusetts Senate, released a commission 
study report revealing shocking conditions in the nursing 
homes throughout the Commonwealth . The Massachusetts 
Legislative Council has conducted a study relative to the 
involvement of hospitals in urban renewal programs . A specia 
legislative commission is investigating the laws relative 
to non-profit hospital and medical care corporations . The 
rising costs of hospital and medical care and hospital 
accommodations also are under close legislative scrutiny . 
Many small communities are handicapped today when c om-
peting with cities for the services of doctors . If doctors 
locat e in cities they have the facilities they need usually 
at the local hospital . But if they settle in small communit-
ies they are handicapped without the equipment and facilities 
to verify their diagnosis and speed t heir patients' recovery . 
To become a physician in this country is a long, rigorous 
back-breaking grind . Before the shingle can be hung out 
a physician must expend from $25 , 000 to $40,000 for his 
education . He must spend four years in college, four in 
medical school, and one year (now more often two) of an in-
ternship in a hospital . The specialist-_s_ur!Zeon internist 
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orthopedist, neurologist, and others spend an additional three 
to five years more than the general practitioner learning his 
profession and these years of residency are poorly paid . The 
specialist, once he completes his education and training, 
makes considerably more money that the general practitioner . 
There are specialists in the Boston area who are earning more 
than $100,000 a year. This is another reason why it is 
difficult for physicians to locate in small rural communities 
today . 
Senator Kefauver's investigation of the drug industry 
which caused some startling revelations to come to the surface 
was followed by enactment of tightened legislation. The high 
cost of modern medicine is due in large measure to the cost of 
drugs . Most voluntary insurance programs exclude the cost of 
drugs . The stocks of the big drug companies have been zooming 
for many years . Stockholders have benefited from multiple 
stock splits, good dividends and substantial price increases . 
In 1959, for example, this country spent $2 . 4 billion for 
prescription drugs alone . Add another one billion to that 
for non-prescription drugs which range from aspir in tablets 
to vitamins . 
The archaic system of paying interns and residents from 
$300 to $2500 a year should be considered as a problem area 
in creating a critical shortage of doctors . The 1957 report 
of Frank Baine, Chairman of t he Surgeon General's consultant 
group on medical education showed that there were 226,625 
physicians in this country . Of this number 155,527 were in 
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private practice, 36,371 .were in hospital service, 23,786 were 
If in teaching-research positions, and 10,666 were retired. 
some 13,000 osteopaths are added to this one finds a total of I 
205,198 physicians actually treating the public. The ratio 
is, therefore, one doctor for every 872 persons. World Health 
Organization figures show that foreign countries compare more 
favorably . Israel has one physician for every 434 persons, 
Austria has one to 628, and New Zealand one to 725. 
The Thirteenth Medicolegal Conference sponsored by the 
American Medical Association was told this year that in 1950 
only one physician in fifty was sued for malpractice, current! 
1 
that ratio is one in five. The problem of malpractice has 
reached the critical stage and legislation was sought (Senate 
31) this year exempting registered physicians from civil 
liability for emergency care or treatment rendered at the 
scene of c ertain accidents . This bill, sponsored by the 
Massachusetts Medical Society, reads in part: 
"Section 12 B. No physician duly registered under the 
provisions of Section two or two A who, in good fai t h, renders 
emergency care or treatment at the scene of an accident to 
~y person injured on the highway as the result of a motor 
~ehicle accident or railroad or airplane accident or public 
disaster shall be liable in a suit for damages as a result of 
pis acts or omissions nor shall he be liable to a hospital for 
~ts expenses if, under such emergency conditions he orders a 
person hospitalized or causes his admission . " This measure 
extends the so-called "Good Samaritan" law e:r:iac_tP.d in 1962 
1 Report of Dr . Carl Bearse, Chairman, Committee on Medical 
Defense, as written in the Massachusetts Medical Society 
~ircular of Advance Information for Councilors, May 20,1963 
p . 49 
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from auto accidents to railroad, airplane, and other public 
disasters such as tornadoes, floods, and fires . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society Committee on Maternal 
Welfare publishes statistical information in The New England 
Journal of Medicine based on the review of reports giving 
causes of death. Dr . John F . Jewett, Chairman of the Committe 
reported: 
"Anxiety over the possibility of lawsuits in connection 
with these death studies is apparently recurrent in some 
despite the fact that this matter was thoroughly aired in 
1959 by the Society's Officers and by the Committee on State 
Legislation. It is therefore probably pertinent to assure the 
Council and the Society as a whole that the Committee's rather 
extraordinary precautions against such a possibility, combined 
with a law passed in 1960 (Chapter 111 Section 24, as amended 
by Chapter 624, Acts of 1960, published verbatim in the 
editorial section of The New England Journal of Medicine on 
November 10, 1960, Volume 236 Number 19, page 974) have 
reduced this unlikely hazard to zero . Details are on file 
1 
in the office of the Secretary of the Society . " 
The medical quack is ever present in our society hawking 
his phoney wares and advice to gullible listeners and buyers . 
~ut what about the registered physician who might be guilty 
of a breach of ethics, unintentionally or otherwise? The 
~assachusetts Medical Society Committee on Ethics and Discip-
~ine met four times last year to consider some forty-four 
2 ~ases . Dr . John W. Spellman. Committee Chairman renorls• 
fl J.Oid, p.26 
~ Ibid, p . l7 
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"In nineteen cases it found that no violation of medical 
ethics had occurred. In thirteen cases advice was given to 
the doctor who was the subject of complaint or to physicians 
or attorneys who asked for guidance . On recommendation of 
the Committee letters of censure were written to three 
physicians by the President of the Society and warnings were 
sent to three others . One member was suspended following 
deprivation of his license by the Board of Registration in 
Medicine; no opinion was rendered in one case that is under 
litigation; one case was referred to the Committee on Pooled 
Funds; one case is pending . 
Two men were reinstated having previously lost the privi-
leges of fellowship because of suspension of their registratio 
to practice . 
Recently a princip~e of medical ethics, namely "a physi-
cian should cheerfully and without recompense give his pro-
fessional services to physicians or their dependents if they 
are in his vicinity," has been questioned by some fellows of 
the Society. The Council at a future time may be called upon 
to reaffirm or to modify this principle . " 
The use of drugs in research and experiments suffered a 
setback last year when the disastrous effects of thalidomide 
~ere discovered . Just when can drugs be used in experimenta-
tion on humans poses many problems . 
Dr . Dale G. Friend, a specialist in the field of drugs 
at Harvard Medical School and Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, 
r-ays that these new drugs are not all so wnnnArf'1]1 s:t~ th"'v 
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are made out to be . 
"Drugs are a serious cause of concern, it is imperative 
for a physician when confronted with a new therapeutic agent 
to make absolutely certain that he is not going to do harm 
as the result of his use of the substance , " he says . 
Almost all potent drugs, antibiotics, hormones, tranquili-
zers can, in certain persons , induce severe side effects and 
the long term influence of some of these drugs is still not 
known, he pointed out . 
These are but a few of the many medical problem2 that 
demand the highest ethical public relations procedures to 
resolve . Some of these complex problems will be corrected 
by enabling or remedial state or federal legislation. Others 
will take time . 
The Senator Powers report on conditions in Massachusetts 
nursing home is one stepping off point . Al~eady steps are 
being taken to correct some of the causes behind these 
shocking conditions . For one thing, it is difficult to under-
stand how 16 inspectors of the State ~epartment of Public 
Health can adequately inspect all hospitals and an additional 
700 nursing homes each year . It takes time to train competent 
hospital and nursing home inspectors and it requires more 
than a force of 16 to do the job thoroughly. Legislation 
to increase the number of personnel needed has been filed 
by the Department of Public llealth . 
In that same area the American Medical Association and 
the American Nursing Home Association have announced ioint 
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sponsorship o~ a national acreditation program for nursing 
homes . It may take a year or longer before such comparable 
action can be considered on the state level by the Massachu-
setts Medical Society. Such accreditation would have to come 
be~ore the full membership o~ the Society which meets annually 
in May. 
Dr . Robert w. Buok 1 Secretary o~ the Society, said in an 
interview that the state group would approve any e~fective 
program to improve the standards of service o~fered by nurs -
ing homes . He pointed out however the internal policy o~ the 
Society requires that any state proposal must be voted upon 
by the entire membership and not by any single committee or 
recommendation o~ an of~icer . 
This hampers S> n:ewhat the institution o~ a program but 
in an emergency a pecial meeting of the Society could be 
called to expedite matters . Meanwhile the Massachusetts 
~ederation of Nursing Homes has invited all health groups 
of the state to attend meetings this year ~or the purpose 
bf discussing accreditation. 
In addition to the Massachusetts Medical Society, these 
~roups include the state's voluntary hospital , dental and 
pursing associations , the licensed ~actical nurses associa-
ioJ ~ion, the Council on the Aging , Blue Shield, Mass 65 1 the 
state departments of public health and welfare , and various 
~enior citizen groups . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society is involved in most of 
~hes e complex areas . To helo in the so1nt:'fnn nf' +'ho mon-v 
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problem areas a joint effort on the part of all professions 
is needed. The public relations practitioners in the various 
disciplines involved must work in concert . 
There must be an orchestration of words , not a babble of 
confusion. 
The Spreading of Information 
Erwin D. Canham, distinguished editor of the Christian 
Science Monitor , told the Public Relations Society of America 
at a Miami convention in 1959 that "the best kind of public 
relations is the spreading of information. " 
The Massachusetts Medical Society is cognizant of this 
and has set a course for future communications to the indi-
vidual physician, and the general public . The giving out of 
information alone is not enough for successful medical public 
relations . The mere possession of information is of interest 
only to the extent that the individual is motivated to make 
use of that information. 
The Medical Society can join. hands with other professional 
groups to promote physical fitness, polio immunization, 
periodic check-ups , and other health programs with a consid-
erable degree of success . 
The Society does not always meet with that same success 
when it joins other organizations in promoting fluoridation 
of water supplies, installation of seat belts , and similar 
programs of health and safety. The relationship between 
lun12 cancAr smd cis:tarette smokina- meet with startliruc 
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~ndifference even among profess i onal medical gpoups . 
Individual motivation is the prime ingredient and the 
~edical Society must ready its si ghts in that direction. 
The spreading of information by the Medical Society must 
indicate the unified thinking of the medical profession. For 
example , there are some doctors who do not believe that fluori · 
dation of water suppl ies is necessary just as there are doctorf 
~ho smoke incessantly with complete disregard for thatsegment 
of their profession vmo claim there is some relationship 
between lung cancer and cigarette smoking . 
The frunous cranberry incident of 1959 is a prime exrunple 
of a communications breakdown at a crucial time when public 
enlightenment was very much needed. A central voice, perhaps 
the Medical Society on all mateers of health health, is n e~­
ed to prevent the recurrence of the cranberry confusion 
when many private and governmental agencies were issuing 
statements to an already confused public . 
Sensitive areas such as b i rth control , legal abortion, 
and euthanasia must be examined critically by the medical 
profession in order that the information needed may be proper-
ly put before the public . Dr . John Rock, a Catholic gynecolo-
gist (see Boston Globe Clip next page) urged strong leader-
ship so that the religious issue of birth control may be 
resolved. 
Strong leadership and unity are the necessary components 
of spreading information. The Public rlelations Department of 
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An End to Dispute: 
irth Curb 
8~ro-Y (~/~he 
-st/1)'/63 
act 
Urged by Dr. ock 
By IAN MENZIES 
Harvard's famed gynecolo- church has not deserved all 
gist emeritus, Dr. John Rock, the blame it has received for 
has made a national appeal alleged blocking o( birtl1 con-
for an end to the battle over trol methods and information. 
birth control. However, he rcpeats as he 
The 73-yem·-o!d Catholic has done in the p<tsl, thn~ in 
layman says be be ieves that hoth Massnc!tusetls Rnd Con-
with enlightened national necttcut-:-the only two s\;Jtes 
leadership this controversial w1th anll·h1rth control Jcgtsln-
issue so long a subject o( llon-Dn eJTort should be mDde heat~d religious dispute can by Cathol1cs to remove these \ 
' archa1c laws. 
be resolved. As a physician who probably 
. Dr. Rock, know~ for both knows more than any other 
h1s work on fert1lity and as about the human reproductive 
c~-developer w1th Dr. Gregory system, he is hopeful that a 
Pmcus of the oral contracep- method to determine or per-
tive pill, says an agreement haps control the onset or com-
can be worked out which pletion of ovulation can be 
would be satisfactory to the developed permitting a simple 
convictions of all Americans. home test. 
He believes that leadership He cites at considerable 
should be shown by the Presi- length the opinion of Catholic 
dent and by leaders of all scholnrs on the need for f<Jmily 
religious denominations, and limitatiOn Dnd rcd\tces the 
that money should be appro- points in qurstion only to the , 
priatcd for further research methods which may or Jnay l 
into contraceptive methods ac- not be employed. 1 
ccptable to Catholics, namely By cutting through the dis- , 
in the rhythm technique of tortion which sunounds the ! 
birth control. birth control question on all \ 
Writing in the current issue sides he believes an acceptable 
of the Saturday Evening Post, solution is both possible and\ 
he says, speaking of a requesl necessary, hmgmg on a eou-
for $16.6 million for research rageous natJOnal le;JdershJp. 
in reproductive physiology and 
to make the rhythm method i 
more reliable: 1 
"Is It worth $16.6 million n 
year to develop a new means 
o1 family limitation, Includ-
Ing methods acceptable to 
Catholics and non-Catholics 
allke:.' 
'i 
"Is it "'·orth this .·elat.ively 
modest sum to move toward I ' 
solution of the population prob- : 
lern throughrout the world- -
and incidentally to advance re- : 
ligious harmony? 
"My answer is a resounding, : 
';'les!'" 
He adds: 
"I would hope thnt proRrrss · 
on ull ph<t'ii'R of this oontro- : 
vrrny cnuld ho r .ndo rl\lrlll~ 
the udtninl ;lrtdion or Amu·i - · ':a'~ Hrst Cntholi~ P!·e~iclent. · 
"Certainly the Kennedy ad- : 
ministration has already de- -
monslratcrl a more sophist!- 1: 
cate<l ~;rasp of the populatwn ' ' 
prohlem than nny previous ' ~ 
arlmlnistration.'' 1 ~ 
Dr. nock, whose new booJr l., 
"The Time Has Come," to be1; 
published by Alfred H. Knop.f,~~ 
Inc., later this month, statrd ~ 
that he believe• the Ct.tholla , 
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t;he Massachusetts Medical Soc i ety is in an enviable position 
~o fuse thinking in these compl x ical public relations 
problem. The Society is in a position to exercise the leader-
bhip necessary to score an orchestration of meaningful words 
~or public enlightenment • 
• 
-
CHAPTER THREE 
THE MEDICAL SOCIETY AND STATE GOVERNMENT 
The Role of the Medical Society 
The charter of the Massachusetts Medical Society granted 
by the General Court in 1781 was the first such document to 
be issued by the new state government . It sets forth, in part 
as follows: 
"Health is essentially necessary to the happiness 
of Society; and its preservation or recovery is 
closely connected with knowledge of the animal 
economy and of the properties and effects of 
medicines; the benefit of medical institutions 
formed on liberal principles and encouraged by the 
patronage of the law is universally acknowledged . " 
The Society therefore set as its objectives: the advance-
ment of medical knowledge, the advancement of public health, 
the sound training of physicians, and the dissemination of 
medical information to the general public . 
Taking these objectives, one by one , beginning with the 
advancement of public health, it has already been described in 
the earlier chapters what public health was able to accomplish 
in Massachusetts through the cooperative efforts of the state 
health agency and the medical profession . The Medical Society 
anticipating the need for public health programs, petitioned 
the Legislature in 1861 urging that such an agency be 
established . 
"The medical profession was, of course, in the forefront 
of those demanding that the State Government take an active 
role in minimizing conditions that needed attention at mid-
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century . As time wore on, epidemics - many of them aggravat ed 
by the chaotic conditions that grew out of the Civil War -
spoke eloquently, too. Diphtheria reached a fearsome peak; 
the death rate f rom tuber culosis stood at ab out 400 per 100,00 
of population and accounted for 20 to 25 per cent of all death • 
These pressures from medical men and med i cal crises, accumula-
ted without apparent effect until 1869, when, ironically, the 
wife of a legislative leader pressed for action . She was 
prompted by a typhoid epidemic that occurred in a girls' schoo 
in which she was personally interested; this final straw broke 
the back of legislative resistance and brought about the first 
agency of its kind in this country-the Massachusetts Board of 
1 
Health . " 
Public health was not without its areas of controversy 
where the public health physician is looked upon with suspi-
cion . It is said that some private practitioners today have 
a serious mistrust of public-health operations as well as of 
public-health physicians . 
"Organized medicine has developed an almost obsessed 
suspicion of community organized health programs, par ti 
cularly when administered by the government . Because 
public health agencies are the traditional op erators 
of community organization health programs, public healt 
physicians, who are agents of the government, have 
received the brunt of the private practitioner's 
suspicions and have been tolerated with reluctance in 
organized Medicine's circles . " 2 
As one who has worked on both sides of the aisle, in 
public health and in organized medicine, it has been observed 
that there are basic but honest differences of opinions 
,.1. A..L.LJ. 0\,A, JJ • ..1.".1. OV.Uv V VQ J ..... . ....., . J VVU'-'u..L..,._,.._V.Uv.A. V.I. J. \A.IJ..L..._V .U.ve>..J.. ..,.._..., 
Annual Discourse,Boston, May 23,196l,Reprinted from the New 
England Journal of Medicine 265:153-159, July 27, 1961---
2 Ben Freedman, M.D. Organized Medicine and Crisis in Communi t 
Health Programs . J.La. State M. Society, 112:231-237, 1960 
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expressed by both sides . This is not something new; i t exi s te 
with the establishment of public health in this state . 
Tuberculosis was and still is a major communicable diseas 
of fatal consequence . Long periods of convalescence at health 
resorts or hospitals were required , assuming the patient sur-
vived . Many people lacked the financial means for payment 
of such extended periods of convalescence and so the idea was 
put forth that the State should establish a hospital for 
consumptive patients . With the backing of organized medicine 
the first state-operated sanitorium in this country was opened 
at Rutland , Massachusetts . 
The acceptance of the idea that tuberculosis could be 
cured and with the erection of a TB sanatorium attention was 
then turned to prevention and control . 
"But although the tuberculosis programs that have been 
developed over the last seventy-five years owe their success 
to a high degree of cooperation b e tween government and the 
medical profession, the present harmony was not achieved with-
out the intrusion of painful periods of dispute and contention 
There was reluetance to support the spending of tax funds f or 
the long- term care of consumptive patients: considerable 
suspicion and misgivings were aroused when physicians were 
appointed as district health officers , since it was feared 
by some that they might interfere with the clinician's treat-
ment of his patient . Even the provision of laboratory service 
for the identification of tubercle bacilli was not viewed as 
. 
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an unmixed blessing . Undoubtedly, the most controversial 
aspect of the new plan ~as the compulsory reporting of tuber-
culous persons by name to the Board of Health. It was stren-
uously resisted by the medical profession as an unwarranted 
invasion of the patient-physician relationship . n 1 
The invasion of the patient-physician relationship has bee 
hotly contested in all areas of medicine . In 1963 the contro-
versy rages unabated on the proposal to finance medical care 
for the aged under the Social Security system. A later chapte 
explores the pros and cons of this issue in more depth . 
Government participation in the prevention and treatment 
of patients with tuberculosis was accepted by many who felt 
it was a legitimate function for governmental activity because 
the disease is communicable and requires community surveillancE . 
The Board of Health became concerned with the problem of 
pancer control . Various proposals were offered setting up 
~tudy groups, diagnostic services, and institutions for the 
~are and treatment of cancer patients . The Massachusetts 
Medical ·society set up its own study committee and strenuously 
opposed state operation of a cancer hospital. The Society did 
encourage and give impetus to certain developments of the 
pancer program. A determined Legislature spurred on by a grouJ 
pf dedicated individuals passed enabling legislation for the 
establishment of the first state operated cancer hospital in 
~his country . The Department of Health was instructed in this 
~nabling act passed in 1926 to maintain cancer clinics and 
Alfred L. Frechette, op . cit . p . l53 
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provide services and treatment for cancer "with or without 
the cooperation of local Boards of Health, hospitals,dispen-
saries or other agencies . " The language of this piece of 
legislation indicates that the Legislature was determined to 
defy the attitude of organized medicine . 
Opposition today to government operated cancer clinics 
and hospitals does not come from organized medicine but rather 
from a relatively few individual physicians . These hospitals 
not only provide high grade treatment and care but also serve 
as important training and research centers . Many members of 
the Massachus etts Medical Society have received valuable 
training in these facilities . Many members who are outstand-
ing spe«ialists in cancer serve as consultants to these 
clinics and hospitals . 
Organize medicine does continue to oppose quite vigorously 
any interference in the patient- physician relationship . All 
new ideas and programs are analysed quite hypercritically. But 
1 
, ' time has a way of mending the mind as it does the body. 
Medicine is a very intimate profession. No other profess -
ion with the exception of the clergy is called upon so often 
to ease the disruptions of life. The doctor of medicine is on 
hand almost constantly in witnessing and aiding the phenome-
non of daily living . Many physicians adhere staaunchly to the 
principle of the patient- physician relationship without any 
interference from a third party, government or otherwise . 
Equally determined are those who feel that "some one 
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~as to care of those individuals who cannot take care of them-
13Gl :res . " How this basic difference in philosophy can best be 
~esolved is a matter of great concern to the medical profess-
ion, government , and general public . 
Certain forms of government medicine have been and con-
tinue to be fought vigorously by organized medicine . Gradually 
some progrruns are accepted only after it has been clearly 
demonstrated that the patient-physician relationship remains 
unchanged. Today we find federal and state governments becom-
ing more and more involved in complex areas of medicine , rad-
iological health for example , that are supportive and indis -
pensable to the private practice of ~dicine 
Lobbying, For and Against 
The Massachusetts Medical Society engages legal counsel 
to protect its members from suits and to act as a spokesman 
in the legislative hearing rooms on Beacon Hill at the State 
House . The Society is concerned annually with a good number 
of bills too numerous to mention. A few major bills are cited 
to point out the negative and positive approabhes to lobbying . 
No single piece of legislation is ever enacted solely 
upon its own merits . Pressuref, pro and con, are involved 
because government is a government of pressures . Some press-
ures work openly in the form of a lobbyist who appears at a 
public hearing to record the sentiments of his organization. 
Other types of pressures involve letter writing campaigns , 
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STATE LEGISLATION 
Definitions and Data 
(Merely a quick digest of legislative procedure to acquaint you with the 
terms used. It is not meant to be all inclusive.) 
The Legislature is officially entitled: The General Court of 
Massachusetts: 
Two Branches: 
Senate -- 40 members. 
House of Representatives -- 240 members. 
Senators and representatives are e:ected for two-year terms at 
the biennial state elections held on the Tuesd2.y next follow~ng the first 
Monclay in N ovenber in eacl:. even numbered year. They take office on the 
first Wed n2s day of the following January. 
A Bi l l is the forw. of an a ct before it has become law -- more 
exactly -- it is a document that has had it s first reading in the Senate or 
House. 
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A Bil~ enacted into law becorr:es either a general ::tct (applying to the 
whole state or 5t.s citizens) or a special a2t (ap:,lying to a particular county~ 
town1 ind:vidual .) 
l~es_olv_es are passed to provide for temporary action -- to 
authorize in·:; es~igc.tion or special e:xpencl. itures of money , '.i'heir effect 
terrninates as soon as the object for whi.::h they are passed is attained . 
A Resolution is usually an e xpression of opinion or sentiment by 
one or both branches of the General Court and is used for memorializing the 
Congress of the United States or expressing syrnpathy upon the death of a 
promiment p e rson. 
An O':'cl.er is a form <J. l motion in writi:1g to regu late procedure or to 
authorize act ion by or fo r the Legislature or eithe r branch. 
n eso lutjons and Orders aJopted by th2 branches take effect with-
out approval by the Governor. 
I 
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Petitions 
Any citizen or group of citizens, any association, corporation or 
organization, or a member of the Senate or House may petition the General 
Court for legislation on any subject, but the petition must be endorsed for 
presentation by some member of the Senate or House; without such endorse-
ment it is held by the Clerk and not admitted for consideration. A petition 
should describe the nature of the proposed legislation and the objects sought 
by it, and should be signed with the name and address of the petitioner, or 
with their individual names and addresses if more than one. The petition 
should always be worded broadly enough to cover the whole scope of the 
subject matter. Each petition for legislation must be accompanied by a draft 
of a bill or resolve embodying the legislation proposed. Bills of a general 
character should be drafted as amendments of or additions to the General 
Laws. All petitions must be filed with the Clerk of the Senate or House be-
fore 5:00p.m. on the second Friday of the first annual session, or before 
5:00 p.m. on the first vV ednesday of December preceding the convening of 
the second annual session of each General Court. After that time, petitions 
may be admitted only under suspension of the rule, which requires in each 
branch a four-fifth vote of all members present, after reference to and 
a report by the Committee on Rules. A member may be granted special leave 
to introduce, without a petition, a bill embodying general legislation, with in 
the time limit for filing propositions for legislation. 
The Governor may recommend legislation at any time during 
a session. 
Propositions filed within the time limit are immediately referred 
to the appropriate committees by the Clerks of the two branches with the 
approval of the presiding officers. 
When petitions are referred to committees, the bills or resolves 
accompanying them are given numbers (Senate, No. , House, No. __ ), 
and printed. 
There are 31 joint committees, 29 of 15 members, 4 senators and 
11 representatives; the Committee on Judiciary, of 17 members, 5 senators 
and 12 representatives; the Committee on Water Supply, of 11 members; 
3 settators and 8 representatives •. 
Hearings 
Hearings are customarily held on all documents referred to 
committees. Notices of hearings are sent to petitioners, and, on request, 
to other parties interested. 
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Any person may appear at a hearing upon any proposition and 
may address the committee , but the chairman or the committee may limit 
the time for hearing on any item, or the time allowed any individual speaker. 
The Senate chairman presides, if present, and the House chairman if the 
Senate chairman is absent; if both are absent , the senior Senate or 
House member presides. 
Lobbying 
While any individual in favor of a proposition for legislation, or 
opposed to it, may appear at the hearing on the proposition to state his 
views to the committee and corporations and other organizations may be 
represented by their officers without counsel, it is common practice 
for some individuals and numerous corporations and other organizations to 
employ counsel to present their views or to organize and conduct activities 
for or against proposed measures, 
Joint Committees may report either to the Senate or the House on 
proposals referred to t rem, at their discretion, "having reference to an 
equal distribution of business between the two branches, except that money 
bills shall be reported to the House , 11 Such reports may be favorable or 
adverse, A favorable report may recommend (1) passage of the bill, 
resolve, resolution or order in its original form, or (2) with changes, or 
(3) in a new draft. 
An adverse report by a joint committee rnay recommend (1) that 
the petitioner be given leave to withdraw; (2) that the proposal be referred 
to the next annual session; (3) in case of recommendations or special 
reports, that no legislation is necessary; or (4) in the case of a bill intro-
duced ''on leave, 11 that the same ought not to pass or ought to be referred 
to the next annual session, Such reports are made on printed forms, each 
signed by the member designated by the committee to file it. A practice of 
rep 0 rting "no legislation necessary" has become more common in recent 
yea:r s . 
Adverse reports filed by joint committees relate in almost all 
cases to petitions, with accompanying proposals for legislation, or to 
recommendations of state departments and officials, and of special in-
vestigating commissions and committees, Such reports are read and placed 
without debate in the Orders of the Day ( Calendar) for the next legislative 
day. When the report is reached on the Calendar 
1 
the question comes on 
accepting it, If it is accepted in the branch to which it is made, it is held 
for one day for a possible motion to reconsider and then sent to the other 
branch, unless Rule 15 is suspended 1 when it is sent at once. If the 
report is accepted in the second branch, the proposal is disposed of for the 
session, unless revived in some rna nner according to the rules. 
-4-
Readings 
Bills and resolves have three readings on three separate days. 
If the bill or resolve survives three readings, the question voted on is 
"shall the bill be passed to be engrossed"? 
If passed to be engrossed in one branch, it is then sent to the other 
branch where it takes its readings as in the first branch. 
Differences arising between the branches are studied and acted 
upon by a Committee of Conference. 
After a bill or resolve has been passed to be engrossed in both 
branches, it is written out (engrossed) on heavy parchment paper with a 
special typewriter. If found to be correct by the Committee on Engrossed 
Bills, the question then is "shall the bill be passed to be enacted"? 
If passed to be enacted, the bill goes to the Governor for 
signature. He is allowed five days (not including Sundays and Holidays) for 
action on any measure laid before him. If he does not sign within five 
days, the bill or resolve becomes law without his signature, except that 
when the session of the General Court is prorogued before the five-day period 
has expired, c.nd the Governor does not sign ~measure, then it does not 
become a law. This is the "pocket veto ." 
If the Governor objects to a measure, he may return it with his 
objections in writing ("veto 11 ) to the branch in which the measure originated. 
A two-thirds vote of the members present in that branch for the passage of 
the bill can override the Governor's veto, and the bill becomes law, 
telephone calls to legislators , a meet your legislator night , 
group visitations to Beacon Hill or Washington to meet with 
representatives , panel discussions , symposia, letters to the 
editor, and sundry other tested methods . 
A recent measure , House 3042 , was enacted by the Massa-
chusetts legislature after much activity on the part of 
opposing groups . The bill provides for the payment of certain 
dental and chiropody expenses by the Blue ~hield. In 1961 
legislation had been enacted permitting t he dental profession 
to establidh its own form of Blue Shield. 0hiropodists were 
not included in this law. This year labor unions with the 
strong support of chiropodists exerted every type of pressure 
on state senators and r epresentatives to secure pas s~ge of 
H 3042 so as to include podiatrists and chiropodists . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society went on record opposi ng 
the measure on the grounds that Blue Shield was designed pri-
~ 
marily for the medical profession. It did not oppose the 
establishment of similar plans by non-physician groups as 
provided for under House 1976 . This bill emerged from the 
! t House of epresentatives as House 3042 making it mandatory 
that Blue Shield to include chiropodists as participants 
in Blue Shield. From a professional point of view the 
Medical Society argues that chiropodists were not trained 
in all phases of orthopedic surgery, many chiropodists would 
be performing surgery in their offices when such surgery 
should be performed in hospitals , and that once the way was 
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open to pay chiropodists under Blue Shield other non-medical 
groups (electrologists for example) might petition_ for simi-
lar recognition. 
Anatomical Research, An Appeal To The Public 
Much of the progress of modern day medicine is attributa-
ble to anatomical science , the study of the body. The Massa-
chusetts Act of 1831 to Legalize the ~tudy of ~natomy provid-
ed that unclaimed bodies which may be required to be buried 
at the public expense be assigned to medical schools to be 
used for the d.dvancememt of anatomical scienc-e . 
Dr . Benjamin Spector , Professor and Chairman of the Depart 
ment of Bioanatomy at Tufts University School of Medicine, 
1 
said in an interview: " •••••••• study of the dead body is 
imperative for understanding of the living body. " 
The willing of o~e's body for medical education and the 
advancement of anatomical science is a very personal act 
which more and more individuals are considering . The fact that 
an entire two hour program was aired over WEE! on the subject 
of "The Willing of Bodies for Medical Education" is an indica-
tion that the public is becoming increasingly interested in 
such delicate nedical matters . 
Dr . Spector stated in his interview " •••• although the 
public demands that a physician have a thorough knowledge of 
the structure of the human body, it is unfortunately true , 
nevertheless , that the opportunity to obtain this knowledge 
is precluded by the lack of sufficient cadavers . The doctors 
1 Interview between Dr . Spector and Mr . Haywood Vincent on 
Conversation Piece, WEEI-CBS radio 3/7/63 2 p . m. 
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of Massachusetts and the Massachusetts Medical Society know 
that if the present shortage of cadavers continues , the oppor-
tunity for a thoruugh knowledge of bioanatomy, which is fre -
quently the oniy means for the preservation of life and the 
prevention of deformities , is inexcusably unattainable . As 
the population increases , more medical schools will have to be 
established to provide the public with well- trained physicians 
This development will require an increased number of bodies 
for research.~~' 
Dr . Spector used the soft sell approach to focus publie 
attention on a critical situation in medicine . He feels that 
it was time that the anatomical law of 1831 be amended to 
permit the legal willing of one 's body for anatomic science. 
Any agreement between an individual and a medical school is 
not binding in this state . The individual may strongly wish 
to allow his body to be used for medical science but relatives 
can choose otherwise upon the demise of the individual . 
The Medical Society feels that an internal public relation 
program of acquainting all physicians with this critical 
problem will help considerably. This internal program consists 
of lectures before phys~cians , publication of articles in 
medical jour nals , and winni ng the support of medical organiza-
tions to promote a program of medical information and public 
education. 
Outside of the medical profession support for such a 
program has been practically non-existent. The subject matter 
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is extremely sensitive and reguires deft handling by pro-
fessional groups . Support of the various religions was 
sought after and has been obtained thereby overcoming one 
of the biggest hurdles . This important step opened the way 
for many people who felt that there were religious restrict-
ions that prevented a person from willing one's body for the 
benefit of medical science . 
The seeds have been sown and already are taking root . 
Public education is a long process sometimes so it will be 
a long time coming before any appreciable progress is made . 
The old notions of body- snatchers is being dispelled and the 
remains of an individual are treated with the utmost of 
respect by the medical profession. 
Dr . Spector is selling a two fold project ; one , there 
~\ people who want to help other people even after death, 
and two , the cause of medical science will be advanced. He 
says that people are more empathic in this twentieth century. 
Following the Conversation Piece radio broadcast which 
~as arranged for by the Public Relations ~epartment of the 
Medical Society more than fo~ hundreds pieces of mail con-
taining queries for additional information were received by 
Pr . Spector t s office . 
~tivivisectionism Arouse Medical Groups 
The use of animals for medical research is another sensi-
~ive area of medicine . ~otions are arpused that r each the 
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r clnphnne. 
Day 1 
Nooht \ f IAnmd 6 4t)/(l 
MEMORANDUM 
I. Under Mass~tclu;sett:-:~ Law, the right of burial or oLh<'l" lawful dispo:-:~ition of a 
hod:;, aftt~r death, if> wstcd in the ~urv i ving :-~pouse or in the next of kin. There-
fore, the ,;tatcment lwlow SHOULD ha\·e the signature of 1lw surviving spouse or 
of the next of kin a;; evidence of their cont:urrence. 
·) The Atten(:ing- Physician ~hould he informed or your intentions and of the name 
of thP medical school of your thoice . He should 1,0 a~ked to notify the medical 
.-;c hool at the time of d('a , h and also to mak<· nnaJJg"t>llll·nts with a funeral clirec-
tor to tnwsport the body from the plat<' of l;<':d h lo I h<· fil l dtcal school. 
:3. TiH· ("Ost of' I his I l"itJlsportation will be l10nw IJy tlw m<·di(':tl school if the death 
0-.:cut s witiJiiJ the ( 'omrncmweaJth of Massachu.-;etts. 
1. The :-;urviving spouse or uext of kin, in Rig-ning this nlL'morandum, ~tate!> that he 
or •he undt>rstands fully th(' wish of the donor and i11tends to carry out thiR wish. 
I, 
resirl in !J at 
I;I"J!r,•ss thl' IVI~'>h that my {J(;dy, a[le1· death. li1 sent tn Roston Univer-
·'>if't .\'rhool o( .lftrlicint. llnrt•ttn! .Uedical Schuol, or T~tfls University 
School of Jll, r/icine (8NCIJtCU~' a/Iff one of these ?net!ical scJwols) fo1· 
th1· /J?·unwtiun of auatmaical Ncicnce. I lwl'e ns!.t·tl my 11 ext of kin to 
siyil this nu~ !JW?"am/11m a.'l an indication that ln!f ll'isht·s rtre known and 
l"llll!'lliTe!l!cttlt. T!N LESS I din ct. othenuis1 .. . that is, Cremation or 
f>1·it•ate B1n·ial ... rwrl my C'stafl' defray.<: the I':I"Ji''tlsts r·11fniled, I under-
strwtl that III!J rt ·ntallts tot"ll I)( hlll·icd in thl' Piil1 Ilill ('l'iiWteTy, which 
is .1uintl?1 OICI!n( lilt tlu · t!u ·1 t· medical st·hools. Tlu· medical school 
''Onll'tl 'luill hew· lit<' '':r,u 11s1 s of this buriof i11 t( I • .A.L?'knf grave, which 
1ui/l {Jp ru·ctJJ/ljJani( d IJ!f reliywu:; Scl'l"ices hy o pri("s/ or ministe1· in 
a~·r·onlalll"f ' ll'ifh the fnith Jirofr·s.».£·d IJ!f 11/1 ' tl11riny tn!f lifl'fiml' . 
;·)J(;N/\ I"UHI<:S 
f><IIJOJ' 
IJatf' 
;\kx! of Ki11 
Addn·ss 
DatP 
l>< ·a •l or ltt:pn•st>nlative 
of !ll(·rlil'a! .~ehool. 
6? 
l 
boiling points as organized groups ~ usually the Anti-Vivi-
section Society and organized medicine , clash in the hearing 
rooms where proposed legislation is being heard . 
There are no gray areas in this controversy. It is a case 
or either being ror or against the use or animals ror medical 
research. The antivivisectionists hold that animal experimen-
tation is immoral and sinrul and that it should be prohibited 
by law. The antivivisection agitation began in 1892 when a 
r6solution was introduced at a meeting or the Massachusetts 
Medical Society. The resolution read: 
"A petition was presented from the Massachusetts 
Society ror the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
requesting action on the part or the Massachusetts 
Medical Society in the rorm of a resolution or 
otherwise , as to whether in its judgment any law, 
and ir so what law should be enacted by our 
legisl u)Ure to restrict or limit the practice of 
vivisection by physicians , medical or other students 
or pupils in medical or other colleges or schools . "l 
The ~ociety immediately set up a committee to study the 
need ror such a law. A short time later the committee reported 
its rindings and submittedc a resolve that was adopted . The 
~eso l ve read: 
"Resolved, That the councilors are not aware that 
vivisections are practiced in this state in an 
unnecessary or cruel manner . That the existing 
statutes rurnish surficient security against cruelty 
in general , including vivisections . That experience 
has shown it to be undesirable to impose restrictio~ 
or any kind upon the advancement or nedical science 
by the researches or properly qualified persons . "2 
The antivivisectionists have been active ever since and 
~ave become quite effective in rurthering their campaign. Part 
or their success can be traced to apathy and the preoccupation 
l Walter L. Burrage , M .D .~ op . cit . p . 189 
2 Ibid. p . 189 
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of the scientists and researchers with their work. Those 
most qualified to speak on animal experimentation chose to 
remain silent . Meanwhile the antivivisectionists, aided by 
a Hearst press, worked vigorously, shrewdly, and effectively 
to hamper medical research and progress . Pet patrols were 
organized to brainwash young children. 
A recent edition of the Boston American carries an appeal-
ing portrait of a young child cuddling a tiny pup with the 
query "vmich shall he be- a child's playmate or an experiment-
ers's victim?" The ad does not overlook the physicians as it 
asks, "Doctor, did YOU have a dog when you were a boy? If so , 
how would you have felt if it were lost or stolen and fell 
;into the hands of merciless experimenters?" 
The language of the ad is very strong and villifying . It 
~ays, "Read how they mutilate , skin, burn, beat, starve, freeze 
~as, electrically convulse and otherwise torture helpless 
~imals . " 
This has been the pitch of the antivivisectionists down 
Ghrough the years and very little was done to combat it on 
an organized scale . A few years ago the Massachusetts Medical 
~ociety spearheaded an organization known as the Massachusetts 
~ociety for Medical Research to present the positive side of 
~he issue . 
Banding together were members of the Medical Society, the 
uhree Boston medical schools, representatives of teaching 
~ospitals, university presidents , educators, veterans and 
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If so, how would you have felt if 
it were lost or stolen and fell into 
the hands of m e r c ires s experi-
menters? 
WHICH SHALL HE BE -
A CHILD'S PLAYMATE ·OR 
AN EXPERIMENTER'S 
VICTIM? 
Your medical magazines, such liS the American Journal of Physiology, 
give all the revolting details in the vivisectors' own words. 
READ how fhey mutilate, skin, burn, beat, starve, freeze, gas. 
electrically convulse and otherwise torture helpless an~mals. 
Here are some recent experiments reported by the 
vivisectors themselves in the American Journal of Physiology:-
1. Confining dogs in a standing position In on inteo~ely hct room ( 120° F) 
for four ( 4) hours without water. (MM. 1959) 
2. Covering dogs with lamp black and burning ever 30% of their bodies. It 
was stated that "light" anesthesia was administered during the actual 
seorin9 of the flesh. Death finally ensued. (Mar. 1960 l 
3. lnjectin9 glass beads in circulation of twenty f20) dogs end recording 
effect on breathiDCJ. (Feb. 1961 ) 
4. Electrically shocking central nervous system of cats by electrodes per-
manently implanted in their brains, followed by lnjectioo of a drug caus· 
ing severe diarrhea within two (2) hours. Cots then "immobilized" with 
cur ore. (Feb. 1961} 
5. Depriving ccts of normal drinking water and forcing them to drink sea 
water. (Mar. 1959) 
6. Causing acute hemorrhage in thirty-six ( 36) cats by carotid occlusion. 
( "carotid"-ot or near neck arteries. "occlusion" -blocking). (Feb. 1961 ) 
7. Causing hemorrhage to anesthetized dogs to point of death and during 
deoth threes cutting out and slicing liver. I Feb. 19611 
Tht se reports m.:~y bo chcdod nnd rclld in full deic1il 111 tho Bolton MedicAl library 
which i~ open lo iho public. 
Our Socioiy appec1l~ fvr recruits to help spro,,d ih E'·o~pcl of Comp;mion for 
all of God's crca•<~rcs AND NuT FOR FUNDS. Associ11tc membership $1.00 11nd 
odive memben'hip $f.OO including free subscription to our humane mag<11ine 
'Reverence for life." 
Sf:ND FOR FRFE LITERATURE 
New Ea1gland Anti-Vivisection Sodety 
Dept. RA, 9 Park Stre~t. Boston B, Mas~achusetts 
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labor organiz ations, and the such medical allies as dentists , 
nurses, pharmacists, and veterinarians. Resolutions were 
passed and sent to the General Court opposing legislation 
which would restrict medical research with animals. 
The positive aspects of medical research were presented to 
an attentive public . Nationally and locally the deceit and 
malice of antivivisectionism was debunked . In cases of libel 
legal action was taken to prove the fallaciousness of the 
anti's presentation. The tax exempt status of the anti-
vivisectionist society was questioned and a tax appeal case 
was decided against the group . Lectures, speakers, motion 
picture films, television , pamphlets, travelling exhibits, 
radio, newspaper advertisements and so- called comic books 
were utilized . A potent force was the Auxiliary of the 
Medical Society . 
The theme of dogs or babie s was developed . Research doors 
were thrown wide open . Press conferences were conducted with 
researchers, their animals and their patients present . A 
survey indi~ated that the number of column inches devoted to 
animal experimentation showed an astonishing reversal from 
anti to pro once the positive c ~paign was undertaken . 
One positive approach that received wide circulation was: 
"Advances in medical sciences through animal experimen-
tation have been ~ong the major causes of lengthening 
of life expectancy in the United States from forty-seven 
years in 1900 to the nearly sixty-eight years that exists 
today . In World War 11 the lives of 25,000 young soldiers 
were saved in the European Theater alone as a result of 
the advances in treatment made through animal experiment-
ation between the First and Second World Wars. It has 
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CIEUCE 
Medical progress is aidod by research \vi th animals . Carried 
out under humane conditions tests of this type led to the 
perfection of the iron lung . 
70a 
Children v,-· th acute res ira tory f i re from infantile P r· is. 
oth w0re U!lable to brE·atl e w:!. thout t rr c tnes wl n th "f:' 
l o o r rl fl WAre taken. ~o+ l children de ~oo'i recovA ~ E s. 
(CourtE yo~ the Cril ren 1 s Fospital, cstor ). 
been estimated that the total saving of lives of wounded 
men in the last war was of the order of 50,000 . Better 
anesthetic agents and procedures, improved treatment of 
shock, the use of tetanus t oxoid and other inoculations, 
better surgical procedures , the use of plasma, blood 
transfusions, the sulfa drugs, and pencillin were all 
derived from animal studies ••••••••••• "l 
The most important advance in medicine was the discovery 
and successful use of sulphuric e ther as an anesthesia at the 
2 
Massachusetts General Hospital . 
A young Boston dentist, Dr. William T. G. Morton , tried 
the effects of ether on himself first in 1846 . He later 
anesthetized a goldfish, a hen, and his pet spaniel . All of 
these recovered without any adverse reactions or injury . It 
was then that Dr . Morton made the decision to use ether on 
humans . The most outstanding advancement of medicine was made 
at the Massachusetts General Hos pital on October 15, 1846, 
when ether was first used in an operation on a young man . 
Such medical discoveries c ould not be made if the anti-
vivisectionists had their way . 
After waging a most successful positive pr ogram of public 
education, legislation was introduced in r ecent years setting 
up the so-called dog pound l aw . 
This law makes it possible for unwanted, unclaimed , un-
redeemed, unlicensed and unloved animals destined for execu-
tion in local dog pounds in accordance with local laws to be 
reserved for medical use . Such legislation won almost 
universal and immediate support . 
The law made a legal source of animal supply available at 
1 Elliot c. Cutler,"The Debt of the United States .Army Soldier 
to Animal Investigation," Harvard Medical Alumni Bulletin, 
20:3, April, 1946 
2 Henry R. Viets, op . cit . p . l94 
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a fair charge . It protects pe t ovmers by reducing the danger 
of theft . It involves only a relatively small number of 
animals to be slaughtered as a danger to public health . Pets 
are specifically excluded from the law. Courts uphold that 
such legislation does not violat e property rights . 
The fight between the medical profession and the anti-
vivisectionist forces in Mass achusetts continues with the help 
of the Hearst press which keeps the issue alive . 
To protect the standards of medical practice in Massachu-
~etts, the Massachusetts Medical Society carries on an annual 
rrogram of opposition to legislation that would permit the 
practice of chiropractic in this Commonwealth . 
New York, Massachusetts , Mississippi, and Louisiana. are the 
~ast remaining states that do not license chiropractors . The 
~ew York chiropractors received a tremendous boost this year 
~hen Governor Nelson Rockefeller on February 21 urged the 
icensing of chiropractors in his state . The measure was 
ater enacted into law . 
Writing in the New York Medical Society Newsletter, Dr . 
~enry I . Fineberg , Executive Vice President, stated editori-
lly: 
"Should chiropractic licensure become a reality-and it 
ow appears very likely that this will happen, since we have 
een advised by the political experts that the legi s lators , 
especially those of the majority party, will vote for it-
THE LIGHT WILL GO OUT IN NEW YORK STATE. We will be going 
1 Newsletter of the Medical Society of the State of New York 
Vol . 19, No . 2, Feb . 1963 , p . l 
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back to the dark ages of faith healing, mysticism, and humbug . 
The true art and science of healing will suffer a severe 
setback . "1 
Should the licensure of chiropractors in New York come 
to pass it can be expected that the Massachusetts Medical 
l Society will be even more aggressive in its stand to keep 
untrained persons from entering into the art of healing . 
One executive of the Massachusetts Medical Society who 
~as been directly involved in the internal and external 
~ampaigns to keep Massachusetts medicine on a high level is 
Mr . Everett R. Spencer, Jr . , Director of Administration and 
Public Relations . In an interview for this thesis he said: 
"Even though the chiroprac t or may be a fine man, he is 
~educated in science . 
No man should be permitted to hold the life of a p erson 
n his hands , to use powerful methods of diagnosis and treat -
~ent, dangerous if mishandled , such as x-rays (which chiro-
rractors attempt to use) without training in fundamental 
~cience . " 
He pointed out that the Massachusetts Medical Society's 
~alterable position is definitively put forth in a brochure 
!entitled "Opposing a Double Standard of Medicine in Massa-
~husetts . " This brochure is extensively circulated throughout 
~he country and is widely quoted by medical societies as a 
nost forthright presentation of a case against the licensing 
Df chiropractors . 
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Every year a bill is introduced into the Massachusetts 
General Court urging the enactment of legi~lation to establish 
a board of registration of chiropractors or some such step 
that would recognize chiropractors as a profession . 
Mr . Spencer keeps a close watch on the progress of such 
measures and keeps his committee on state legislation informed 
of hearing dates . Some years an all out campaign is needed 
to prevent medical standards from being lowered . In other 
years very little effort is made on the part of proponents 
in public to pressure for legislation enactment . But there is 
considerable behind the scenes maneuvering and pressures 
~eing exerted by the chiropractic proponents. 
This year one person, a mother whose son practiced chiro-
~ractcy in New Hampshire, appeared before the Legislative 
pommittee on Public Health, to voice approval of a measure 
(House 1309} establishing a chiropractic board. She argued 
~hat Massachusetts was losing money by not allowing this 
practice within the Commonwealth. 
Mr . Spencer who has had more than ten years of experience 
~n this fi ght knows that in an unguarded moment the medical 
profession might be caught napping and a bill slipped through . 
Plose communication between the Society's paid lobbyist and 
egislative counsel on Beacon Hill is maintained throughout 
~he life of any chiropractic bill . Should the need arise 
~embers of the Society's Committee on State Legislation are 
~lerted to contact their own state representatives to point 
~~~----
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out the hazards to the public welfare and the practice of 
medicine contained in such proposals . 
The fact that no chiropractic legislation has been enacted 
is due in large to an alert Society and a continuing program 
pf medical education through internal public relations . 
~he Social Responsibility of the Society 
The Massachusetts Medical Society received a mandate to 
rrotect the health and happiness of the citizens of Massachu-
~etts . It has set as its objective the carrying out of that 
~andate through a program of dissemination of medical inform-
~tion to the general public , the advancement of public health, 
~he advancement of medical knowledge and the sound training 
bf physicians . This thesis has dealt with the advancement of 
public health, the training of physicians, and the advancement 
pf medical knowledge . In the last chapters our concern will be 
~ith the dissemination of information to the public . 
One might visualize an office full of writers constantly 
reeding out medical information to all media . That is an 
~rroneous concept . You don't huckster medical information. 
~ou cannot merchandise it as you would a bar of soap . 
Medical information is too personal a matter to be treated 
~ike a beer commercial . The Massachusetts Medical Society 
ponducts a quiet and dignified approach to medical news of 
~eneral interest . 
Mr . Spencer explains it this way, "We only issue news 
r-eleases when we have something definite to say . 11 
The Society does not engage in medical controversies , 
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endorse drugs, and promote untested theories . Its approach 
to rushing into print is ultra conservative but it also has a 
national reputation for maintaining the highest standards and 
ethical practices in medicine . 
The Soeiety is mindful of the citizenry's right to know 
about medical matters and protects that right by conducting 
medical institutes, symposia, and conferences to keep the 
medical profession abreast of latest developments and to infor 
the public of medical progress . The press has amply covered 
these educational conferences and institutes . 
Feature writers on newspapers assigned to medical and 
scientific news receive all imPOr tant reports and data to 
assist them in writing their stories . When needed interviews 
are arranged so that all stories will be complete . 
The Department of Public Relations of the Society has a 
~ery good working relationship with the mass media . This is 
partially attributable to the fulfillment of the Society's 
professional responsibility to the public . 
~obbying Evaluated 
In preceding paragraphs techniques in motivating the pub-
ic have been analysed . Dr . Spec tor in his concern for 
anatomical science approaches his problem with the soft sell 
idea . He works in cooperation with the Society to tell the 
problem internally to all physicians through Society publi-
cations, resolutions, and seminars . Because of the delicate 
nature of his concern mass appeals to the general public 
are not enc ouraged . Instl'u:H~ +.hA b'IJ~hrd ,,,.,. '"'f' 
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NEWSLETTER 
MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY, 22 The Fenway, Boston 15, Mass. 
RoBERT W. BucK, M.D., Secretary EvERETT R. SPENCER, JR., Editor 
Volume VII March, 1962 Number 1 
PROPOSED BYLAW CHANGES 
At the meeting held February 7, 1962, the Council 
of the Massachusetts Medical Society approved sev-
eral changes in the bylaws to be voted upon by the 
Fellows at the annual meeting of the Society in the 
Georgian Room of the Statler Hilton Hotel at 11 : 00 
a.m. on Tuesday, May 22, 1962. 
( 1) Eligibility for senior fellowship will be con-
tingent upon the applicant having been a dues-paying 
member for at least five years. 
(2)- Fellowship ""in the Massachusetts Medical So-
ciety automatically includes membership in the Ameri-
can Medical Association. 
( 3) Senior fellows are not subject to assessment nor 
shall their membership privileges include member-
ship in the American Medical Association. Such 
membership in the American Medical Association 
shall remain the obligation or choice of the individual 
fellow .. 
( 4) Fellows shall be assessed such sums as are voted 
by the Council, to include American Medical Associa-
tion dues, etc. 
( 5) Fe~lows in arrears who have not paid assess-
ments in full for the current year before July 1 ... 
shall be placed on probation ... If a fellow on proba-
tion has not paid his assessment by the end of the year, 
he will automatically be deprived of fellowship follow-
ing the next annual meeting of the Society ... 
PAYMENT FOR MEDICAL SERVICES UNDER 
THE KERR-MILLS ACT 
Many physicians may be unaware oi State Letter 
140, dated September 26, 1961, and sent to boards of 
public welfa1'eby Commissioner Paffick A. Tompkins 
concerning a revision of the medical care plan which 
provides that: 
"Notwithstanding any other provision of the Medi-
cal Care Plan, when recipients of medical assistance 
for the aged have health insurance coverage which 
provides for the payment of physicians' and surgeons' 
fees during hospitalization, that payment of such fees 
shall not affect the responsibility of the board of 
public welfare for payment of ward services in accord-
ance with the certified hospital rate." 
This means that your medically-indigent elderly 
patients who have Blue Shield- Blue Cross coverage 
are not , thereby deprived of their right to .n;1edical 
.assistance for the aged and it also means that physi-
cians may collect their Blue Shield fees without preju-
dice to their elderly patients' rights. 
THE PRESSURE'S ON 
At this writing H. R. 4222 - the King-Anderson 
Bill - is in the House Ways and Means Committee. 
Proponents are expected to make strenuous efforts to 
have the bill reported out. 
The AFL-CIO and National Council of Senior 
Citizens for Health Care Through Social Security 
are leading the campaign to enact H. R. 4222. The 
National Council is headed by former Representative 
Aime Forand and is holding rallies (one in Boston 
on February 26), conferences, petition and letter-
writing campaigns. A "cavalcade to Washington, 
D. C." is scheduled for May 21 following the National 
Council of Senior Citizens Convention in New York 
City, May 18-20. 
This is a well-financed and well-directed legislative 
and political program. American medicine and its 
allies will have to work harder than ever in oppo-
sition to H. R. 4222. 
1962 ANNUAL DINNER SPEAKER 
Representative Thomas B. Curtis (R) of Missouri, 
a member of the House Ways and Means Committee, 
will discuss "Medicine's Political Image" at the an-
nual dinner of the Society, Wednesday, May 23, 1962 
at the Statler Hilton in Boston. Rep. Curtis is a 
dynamic and gifted speaker. This dinner should be 
a "must" on your engagement calendar. 
MASSACHUSETTS PHYSICIANS ART 
SOCIETY ANNUAL ART EXHIBIT 
The annual exhibition of works of art by members 
of the Massachusetts Physicians Art Society will be 
held at the Statler Hilton Hotel in Boston on May 
22, 23 and 24, 1962, at the time of the annual meet-
ing of the Massachusetts Medical Society. 
Work, in any medium, should be left with the re-
ceptionist at Massachusetts Medical Society Head-
quarters, 22 The Fenway, week days between 9:00 
a.m. and 5: 00 p.m. Deadline for receipt of art work 
is Monday, May 14. Exhibitors should limit the num-
ber of pieces submitted to three. 
Notice and reservation forms for the annual ban-
quet of the Massachusetts Physicians Art Society to 
be held on Tuesday, May 22, will be sent to all mem-
bers. 
Physicians who are not members of the Massachu-
setts Physicians Art Society who would like to exhibit 
are a<Wised to write to Dr. Leroy D. Vandam, Peter 
Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston 15, Mass., for mem-
bership information. 
Printed and distributed for the Society by its official publication, The New England Journal of Medicine 
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All three techniques were effective but it must be remem-
bered that the areas of lobbying were not all the same . In 
each instance a different approach was required . 
I 
Chapter Four 
THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY AND NATIONAL GROUPS 
Affiliation With The American Medical Association 
Progress is medicine is due in large measure to organized 
efforts . It has been pointed out that the Massachusetts Medi-
cal Society can be singled out quite properly for the role it 
played in ad~ancing medical techniques and practices in this 
Commonwealth. On the national level the Massachusetts Medical 
Society advances the cause of medicine through its affilia-
tion with the American Medical Association. 
The Massachusetts Society sends delegates to the American 
~edical Association to formulate policy and participate in 
~edical affairs of national concern. The Massachusetts Society 
~owever is a completely independent body and is in no sense a 
~ranch of the American Medical Association. 
The American Medical Association (AMA) is a federation 
of constituent associations such as state medical societies . 
~y reason of the fact that a physician is a fellow of the 
~assachusetts edical Society he becomes eligible for active 
pr associate membership in the AMA. A fellow in the Massachu-
setts Medical Society is under no obligation to become a mem-
ber of the AMA and may remain a fellow in goodstanding of the 
~assachusetts edical Society without becoming a member . 
This question of membership in the state and national 
organization has been the subjecj of much debate in medical 
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circles . There are many shades of philosophy, political 
and medical, within the ranks of the Massachusetts Medical 
Society. There are different philosophies between the practi-
tioners of medicine, those actually engaged in practice , and 
the acadamecians, or those who teach and are engaged in 
universities or research centers . The individual practitioner 
in general, adheres to the concept of individualism as far as 
his practice is concerned . He joins his society to participat 
in organized efforts to improve standards, aid in the training 
of future physicians , and to ward off encroachments on his 
profession by outside non-medical groups . The 11 gowners 11 as 
the acadrumecians are sometimes c alled do not all feel that it 
is necessary to join the national organization . This was 
clearly evident last May in Bos t on when a record number of 
physicians turned out at the Annual Meeting of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society to vote down a proposed change in by-
laws making membership in the A. M. A. compulsory . The session 
was one of the stormiest in r e cent years . 
The Fight Against Compulsory Membership 
To understand why this feeling against compulsory member-
ship in A. M.A . exists it might be helpful to review the 
history briefly of that organization and some of its policies . 
The A. M. A. was founded by 250 physicians representing some 
forty medical societies in 1847 . The poor quality of medical 
education in the United States , the brisk traffic in patent 
~edicines and secret remedies, and the lack of a recognized 
code of ethics were the foremost reasons comnAJljno- thA 
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Gazette . (e) 
HAVERHILL, Mass. 
Circ. 16.711 .'("" 
MAY 2 o 0 .y. J (} 1962 
\
Doctors B~lk \ I 
At "Mob Rule" 1 
BOSTON (UPI) - The Massa· 
chusetts Medical Society refused 
Tuesday to assent to compulsory 
membership in the American 
Medical Association (AMA) in a 
display de$Cribed by one society 
official as "mob rule." 1 
The action came at the !Slst i 
annua t meeting of the society. 
The move to reject the compul· 
sory AMA membership apparently 
WI\S led by a group of doctor~ 
from Massachusetts Generl\1 HoR· 
pltal and Beth Israel, Ho~pital, 
both located in Bo3ton. 
· However, despite the lr.depend· 
ence shown by Massar.:usdt~ 
doctors, the MMS membership , 
offeree full backing to the AMA 
on the question of Presid~n· Ken· 
nedyl!i "medicare'' prog~nm. 
Dr. Robert T. Lambert, Haver· 
hi\\, s e c r e t a r y of the Essex 
County Medical Sos::iety, satri the 
vote ngaih5t "medicare" wRs over-
.vhclming. dcnrly mdlcntin ) 'here 
~·as no connection between the 
wo !~sues. 
Dr. Lambf'rt noted that both the 
\MA Rnd tbe MMS are stror.AI.Y 
>pposed to medict~' care lor the 
1gcd as part of the Social Security 
;ystem. 
Whelf' the Issue was 'preo;cnted 
o an overflo~ audience of soc1ety 
members, debate was •,Jddenly . 
halted on ~ motion by Dr. James 
Fe-.:ne: of 8eth Israel Hospital. He 
moved the 'quE'stion, and it was 
quickly seconded. 
There was no doubt that the fo\· 
lowlllg roars of "r o'' to the com· 
.rulsory membership queallnn wM ' 
in th() majority. 
Dr Rob~rt W. nurk, sccrctnry\ 
of the •ocicty, ce~cribrd U1e pro· 
cecdings as "mob , ule." flut he 
said that t'lose who spcarhcad()ci 
the move to defeat the issue In· 
eluded "some of the people who 
tave given Boston its reputation\ 
a a s medical center." 
Dr D:1vid L. llalberslcben of I 
Boston lea pet\ to his feet when 1 
F«.'ncy called for a vote. lla lber'· 
\ebPr ~aid he wantt'tl more rle 
hute on the ~~~ll•'· The membrr· 
~ollj1 uvrrru\fld hi~ 1 PQIII' ~L 
At prll~•·nt. nh .ttl 70 t·•:t t't'llt r1f 
thl' ·•<·tetv' 7,1:\10 '""mht<rtJ ''\\r 
J,lflf.\ tn tho f\MA. 
--
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physicians to join hands nationally . The basic purpose of 
the organization is 11 to promote the science and art of 
medicine and the betterment of public health" . (Article 11 
of the Constitution of the A. M. A. ) 
"Membership in the A •. M ~A . on Dec . 31, 1962 was 197,369, 
the highest figure in the organization's history and an 
increase of more than 11 , 000 over the 1961 figure of 186,208 . 
The increased membership will result in an enlargement 
of the A. M. A. 's House of Delegates to 227 voting members when 
it convenes in Atlantic City on June 17 . The House had 218 
voting members at its November meeting in Los Angeles . 
Each state is allowed one delegate for each one thousand 
1 
members" . 
The House of Delegates is the national policy-making 
body of the medical profession . The delegates are elected 
by their respective state associations on the basis of one 
delegate per 1000 members . All branches of medicine including 
a delegate from each of the government services--Army, Navy, 
Air Force , Veterans Administration and Public Health Service--
are represented . 
The President , President- Elect , Vice- President , Speaker 
of the House of Delegates and Vice - Speaker are elected each 
year by the House of Delegates . Between the two annual meet-
ings of the House of Delegates the A. M. A. is governed by the 
Board of Trustees . It is composed of the President , Presi-
dent-Elect, and nine trustees , who are elected by the House 
1 The A. M. A. NEWS published by the American Medical Association 
Feb . 4, 1963, p . l 
from different geographical regions of the country . Each 
trustee is named for a five- year term and may succeed him-
self only once . 
The staff to carry out the progr ams approved by the House 
of Delegates is under the direct on of the Executive Vice-
President , a full-time, salaried physician administrator. 
There are 700 persons at the Chicago headquarters office and 
13 stationed at the Washington, D. C. office . 
The A. M. A. has an annual budget of approximately $16 million 
which is derived through income from advertising in the A. M.A. ; 
publications, membership dues, outside subscripti ons, mise-
ellaneous sources, investments and exhibit space sales . 
There are ten specialty journals published by the A. M. A., 
the most widely circulated medical journal in the world 
being the Journal of the Amer ican Medical Association . 
The A. M.A . publishes the American Medical Di rectory, an 
authoritative reference of the medical profession, giving 
biographical and educational data regarding every physician 
licensed to practice in the United States . 
A. M.A. also publishes a cumul.ated Index Medicus, an index 
to medical books and periodical literature printed throughout 
the world . Another book published annually is concerned with 
all available i nformation relating to new and nonofficial 
drugs . 
The most important postgraduate medical study sessions 
in the world are held annually in June and December by the 
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AMA in various cities of the u.s. 
The greatest contribution which A. M.A . makes to medicine 
i s the gathering of data on new products, findings, and 
techniques . The data is then correlated, evaluated, summar-
ized and distributed, to the membership . 
Leading physicians from all sections of the country re-
presenting all specialties serve on A.M . A. scientific councils 
and committees . The A. M. A. councils include drugs, food and 
nutrition, medi cal education and hospitals, medical physics, 
medical service, mental health, legislative activities , 
national security, occupational health, rural health, con-
stitution and bylaws , scientii'ic assembly and judicial 
matters . 
The A. M. A. wages a constant battle against medical quack-
ery by helping to educate the public about the dangers of' 
quackery and by serving as a source of' ini'ormation to 
government agencies and others to help bring quacks to justice . 
The activities and accomplishments of' the A.M . A. are so 
numerous that it is impossible to discuss them in any detail 
in this thesis . The physician who joins the A. M.A . derives 
many benefits through his membership . For more than a century, 
the American Medical Association has dedicated itself' to 
furthering the interests of the nation's health and has 
deve-loped a large number of activities, all of which directly 
or indirectly have contributed to making America one of the 
healthiest nations in the world . 
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What the Critics Say About A.M. A. 
But the A.M.A. is not without its critics, constructive 
and destructive . No single organization has been more severely 
criticized, damned , and ridiculed than the A. M.A. Here is 
a sample of what some critics say . 
"Organized medicine is like Dr . Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. As 
Dr. Jekyll it is dedicated to the scientific development of 
medicine . Its members, practicing doctors, are hard working, 
devoted to their profession. But as Mr . Hyde, Organized 
Medicine fights needed reforms in the financing of medical 
care • •• 
"Acting in the name of all doctors - smothering the v oices 
of liberal and independent doctors-Organized Medicine has 
consistently opposed social and economic progress . It fought 
against--
Federal funds to save the lives of mothers and babies 
Reporting communicable diseases 
Compulsory vaccinations for smallpox 
Public Provision for immuni zation against diphtheria 
Workmen's Compensation 
Old Age and Unemployment Insurance 
Public Health services to .control tuberculosis 
Creation of public venereal disease clinics 
Free diagnostic centers to detect cancer."l 
The late Rep . Clem Miller of California in a newsletter 
to his constituents written September 1962 shortly before he 
was killed in an airplane crash s aid: 
"One of the most improved jobs of lobbying from from the 
technical point of view and at the local level has been 
-;- ... ·~ that by the American Medical Association. It has been part-
i cularly interetsting to watch because it has been contin-
uously at work since I have been in Congress , it has been 
1 The Decline of the Medical Profession in Public ~steem 
The A.F. of L. MilwaUkee Labor Press , Milwaukee , Wisconsin, 
6th printing, 1955, p . l5 
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well or expensively financed, and it has been concerned 
with doing · an effective job in face of its self-willed 
membership . The high feelings vented by AMA members give 
relief to the individuals but do not result in favorable 
political decisions . High -feeling and effective lobbying 
do not always go together . As one very important House 
member remarked to me one day 'Iam against medical care 
for the aged but if I voted my feelings after listening 
to the AMA, I would vote for the bill •••• ' 
One might conclude then, that the AMA has made progress 
in technique , but not in trans~ating that new skill into 
effective persuasion. " 
Mrs . Muriel Fox Aronson, Vice- President of Carl Byoir & 
Associates , told a meeting of the AMA: 
"The medical profession, through the AMA , state and county 
societies , is doing an admirably effective job of helping 
physicians to do good--or perhaps I should say do better . 
But even in this 95-per cent area, .you have to keep re-
minding physicians of the public relations aspects of their 
work . Such frequent reminders are an important aspect of 
your work. 
I hope the day will come that a new course in medical 
schools ·will be entitled "Public Relations aspects of 
Medicine . " 
The individual doctor could do so much to advance or re-
tard the public relations of his profession as a whole. "l 
The AMA was the leading opponent to compulsory health 
insurance and more recently medical care for the aged under 
Social Security. Critics of AMA argue that the association is 
the most powerful , influential , and at times selfish lobby 
in the United States . They point out that millions , even 
billions , have been spent to block the passage of humane 
legislation. The hiring of the public relations firm of Clem 
Whitaker and Leone Baxter by the AMA was called the acme of 
brainwashing the public . 
"Besides Clem Whitaker and his capable wife , the AMA 
front included the majority of the large insurance com-
panies which agreed to help by distributing some 1 . 5 
1 Medicine and the Press , AMA Institute , Aug . 30-31 , 1962, 
Chicago , Illinois 
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TH~ LCI'~G, LONG RECORD 
The millioJlS of dollars poured into oppos•tton to 
Social Security health care for the eldcdy this year by 
the Republican p,ll·ty, the Apterican Medical Assm:iation 
and their assorted special interest allies draws strong 
echoes from the past. 
Despite public assertions by the present GOP Na-
tional Chairman, William E. Miller, that the Republican . 
Party did NOT oppose Social Security in the Thirties, 
the documented record shows otherwise. In fact, the 
way was led by ·the GOP National Chairman of that 
time, John D. M. Hamilton, who circulated a fake story 
that all Social Security recipients would be compelled 
to wear metal dog tags with serial numbers. In 1935, 
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all House Republic.ms but one voted to kill the old 
insurance clause of the Social Security Act-the he 
of the legislation. And in the 193 6 Presidential c~ 
paign, the national Republican ticl<et ran on a platfc 
calling for 1·epeal of Social Security. 
The cries of fraud, misrepresentation and "cruel ho: 
one hears from the opponents of Medicare today are 
same cries employed by the opponents of Social Secu1 
3 0 years ago. And as we head for the polls on l 
vember 6, 1962, the parallel of today and yesterda: 
all too clear. Tod.ty's high-pressure, big-money c: 
paign against Medicare is but the latest chapter o 
3 0-year record of Republican opposition to progr 
of progress for the American people. 
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million anti-health-program pamphlets. Full page ads in 
12,000 daily and weekly newspapers have helped, although 
depending a good deal on the newspaper's support. The 
National Association of Insurance Agents, some 20,000 in-
dependent agencies, agre~d to set up displays at state 
conventions and to put posters in agents offices. To top 
oft this list of helping hands, the Inte~national Assoc-
iation of Accident and Health Underwriters set up a 
bureau of nearly 1500 speakers. Other active and open 
participants included the American ~ife Convention (227 
of the largest insurance companies), Provident Mutual Life 
of Philadelphia , Bankers Life and Casualty Company, 
Bankers National Life, and the Combined Insurance Company 
of America." 1 · 
Still another critic wrote: 
"Instead of trying to deodorize the A.M . A., the new 
promoters took it out and buried it . One hundred forty 
thousand old family physicians arose in its place, all 
wearing beards, wing collars, high button shoes, and threa -
bare frock coats, all keeping all-night vigil at the bed-
side of your curly headed child and mine. KEEP POLITICS 
OUT OF THIS PICTURE. 'The Doctor' never was a good paint-
ing, even in the Tate Gallery tradition. You may have 
seen it on your doctor's wall when you were young; it 
used to be distribut~d as an advertisement for Petrolgar . 
It made the doctor feel good. If Whitaker and Baxter are 
right, i t still doe~ . Wi th Fishbein out of the way, the 
new campaign is a grass roots affair reminiscent of the 
wonderful Wilkie boom at the 1940 Republican Convention. 
The doctor is cautioned against entering 1 too manyr debate 
on medical insurance. He is to apply the heat to his pat-
ients personally , and the principal physician of e~ery 
Congressman and u.s. Senator is to send his Honorable 
patient a letter •telling him of the danger of s ocialized 
medicine.' The Whitaker Baxter literature out- shbeins 
Fishbein; pick it up at your doctor's office and ask him 
how he likes it." 2 
The contract of Whitaker and Baxter expired in December 
1951 and the AMA decided to set up its own public relations 
section under Mr . Leo Brown, an experienced medical society 
executive. How successful was the Whitaker-Baxter campaign? 
It is difficult to evaluate the success of an educational 
campaign in terms of specific numbers who were influenced . 
One can only surmise as this quote did: 
l 11 Propaganda Clinic", New Republi~, 121:9, Dec . 12, 1949 
2 Martin Mayer, The Dogged Retreat of the Doctors, Harper's 
Magazine, 199:37, Dec. 1949 
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"Here's how the largest county medical society in the u.s . 
summed up tbings - 'The success of the campaign is not only 
a tribute to the intensity and skill with which it was 
organized but , more important , a tribute to the good, 
sound, economic sense of the American people when they 
know the truth ••• The ad campaign did a spectacular job in 
turning the tide which would have destroyed the free 
practice of medicine ••• It has enhanced the prestige of the 
profession generally.' The vast majority of newspaper 
editorials , where they took note of medicine's drive, were 
friendly . " 1 
The AMA taking note of some of the constructive criticism 
that had been levelled against it during the campaign against 
compulsory health insurance set out to change its internal 
and external public relations . 
"The job •• is two-fold , to sell the AMA to its members , 
and to sell AMA to the public . Good internal relations, 
they feel , must come first . 
To spur rapport between the AMA and its members , the PR 
department is setting up a new field service •• with the 
association's first full-time liaison man . This is a 
long step forward . Many a local society has long felt 
it wasn't getting exactly what it wanted from the AMA . 
Now it will have the chance to talk things over with a 
personal representative from the association's public 
relations department . 
A second innovation will be an advisory committee of 
executive secretaries . According to present plans, this 
committee will meet periodically to offer suggestions on 
AMA public relations . Thus state and county medical 
societies will have a bigger voice in the as sociation's 
PR decisions . 
Another new idea is a public relations committee of top 
level AMA policy makers . This will give the PR depart-
ment interested spokesmen at all trustee and delegate 
meetings ••• something it never had before . 
Selling voluntary medicine to the public is, of course, 
a job that has to be done at all levels . A lot of hope is 
pinned on local grievance committees . "As everyone knows •• 
most of the public's complaints about doctors concerns fees . 
Every time one doctor steps out of line the whole pro-
fession suffers . '" 2 
Various reasons can be given why the AMA did not receive 
the whole- hearted support and cooperation of the local member-
!Medical Economics , 28 :61, Jan . 1951 
2 R. Menges , "AMA Public Relations Take New Turn," Medical 
Economics, 28: 93-97 , May, 1951 
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ship. For one thing many physicians felt that organization 
and implementation of the program had been largely undertaken 
at the national level without permitting suffic i ent partici-
pation by the membership . Some members were not familiar with 
the scope and objectives of the program. Some members who were 
familiar with the scope and objectives of the program objected 
to certain methods used . Finally, some physicians favored 
compulsory insurance . 
Dr . James Howard Means , Professor of Clinical Medicine 
at Harvard University , wrote: "the American people are en-
titled to the best medical service which science and art per-
mit, and which they can afford to buy . They are entitled to 
get it at the lowest price consistent with high quality, or 
have it given them if they cannot afford to pay . All the 
people have a right to medical service on those terms . " 1 
The AMA's severest and most consistent crit i c is labor . 
The Committee on Political Education of the AFL- CIO said: 
"For its victory, the AMA shelled out an estimated seven 
million dollars . It peppered the nation with leaflets, posters, 
for doctors offices , and newsp aper ads . It cr eated front 
groups . It took to radio and TV. It besieged Congressmen 
with let t er and telegram campaigns . The effort was dis-
tinguished only by the extent to which AMA was willing to 
distort the issues and cloud the true facts . 
Yet, this is only the tip of the giant AMA i neberg of 
spending . Unreported are millions of dollars thrown around to 
1 Dr . James H. Means , "Doctors, People, and Gover nment" , 
Little Brown, Boston, 1953 preface 
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stir anti-health care activity in the hinterlands . " 1 
And a final salvo is launched at AMA by Dr . Means when he 
writes : 11 The overall health and medical care problems of the 
country call for a threefold attack from a very broad base 
embodying government , private , and community elements . The 
Federal medical edifice must obviously be put in order , but 
to cooperate with it , so too must that of nongovernment . med-
icine . If voluntary organizations , medical or other , wish to 
work with government at the national level to achieve a 
national health program, they must first develop a method by 
which they can cooperate fully with one another . " 2 
The AMA Answers Its Critics 
Quite frequently the AMA comes out of its corner punching 
away .at its critics and effectively debunking the charges 
that have been made about the largest organized medical group 
in the country . In a fallacy and fact countdown the AMA 
replies . 
Fallacy : AMA exercises strong sanctions against individual 
doctors who speak up against A~ policy . 
Fact : The charge is generated by politics, usually in 
connection with medical care for the aged, which has become a 
political issue . Thus , the inference is drawn that AMA 
punishes any member who dares expound a political view opposed 
to a course of action adopted by a majority of AMA members . 
"Strong sanctions" implies that AMA disciplines such contra-
riness by squeezing the offender out of hospitals or by some 
1 The Issues, Committee on Political Education, AFL- CIO, 
Washington6, D. C. , Aug . 27, 1962 , p . l 
2 James H. ~eans , op . cit . pp . 196Ql97 
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similar interference with his professional freedom . The 
charge is singularly ridiculous on its face . Doctors for the 
most part are strong individualists keenly attuned to the 
blessings of american freedoms, including freedom of speech . 
They have demonstrated many times over their dedication to 
preserving all freedoms . Devotion to individual liberty 
against government collectivism is the very core of their 
oppos ition to socialized medicine . And yet, the charge suggests 
that physicians, through the AMA , impose a tyranny of the 
majority over their fellow men. It's patently absurd . The 
AMA, in fact, possesses no such disciplinary power . It can 1 t 
even punish a member for unethical conduct by anything more 
severe than cancellation of membership . The simple truth is 
that physicians who disagree with AMA policy, both scientific 
and political , do speak up without fear of reprisal . 
Fallacy : The AMA is always "against" everything and never 
11 for 11 anything . 
"Fact: AMA has compiled a long , distinguished and enduring 
history of achievement in advancing the science and art of 
medicine . All of these accomplishments are a part of the 
printed record . No one who has perused the record, would 
hint that such achievements could be accomplished by a 
regressive attitude . In fact, the record shows Ab~ often 
suggested public health legislation ten to twenty years before 
it became law . (In Massachusetts the Mass . Medical Society 
promoted legislation establishing the first state board of 
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health . ) The Kerr- Mills Medical Aid for the Aged Law was 
· supported by the AMA . 
Fallacy: The AMA opposed the Social Security Act in 1935 
when it was adopted . 
Fact : The AMA testified before Congress on only one 
section of the legislation- - - the section calling for extended 
public health services . The AMA supported that section . The 
AMA does object to using the Social Security Act as a vehicle 
for imposing a compulsory national health scheme on the 
American people . 
In answer to COPE'S charge that it spent millions to 
defeat the King- Anderson bill in 1962 the AMA replies that 
it doesn't have that kind of money to s pend on any campaign . 
The allegation that "AMA shelled out seven million dollars" in 
its opposition to the King- Anderson bill is false and irres-
ponsible . The AMA doesn't have that kind of money to spend on 
any campaign, or a sizable fraction of such a sum. But this 
much can be said: Whatever the AMA s pent was its own money . 
It did not use tax funds to dispatch scores of government 
officials and employees across the country to dazzle the hin-
terlands with their tub-thumping oratory for King-Anderson . 
Not only was this use of federal funds and personnel to try 
to develop popular sentiment for pending legislation. improper , 
it was close to outright violation of the law, if it did not, 
in fact, go over the line . 
Nor did the AMA have a suite in the Vv.hite House executive 
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office building manned by a staff grinding out speeches, news 
releases, radio and TV scripts, advertising copy, magazine 
articles and other propaganda for the King-Anderson Bill . Whe~ 
it went on the air to defend itself and tell its side of the 
controversy, it bought its t i me on one TV network like any 
other private citizen. It did not have th power of the 
Office of the President of the United States to provide it 
with time on three networks without charge . 
COPE attacks the AMA because , in COPE ' s words , the AMA 
"peppered the nation with leaflets , posters for doctors office~ , 
and newspaper ads . It created front groups . It took to radic 
and TV. It besieged Congressmen with letters and telegrams . " 
These are strange complaints , says the AMA, indeed to come 
from an organization whose hallmark is pressure, on all seg-
ments of the United States society to gain its ends---cold , 
ruthless, unremitting pressure , always accom anied, as far 
as political office-holders are concerned, with naked threats 
of reprisal for failure to do organized labor' s bidding . Thi~ 
is the same group that says reward your friends and defeat 
your enemies, concludes the AMA. 
A transcript of NBC's Mee t The Press interview with Dr . 
Edward R. Annis, President - el ect of the American Medical 
Association, on June 24, 1962, gives further answers to some 
1 
of the charges . 
"Mr . Spivak: Dr . Annis, as I read the attacks that have 
been made on the AMA , one of the most damaging-and a frequent 
1 NBC's Meet The Press Vol . 6 No . 22, June 24, 1962 , 
Merkle Press Inc . Washington, D. C •••• lO~ pp . l-3 
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attack-is that the American Medical Associ ation is reactionar 
and has failed to support efforts towards s ocial progress. 
As the offi cial spokesman for the A~~ ' can you tell us 
whether that is true or not? 
Dr . Annis: Mr. Spivak, the Al~ took no action on Social 
Security, and its official presentation was only on those 
aspects of the Social Security system which had to do with 
public health, the Public Health Service and the rest, and 
on that point we commented favorably . 
w~ . Spivak: Dr . Annis, the question was, did the AMA 
support Social Security? Not did it oppose it , but did it 
support it? Do you think it does today? 
Dr . Annis: The principle of Social Security? Yes, Sir . 
Mr . Spivak: You think the AMA is for the principle of 
Social Security? 
Dr . Annis: The principle of Social Security-the AMA has 
never opposed it, and I believe t hey are for it . We have 
taken no action . 
Mr . Spivak : Does the AMA favor having doctors included 
under Social Security? 
' 
Dr . Annis: No, Sir . 
Mr . Spivak: Why not? 
Dr . Annis: The majority of doctors have oppo s ed it . 
Mr . Spivak: If the AMA is for Social Security, why does-
n •t it want t h e doctor~ included? 
Dr . Annis : I said t he principle of Social Security we 
thi 
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been made a political issue , and personally I oppose it as 
an individual and oppose voluntarily going into the system 
which to my mind is a welfare program supported by taxes . 
Mr . Spivak: I don't quite understand . They are for Social 
Security as it is today, but they are against the principle 
of it? 
Dr . Annis: No, Mr . Spivak, I said the AMA never took act-
ion on Social Security. 
Mr. Spivak: I am talking about today . 
Dr. Annis: Even today . The principles of Social Security 
to provide people with income in their later years is sound . 
Mr . Spivak: On the question of a reactionary position, 
in being against social legislation, it has been charged that 
the AMA fought group practice for years . Is that true? 
Dr . Annis: That is not true . 
Mr . Spivak: It has been charged that the AMA fought volun-
tary health insurance plans, is that true? 
Dr . Annis: This is not true . The AMA opposed certain 
plans where they felt that the people were trying for mon•tar' 
reasons to promote plans promising quality medical care which 
could not be delivered . The AMA has opposed certain plans 
but is not opposed to the principle at any time . " 
And so the battle rages . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society's Voice in AMA 
The Massachusetts Medical Society, as explained earlier 
in this chapter, is an independent state medical society . 
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It does, however, have a close liaison with the AMA on all 
phases of medicine, medical education, and medical matters . 
On legislative matters the Massachusetts Medical Society 
through the Committee on National Legislation cooperates 
with the AMA in promoting measures before Congress which 
it deems in the public interest . 
The Committee on National Legislation is made up of a 
representative from each District Medical Society . In turn 
each District is urged to set up a District Committee on 
National Legislation composed of physicians from each 
community within the district . 
The State Committee on National Legislation of the Society 
meets periodically and as the need arises to discuss issues 
and proposals . Representatives from the AMA are invited to 
attend some of these meetings to give the local physicians 
the national picture . Such meetings prove beneficial in that 
AMA sees what is being done in Massachusetts on the local leve 
and Massachusetts in turn sees what other states are thinking 
and doing . Through the AMA local physicians have a voice 
at committee hearings in Washington . 
Delegates from the Massachusetts Medical Society to the 
AMA serve on many important A1~ committees . One delegate 
serves as Speaker of the House of Delegates, a position 
similar to Speaker in the House of Representatives . This same 
delegate is being nominated for the position of President-
elect at the Annual Convention of the AMA to be held this 
June in Ati::tn+.;~ ~;t:v 
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Through the AMA the Massachusetts Medical Society receives 
money for support of medical scholarships at the three local 
schools of medicine . This money represents voluntary contri-
butions from physicians all over the country who wish to aid 
particular schools of medicine . Approximately five million 
dollars is turned over to medical schools each year . Part of 
this money is donated to the AMA by Massachusetts physicians . 
Officers and executives of the Massachusetts Medical 
Society attend legislative seminars and institutes of the AMA 
when held . Materials for distribution to local district 
societies are evaluated and suggestions made to improve 
local legislative educational campaigns . Successful campaign 
are explained and evaluated because what may be a success in 
Nebraska may not be suitable for Massachusetts . Pamphlets , 
films , suggested advertisements for local newspapers , and 
materials for speakers are analysed critically. The Massa-
chusetts Medical Society decides what will be used in its 
state when and how . 
Quite f r equently AMA speakers are invited to address local 
distric t meetings in Massachusetts . Usually the Medical 
Society coordinates public relations activities incident to 
the speakers appearances . In the case of the AMA President 
or President - elect press, radio and television appearances 
are pre - arranged by the staff of the Medical Society . As we 
shall see in the next chapter quite frequently statements 
made in Boston have resulted in national headlines on medical 
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care for the aged issues . 
The majority of the members of the Massachus etts Medical 
Society support the AMA through their voluntary membership 
in the national organization. It is estimated that about 
5500 of the 7~00 members of the Massachusetts Medical 
Society are voluntary members of the AMA . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MEDICAL CARE FOR THE AGED 
Causes and Issues 
The national debate on providing medical care for the aged 
persons is not a new issue . It has been kicking around for 
many years and has been given various nrumes, national health 
insurance, medicare, and national hospital insurance . You 
will find that everyone agrees basically that something should 
be done to provide medical care for the aged . The debate 
centers and rages around the method of providing the financiaJ 
means for such medical care . The medical profession maintain~ 
that no aged person should ever be deprived of medical care 
because of inability to pay . 
To aid elderly persons who are financially limited in the 
payment of medical care bills a law known as the Kerr-Mills 
Law of 1960 was passed by Congress . It is a law that enables 
the individual states to guarantee to every aged American 
who needs help the health care that he requires . It benefits 
the elderly covered by Old Age Assistance plus all other older 
persons who could not meet the cost of a serious prolonged 
illness . 
The Kerr-Mills Law is a Social Security amendment with two 
major provisions. First, it increased the federal matching 
funds for medical aid under the existing old age assistance 
programs . Second, it began a new program of grants to the 
states for medical care for aged individuals of low income 
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who were not recipients of old age assistance . This is known 
as the Medical Assistance for the Aged program. 
The granting of funds, raised by federal taxation, to the 
states for the financing of state medical aid programs allows 
the states not only to formulate their own plans for their 
own elderly and needy citizens but to administer the program 
as well . It was felt that Congress and the agencies of 
the federal government in Washington could not possibly make 
the individual determinations or administer the benefits of 
a medical aid program as well as t he states could. 
Each state is autonomous in that it sets its own restrict-
ions and qualifications . Most of the the 29 states that have 
adopted the Kerr-Mills Law have broad limitations and very 
liberal benefits . 
A law that has been on the books but t wo and a half years 
needs more time than this to properly appraise its value . 
Suffice to say the intent to provide medical care for the 
aged persons by the federal and state governments under state 
control is the basis of this law . Wha t some states have done 
to this intent would require a detailed explanation too 
lengthy for this thesis . 
In the discussion of medical care for the aged one might 
ask who are the aging? What do we mean by that term? How 
do older people differ from the rest of us? 
Medical science has made such advances in cutting down 
death-causing diseases we find that more people are living 
lnYlO'A'I"' 1-fVA~ 
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But society, and even the government through its strict 
interpretation of the Social Security laws, demand that once 
a person reaches age 65 it is time to retire . 
"Ironically, the retirement laws were meant to be a bless-
ing . Yet, in this society, they are proving the opposite . In 
every study, retirement looms for a man and his family as an 
elemental evil . "The retirement curse," says Dr . Edward L. 
something should be done to take care of the medical needs of 
the aging, particularly those over 65 years of age who are 
eligible for Social Security benefits . 
Why the controversy? 
The Arguments, Pro and Con 
"We stand for health and human dignity~ •• Abe Lincoln said, 
'You can't fool the American people; they know a chestnut 
horse from a horse chestnut 1 •••• the AMA is trying to make a 
horse chestnut out of a chestnut horse ••• when they talk about 
the government telling someone whotis doctor will be, they 
2 
are talking nonsense . " 
" •••• when American medicine is preeminent • • • it is proposed 
we adopt the very systems under which one European nation 
after another lost its former leadership in medical science 
•••• H. R. 4222 would provide socialized medicine for the aged 
3 
-- - in time, for everyone . " 
1 Arthur Herzog "Portrait of Our 'Senior CJ.tizens'n The New 
..LVJ.·.n. .L.._.W.O<:> .WC1.!SCI."".I.U<::I' ... ,..., • • -. , .J.....,'-'"" 1 t--• -.u 
2 Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, "Medicare Who Should Pay The Bil " 
Newsweek, April 2 , 1962 Vol . LIX, No . l4 , p . 52 
3 Ibid . Dr . Leonard Larson, Past President of the AMA, p . 53 
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These two conflicting opinions repr esent the a ttitudes of 
the two contenders in this nationwide battle, the Adminis-
tration of President Kennedy versus the American Medical 
Association. 
The Administration argues that each family has three 
responsibilities; "to our parents, to our children, and to 
ourselves . u The Kennedy Program for Health Insurance through 
Social Security helps us to meet these responsibilities . 
In 1963 there are 17 , 500,000 persons over 85 in this country . 
I t predicts that there will be twenty million by 1967 and 
twenty three million by 1972 . 
In a specially prepared pamphlet the state enta are made : 
"Ninety per cent of people over 65 face costly medical bills 
a) 9 out of 10 people over 65 will be hospitalized b) 2 out 
out of 3 people over 65 will be hospitalized 2 or more times 
c) older people use almost 3 times as much hospital care as 
younger people . Hospital care is expensive and the cost is 
rising. In 1946 the average hospital cost per day was $9 . 00 . 
Today it is $32 . 00. The average hospital stay for a person 
over 65 is 15 days . 11 
The Administration raises the question "How are these 
medical bills to be paid? From our parents o n income? By 
private insurance? By us? By the Kennedy proposal?" 
The answers to these questions are then given . ost 
people over 65 have hardly enough money to support themselves· 
their average income is $1300 a year . 
,_ -----------------------~----------- -------
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Because older people are sick more often and longer , 
private insurance coverage is too limited to meet their needs . 
We must help pay but we cannot bear the full cost and 
meet other family expenses as well . 
The Kennedy Program is the best answer . It will pay the 
major costs of serious illness in old age . In large type 
this statement is made : UNDER PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S PROGRAM 
THE AVERAGE WAGE EARNER WILL PAY ABOUT $1 . 00 PER MONTH FOR 
HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS FOR BOTH HIMSELF AND HIS WIFE (OR 
WIDOW) AT AGE 65 . 
On the other side of the coin the American Medical Assoc-
iation President Dr . Leonard Larson in a statement before 
the House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee 
August 2 , 1961 , capsuled the reasons why the AMA is opposed 
to medical care for the aged under Social Security as follows: 
1 . It would lower the quality of medical care . 
2 . It is unnecessary . 
3 . It would be unpredictably but extremely expensive . 
4 . It would endanger the entire Social Security system. 
5 . It would undermine private health insurance and other 
prepayment mechanisms . 
6 . It would lead to the decline , if not the demise, of 
voluntary efforts at the community level . 
7 . It would expand into a full-fledged system of social-
ized medicine, eventually covering every citizen of 
this nation . 
8 . It would cover millions of persons who neither need 
help in paying the costs of their health care, nor want 
such help . 
9 . It would compel the nati on ' s younger workers to pay for 
these unnecessary benefits through an increased com-
pulsory gross payroll tax . 
10 . It would determine eligibility for medical aid on the 
basis of age rather than on the basis of need. 
11 . It would destroy the concepts of individual and familial 
responsibility . 
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12 . It would overcrowd existing facilities through overuse . 
But the AMA is not alone in its declaration that the 
Social Security system could not stand the drain for medical 
care for the aged . The u.s . News and World Report conducted 
a survey of so-called Social Security systems in Great 
Britain, Sweden, France , Italy, and West Germany to ascertain 
how those countries met the rising burden of welfare programs . 
1 
The conclusion was: 
"The trend in Europe is toward more and more social ser-
vices, with heavier taxes on employers, plus larger contri-
butions by the Government out of general revenues . This 
suggests that , in the United States, as the years go on , 
the Governme nt, too, will be called upon to support the pen-
sion fund in addition to the payroll taxes that now are 
scheduled. " 
The article points out that the maximum paid by worker 
matched by employer in 1937 was $30 . This is expected to be 
increased to $222 by 1968 . 
"To provide for hospitalization and nursing-home care for 
the aged President Kennedy now urges an extra one quarter of 
one per cent in the payroll tax . The tax base would rise from 
$4800 to $5200 . The maximum tax then would be raised to 
2 
$201 . 50 next January and go on up to $253 . 50 by 1968 . 11 
Various proposals have been offered in previous years under 
the titles of, the Murray-Wagner- Dingell bill , the Aime Forand 
bill, the King- Anderson bill , and the so-called Hospital 
1 U. S . News & World Report, 11 The Untold Story of Social 
Securityu, July 2, 1962, pp . 46-49 
2 Ibid 
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Insurance bill introduced into the Congressional legislative 
hopper for 1963 . 
These bills are all designed to pay for medical care for 
the aged under Social Security . The King-Anderson Bill (H .R. 
4222) calls for the granting of hospital services immediately 
to the 14 , 250 , 000 elderly Americans who are now receiving 
benefits from either social security or the Railroad Retire -
ment Act , and eventually to all those participating in the 
social security program when they reach age 65 . 
II The Bill's essential provisions call for payment of bed 
and board during a 90 day hospital stay , including nursing, 
diagnostic services and certain drugs . The patient must pay 
$10 a day for the first nine days . In addition nursing home 
II 
services for 180 days would be provided if the patient has been 
treated in a hospital . The measure also includes coverage of 
hospital outpatient charges, less a $20 diagnostic charge to 
be paid by the patient , and 240 visits a year by a vi s it i ng-
1 
nurse service . 
Senator Jacob Javits of New York when introducing his health 
2 
care bill into the 88th Congress February 19, 1963, stated: 
" •••••• We are further renewing our determination that any 
such bill should contain the following four principal pro-
visions for which we have always contended: 
First , to include the estimated 2 1/2 million Americans 
over 65 who are not covered by the s ocial security system. 
Second, to provide for an option under which beneficiaries 
1 . H.R. 4222 , 87th Congress, 1st Session, u.s. Gov't . Printing 
Office, A Public Document 
2 . Congressional Record, Vol . 109, No . 24, Feb. 19,1963 p . 2367 
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have a choice of receiving hospital benefit programs through 
approved private plans rather than through the Federal Govern-
ment . 
Third, to provide the use of approved private organizations 
and States in the administration of the program. 
Fourth, to provide for the establishment of a separate 
health insurance trust fund into which all health care funds 
shall be deposited •••••••• • • 
The provisions in our bill are essential if there is to be 
recognition that private enterprise is an important partner 
in the effort to meet the special needs of the aging and can 
help limit Federal Government in this field . If we are truly 
to prevent socialized medicine, the entire burden and respon-
sibility for meeting the health needs of the aging should not 
fall entirely on the Federal Government . " 
Let us turn our attention to Massachusetts and what the 
various opponents and proponents say. 
Dr . Osler Peterson, Visiting Lecturer, Department of Pre-
1 
ventive Medicine, Harvard Medical School , says: 
"The extension of social security to cover medical care 
costs, since it involves a specifically designated . tax, is 
likely to occasion less concern with the annual Congressional 
authorization for expenditure . Furthermore, such medical 
care would be given as a right. By itself, this is not a 
point likely to engender enthusiasm among doctors, but it 
would2robablx redu~e the necessary administrative action 
1 Osler L . · Peterson, New England Journal oi' Medicine "Finan-
cing A Medical Care Program Through Social Security, 265 
526- 530 (September 14, 1961) 
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both for the doctor and the patient •• As part of the attempt 
to sell this bill, every eff ort is being made to design a 
system that will disturb the practice of medicine as little 
as possible. In addition, members of the Administr ation are 
making promises with respect to freedom of the doctor-patient 
relations and to practice that should not be disrrdssed lightly. 
It has become very clear during the past year that it is no 
longer possible to keep the Government out of medical care . 
In these days when there is so much thought about negotiation 
and what is and is not negotiable, it may be well for the 
medical profes s ion to consider whether it has clearly made 
this distinction . " 
David D. Wallwork, M.D. , Past President of the Massachuse t ts 
Medical Society, debates the issue: 1 
"A program that places the cost of the burden of medical 
care for the aged primarily on low-income workers by means of 
payments based on gross income, without the exemptions grant-
ed in the case of income taxes, is basically unfair and un-
just . The tax increase not only will take money from these 
workers but also will cause an equivalent incr ease in the 
cost of goods the taxpayer mus t purchase and the aged must 
purchase . As has frequently been pointed out, the aged are 
hit relatively harder by inflation than any other group, and 
this is one of the basic reasons for frequent inability to 
meet their own financial needs. In the case of income taxes, 
exemptions are recognition of the fact that the middle-age 
1 Ibid pp . 526-530 
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group, too , with the responsibility of rearing and educating 
children, has a very realistic problem or "need" . A tax on 
gross income denies recognition of this need . Senator Kerr 
has estimated that 40 per cent of taxable income in the 
United States is not subject to the social security tax. If 
medical care for the aged is a national problem, it should be 
financed from general revenues as provided by P.L . 86-778 . " 
Public Relations Mass Appeals and Methods 
Regardless of which way one may lean on this controversy 
one is assured of a ringside seat in an arena where every 
stop in the field of communications and public r elations 
will be utilized . The tools of communications are the same 
but the communications are different . The success or 
failure of a program depends in large measure on the skills of 
the communicators . 
Last year Massachusetts was a focal point in President 
Kennedy's Administration campaign to get the grass roots 
reacting to his plea for passage of the King-Anderson Bill . 
Beginning early in February, long before the measure was 
to be considered by Congress, the hustings were being spurred 
to action . In February on one of the stormiest days of the 
winter the then Secretary of Health Education and Welfare, 
Abraham Ribicoff , spoke to a group of oldsters at John 
Hancock Hall in Boston . Busloads of oldsters were br ought 
in from Rhode Island , New Hrunpshire , and the populated centers 
of Massachusetts . 
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To say that the organization of these oldsters was done 
on the spur of the moment is an underestimation of the 
Administration's power of organization. The rise of young 
John F. Kennedy from an obscure Congressman to Senator and 
then to the office of President of the United States is pred-
icated on organization. The so- called "O'Brien Manual" is 
'must' reading for every member of the Kennedy organization. 
"Every program outlined in this manual has been tried and 
proved successful in President Kennedy's 1960 campaign and 
in other contests . "l 
Receiving no encouragement from Massachusetts Democratic 
leaders in his quest to dislodge Senator Henry Cabot Lodge 
in 1952 Kennedy found it necessary to stump every hamlet in 
the Commonwealth. 
11 The party organization was paying little or no attention 
to his candidacy. And these campaign groups were composed 
exclusively of amateurs . So it became necessary for us to 
have a fairly detailed review available to all these loyal , 
hard- working amatuers , as to procedure . And I can recall 
that we ultimately came up with, perhaps it was, a six- page 
mimeographed list of steps that were to be taken during the 
campaign. And from that ultimately came the campaign manual 
that was used in the primary state's , in the President's 
quest for election, and then following the nomination at 
Los Angeles it was the Citizens for Kennedy and Johnson 
manual). nationally. " _g 
1 White , Theodore H. ,-""fiThe Making of the -President 1960 11 , 
Pocket Books Inc ., New York, 1962 , p.38 
2 O'Brien, Lawrence F. , CBS 11 Washin8ton Conversation" 8/12/62 
transcript p . l2 
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The Mr . O'Brien who made that statement is now Special 
Assistant to President Kennedy. 
The Democratic Congressional Campaign Manual for 1962 
was based on the O'Brien manual . Divided into two parts , 
the manual told how to organize committees on the local 
level , and how to organize and work in the community. In the 
Congressional election the Administration health care pro-
posal was promoted using the various methods outlined in the 
manual . 
In November, 1961, Senator Benjamin Smith who was as 
interim appointee to fill that seat held a hearing at 
Gardner Auditorium on the question of nursing home care . 
In the morning various government , welfare, and nursing 
home officials expressed points of view before a sparse 
gathering . In the afternoon a discussion of problems of the 
aging brought out a near capacity audience . Leading pro-
ponents of medical care for the aged under Social Security 
whipped up much enthusiastic support from an audience of 
oldsters , most of whom were brought to the hearing in buses 
from remote areas of Massachusetts and Rhode Island, the home 
state of Aime Forand who s ponsored the Forand Bill two years 
ago . l~ . Forand did not seek reelection to his seat as Con-
gressman and later wound up as a top official for the Senior 
Citizens Council in Washington . 
The clue of things to come was given by Frank Harris 
1 
when he wrote in the Boston Globe: 
1 Frank Harris "White House Directs Drive to Help Senior 
Citizens", The Boston Sunday Globe, April 1, 1962, p . 84 
DEMOCRATIC 
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"The White House has moved into Massachusetts, directing 
a crash program to stimulate grass-root support for putting 
Medical Care for the Aged under Social Security. 
Within the next seven weeks more than 250 speakers will 
be beating the drums for the Kennedy program before audiences 
in bi g and little communities . 
Carrying the message will be Democratic legislators, labor 
and social service leaders , top flight doctors and hospital 
administrators . They hope to deliver more than 5000 speeches . 
The unprecedented drive may culminate with a huge rally 
in Boston addressed by President Kennedy over closed circuit TV 
from New York where the President will be s peaking to an 
overflow crowd at Madison Square Garden on May 20 . 
Objective of the administration- s ponsored show is two 
fold; to get thousands of people writing to petition Rep . 
Wilbur Mills , Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, to 
r elease the King- Anderson Bill, and to urge Congressmen to 
pass the medical care measure . 
The drive has the mark of Kennedy campaign effi ciency. 
Hundreds of tailor made speakers kits have been made avai~able 
and dispatched to the Bay State with all the material for 
sharp , knowledgeable talks . Top party men are arranging 
II personal appearances . 
The campaign to get medical care for the aged moving in 
Massachusetts had all the trappings of the 1960 Presidential 
campaign. The President had decided that Massachusetts would 
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an overllow crowd at MadlsonJ The Whi~ Ho~ entered .Jne!lt'i not.'.oe ,mo!e tbU .t~ l the 1tledieal bil_ts of the old-
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ay State Women Support Medical Care for Age<l 
By VIR~L.-\ IiRH.:iHT 
Ma~ch 15 letter-writing 
::v'n~h. :o St..-.3lo~s ar:d Con-
E,.:zssm~. ±:; !.5. 
TI.' top:..~: !Jerilcal Care for 
tte Age:!.. 
The .dea w~s inspired by 
Operation 5-.:;::;>o:-t, a nation-
wide De r:; c ;: r a tic group 
whose fun:::..::m i'< to "'hip up 
support k:- ?:-esiC.ent Ken-
nedy's · ke; tegislatwr.. In 
Massachu..:r:·; i: is being co-
ordinated 1-y t!::e Women on 
Wheels. 
If the rr:ai! ;;:"urs in as ex-
pected. v.-~...:;;.,s:Gn's no3t of-
fice may \!1~::-.:.: Christmas :s 
bein~ ce!e!:-~a:ed again in 
March. 
Neith!!:r s:::r,w. sleet, slip-
pery ~~~g ccr hazardous 
drivi.n6 fai!e:!. to deter 2000 
Massachusetts oldsters who 
bra•·e-1 !a..<t ~o:may's &term 
to attend l.-..<: rally on Med-
Ical Ca;-e c:~ John Haner .;k 
H. ll and l:s:ron to Secretary 
A'-rahc:. R.r::off cf the U.S. 
Depa!'>:::-.e::i c~ Health. Edu-
catlOn a:-.d ';>:e:iare. This in-
cider:t rr:ay ce a baromeler 
of the :.r. :.s- ~.o~ in the bill. 
Stu.i a ::.e<::gmg group, 
for.T.ed l:e::e last Sun-
mer. :::-.c:c.: r: fr.e chairmen 
L."'l t!-.e 14 Cc ::;::essional Dis-
tr.cts are :;:il! -L"'l the process 
of se:t:r.g a ciate for their 
first o:::c.c.i r.::E:e:ing. 
"While s ·::-::." statc5 can 
claim tba~ O;>e::aEon Support 
turned t~e tt:!e on a btll, 
Massac::u_<.e::£ c-.,..J.r.ot yet list 
accomp!is!1:::tr:~. 
•'\Ve ue too :1ew," Mrs. Ed-
ward L. S±:.,-arlz of New-
ton, cha:r.:-,a."l of Operation 
~pport, sa:!!. . 
But ihosa <:.'!airmen who 
ha\·e been ~:,U:g ;;id for the 
l'residen~·a !"~cal Care bill 
.rerr;:>rt a r'~;._g tid~ of people 
expressing a desire to ra\·e 
the n easure ~assed. 
"I wa~ «mazed how ·nell in-
formed tte ~~de:- t:~-,p!e are 
on th.e i~suc.'' observrri a 
publtc schno: :l'Jrse. Eileen 
Garrity, of \\' E;.-~ou:n , chair-
.. dn of Opera~:on Support m 
District 13. 
Her group w:11 begin to 
concent~·ate on acttvities after 
the town meeti"gs and elec-
tiOns. 
In District, 6, the chair-
rna"!, Dolores Labrie, of 
Salcn1, is co "'t 'lctmg r.c: only 
De:1ocratic wc::1en but the 
Kiwarus, Ro·ary a~d other 
non-partisan c!ubs who 
might l'e mte:Ested rr. know-
ing more about certain legis-
JatlOn. 
·' I belien the f1rst step in 
getting support for any picce 
of Jpgjslatwn is t0 inform the 
public on the mea.<'1mg and 
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barkground of the measure. 
On Medical Care for the Eld-
erly, eYeryone I have talked 
to :;eems to fayor the bill," 
Mi~s Labne said. 
In Greenfield's District 1, 
which is almost on !he Ver-
mont border, Mrs. Peter Sul-
livan, a co-chairman, is 
working through local lead-
ers to arouse interest in the 
President's bill 
Mrs. Robert Molla, of Nor-
f!«~-~ "")l'o:'' . ., ~ 
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SEEKING VOTES FOR PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM- L. to r., Mrs. Edna 
Schwartz, Ne'Aton; Mrs. Peggy Woods, Lincoln; Miss Judy Maloney, Cambridge, 
all workers for Operation Support. 
well, and Mrs. Annie Kelley 
of Lakeville, co-chairmen of 
District 9, are planning to 
contact key women in 50 
towns durmg March'. They 
will start their campaign by 
dtsseminating informatiOn on 
the :\1edical Care plan. 
"I don't expect to ha\·e too 
much trouble eYen though 
this District is strongly Re-
publican. Congressman Hast-
ings Keith (R) is for the bill, 
and 1 think most older people 
w1ll forget party lines on 
this issue which so vitally 
affects them," Mrs. Motla 
said. 
Massachusel ts is believed 
to be the first state to- set 
up a Speakers' Bureau for 
Operation Support, accord-
ing to Mrs. Schwartz. 
"We have to supply au-
thcritiative speakers. People 
do not want to take an even-
ing off to listen to a discus-
sion about a bill unless they 
get good solid information 
about 1t," Mrs. Schwartz de-
clared. 
And the public is asking 
penetrating questioll5. 
''When I asked some Tufts 
sludents to partic1pate ih the 
recent Ribicoff rally (anum-
ber of organiz,ations for 
yot.:ng people alsq_ are sup-
porting the 1\Icdit'al Care 
bill,) they wart<:e to know 
all about the b!ll t'hsL They 
were not contcr'.t tb accept it 
just because P'.:£:~ J{cnnedy 
suggested it,'' sil? rer;oried. 
Wnh Operation Support 
demanding real l1cc.d work 
m pollhcs and v·'th 'the open 
discuss10ns, she ·c::he•·es the 
Democrahc p~y > ".ttract-
ing many , edu:-:ated v:omen 
who want to qo mote than 
"pour teas and put on pretty • 
• ha-.s." 
_M, 
..... 
..... 
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lead the way in his quest for support of his program. 
11 250 speakers •••• • •• 5000 speeches •••• top party men 
arranging personal appearances • • •• " When did this all 
come about? Mr . Harris reported it in his column on April 1, 
but the actual planning meeting took place at the Hotel 
Bellevue on March 20 when a top level meeting of organizers 
was held . By some ironical twist an invitation to attend 
this preliminary meeting was extended to the Massachusetts 
Medical Society . 
Democratic legislators were caucussed at the State House 
by Senate President John Powers and Speaker of the House 
John Thompspn and told that the President was making H. R.4222 
a top priority program in Massachusetts . Everyone of the 
150 Democratic legislators in attendance at that meeting 
pledged to speak for and actively support the campaign that 
was to be launched . Speaking for the President was James C. 
O'Brien, a union representative, assigned to the White House 
staff . 
At the Bellevue meeting top-ranking lawyers, businessmen, 
judges, physicians with governmental agencies, labor leaders, 
and dedicated workers heard Mr . O'Brien outline the big 
build-up to the Madison Square Garden appearance of the 
President on May 20 . 
This group was to be the nucleus to carry out the Massa-
chusetts campaign . A letter writing campaign was to be 
launched at all lev~B in cooPEration with the national 
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Operation Support project . Operation Support was the name 
given the nationwide function of whipping up support for 
President Kennedy's key legislation . 
Every technique that proved effective in Kennedy campaigns 
was put to use . Women took to telephones to line up the 
letter writers, organizations were solicited for resolutions 
endorsing the President ' s health bill . As soon as one 
resolution was received a follow- up news release was sent to 
all newspapers . No race, creed, religion, or ethnic group 
was to be overlooked . 
A mass media barrage of publicity was planned, spot 
announcements were sent to all radio stations, feature 
stories were fed to newspapers , and speakers were available 
to discuss H. R. 4222 whenever one or more persons were 
gathered to listen . Golden Age groups were encouraged to 
help although restricted in many cases by by- laws which 
stated that the Council must shy away from controversial 
subjects . However , individual Golden Agers could have guest 
speakers at their homes where a few friends could be invited 
over . 
The coffee hour , a favorite Kennedy technique, was used 
quite extensively throughout the state . 
The activities in Massachusetts backed by the Vfuite House 
prestige would lead one to believe that nothing could happen 
but complete success . The outcome will be described sub -
sequently . 
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The Massachusetts Med i cal Society, in the meantime, 
through its Committee on National Legislation stepped up 
its activities when it was faced with the White House 
campaign as just outlined. 
Three or four physicians were on a continuous s peaking 
circuit making solo appearances before various organizations 
or debating the issues with schooled proponents . One such 
proponent, a professor at Brandeis University, met quite 
regularly in public debates with the Society's President 
Dr . David W. Wallwork, a Lawrence surgeon . A Gloucester 
general practitioner, Dr. Ever Curtis, was most eff ective 
in her presentations before friendly and non-friendly 
audiences . Dr . Curtis, a woman physician with great charm 
and magnetism, was convincing and sincere. 
Physicians in the districts accepted speaking engagements 
before local business groups or fraternal organizati ons. 
The assistance of the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary Clubs, 
Lions, Kiwanis, and other such community groups was solicited 
in support of resolutions opposing H.R. 4222. 
District Societies held "Legislator Nights" to which 
local Congressmen were invited . These meetings gave the 
physicians an opportunity to meet their Congressmen and 
express their views. It was not uncommon for a busy physician 
to be so preoccupied that he never had the occasion to meet 
his Congressman . In addition some physicians were not fully 
acquainted with the issues at hand so these meetings served a 
dual purpose . 
During Congressional recesses at Easter or Christmas key 
doctors in each medical district within the Congressman's 
district would pay a personal visit to their Representative. 
Vfuen it became necessary the Committee on National Legis -
lation would direct and stimulate letter writing to Congress-
men . Members of the Woman's Auxiliary would assist in this 
campaign by having coffee hours in their homes ••• Local 
community leaders would be invited to hear some physician 
discuss the health care proposal and literature would be 
handed out to supplement the s peaker's points . 
The cooperation of paramedical groups, pharmacists, nurses, 
and business organizations including the insurance companies 
was solicited in obtaining resolutions opposing the health 
care proposal . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society's Committees on Public 
Relations and National Legislation worked together to coordinate 
many of these activities . 
One of the most successful activities undertaken by the 
Committee on National Legislation was a visitation to Wash-
ington to meet with the respective Representatives . Pr ior 
to this individual physicians might drop in to see a Congress-
man during a recess in the Congressman's hometown but no 
organized attempt had been made to see the Congressman in 
Washington . Massachusetts Representatives from time to time 
were visited in Washington by members of the AMA Washington 
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staff . Last May the first visitation of Massachusetts 
physicians to visit with their Congressmen in Washington 
took place with very satisfactory results . 
Arrangements were made for the doctors and Congressmen to 
have breakfast together in one of the rooms of the House of 
Representatives Building . Every Massachusetts Congressman 
with the exception of one who send an aide showed up at the 
breakfast meeting . Speaker of the House John McCormack took 
time out from his busy schedule to visit for a brief spell 
with the physicians . 
At the beginning of the meeting the air was a bit tense 
and one could expect that the Congressional delegation would 
extend the routine courtesies and then depart . Instead 
Dr . David w. Wallwork, President of the Society, began to 
explain the medical profession's position on Medical Care 
for the Aged under Social Security . Certain Congressmen 
who were rattling papers around , answering telephones, began 
to take note . At the end of the meeting which lasted almost 
two hours, even those Congressmen who were committed to vote 
with the Administration on this measure, all agreed that there 
was much merit in such a meeting . There was a great deal of 
questioning of the doctors on various points by the Congress -
men and many points were brought out that until that time 
were unknown to the Congressmen . The success of this meeting 
was due in large measure to the ability of Dr. Wallwork to 
step in and without any prior arran~ement to act as spokesman 
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for the group . His many hours of debating on public plat-
forms on this issue helped him to answer the many curves 
fired at him by the Representatives . 
Following the group meeting individual physicians then had 
the opportunity to visit with their Congressmen in Congression-
al offices . This provided a more relaxed atmosphere and was 
most successful. Later that same day the physicians met as 
a group again and proceeded to visit with the two u.s . 
Senators of Massachusetts. 
While no Congressional votes on medical care had been 
changed, the visit established a certain rapport between the 
Congressmen and their hometown physicians that had not 
existed before the visitation. So successful was this new 
undertaking that it is being repeated this year . All phy-
sicians agreed that it was worthwhile in letting the Congress-
men know face-to~face thatfuis was an issue of prime concern 
with them and that they recognized certain Congressmen had 
already committed themselves one way or another to this bill. 
The Congressmen in turn took particular note of the doctor's 
concern with this legislation . 
Some Congressmen told the physicians that it was hoped that 
the bill would never come out of the House Ways and Means 
Committee . Others said that if it did come out of the Ways 
and Means Committee they would be forced to vote for it be-
cause of the tremendous pressures that might be brought to 
bear upon.. them in an election year. . _ 
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The Public Relations 'Images' 
In July 1962 , the showdown on medical care for the aged 
came to a head . The liberals in the House of Representatives 
sought to push the King- Anderson legislation to a vote but 
were stymied by a coalition of conservative Democrats and 
Republicans on the House Ways and Means Committee . The 
measure was never voted out for action on the floor of 
Congress . Senate liberals sought to push the bill through 
the Senate as an amendment to other legislation but failed 
when the Senate voted 52 to 48 to table the King- Anderson 
measure . 
Within a half hour after the crucial vote President Kennedy 
called a press conference and told the television audience that 
the defeat of this legislation was a defeat for every family 
in the United States . The President had met with defeat and 
he was quick to show that he was upset . 
What caused this close but hard- to- take setback for the 
President? Many reasons could be advanced but in this 
evaluation of the public relations techniques of this issue 
it must be said that 'images' changed somewhat . 
For one thing , the smooth, well-disciplined and efficient 
Kennedy organization failed "to stampede the conventionn __ 
it failed to get the people all fired up about the issue . 
The President had put his personal popularity and personal 
powers of persuasion on the line in an effort to obtain 
favorable ConEressional action . Congress did not go along 
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0 because the people were not demanding favorable action on 
the bill . The President lost, his image as far as Congress 
was concerned, did not possess the brilliant lustre it 
radiated before the general public . 
A prelude to this setback was given on May 20th when the 
President "took his case to the people" in an address given 
at Madison Square Garden before 15 , 000 enthusiastic support-
ers . Although the President spoke from New York his appear-
ance was being simulcast on closed circuit television to 32 
other cities throughout the country . The So-called rallies 
in the other cities failed to draw the people . Proponents 
of the Administration proposal predicted that more than 
150,000 people would turn out at these rallies . 
According to newspaper estimates about 45,000 in all, 
including the 15,000 at New York , showed at these rallies. 
Some rallies were even called off because of a lack of 
interest . Big name members of the Democratic Party spoke 
before near empty halls . 
In Boston, the President's hometown, the Donnelly Theater 
had been turned over to the local committee for a big rally. 
The theater seats about 3400 persons but no more than 300 
of those seats were filled on that bright Sunday afternoon. 
A Navy band was engaged to play a few selections to start 
the festivities but as things turned out the rally turned int< 
an afternoon band concert . The spectators were repeatedly 
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AMA News May 28. 1962 
-Wide World Photo 
EMPTY SEATS yawn toward the stage at the Charleston, W. Va., rally for the King-Anderson bill, 
May 20. The Cil,arleston Mail printed this picture on its front page, showing only 28 persons in 
the 299 seats pictured. Actually, 46 P"rsons attended the rally !n Charleston's 3,500-seat Civic 
Auditorium. Addressing the group is Nelson H. Cruikshank, director of Ai'l-CIO's Dept. of Social 
Security. 
President Pushes Bill 
Rallies Fail to Draw Crowds 
President Kennedy addressed 15,000 statement by the program's backers enthusiastic supporters in Madi- that the rallies attracted more than 
son Square Garden in ... an effort to 150,000. Of the 45,000, more than 
gain support for the King-Anderson one-third were at the New York rally 
bill. at which President Kennedy spoke. 
Although the President spoke of In most of the rally cities, attend-
the New York City rally and 32 others ance fell far short of the crowds for 
throughout the nation, reports from which arrangements had been made. 
some of the cities where rallies had Rallies Called Off: Rallies didn't 
been announced indicated that the come off in Denver, Philadelphia, Dal-
events were cancelled. las, San Francisco, Louisville, Atlanta 
Less than 45,000 persons attended and Birmingham, Ala. 
the series of King-Anderson · 1- Attendance was disappointing to 
lies across the country, de liiflllllll 
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Old Folk Rallies 
Fail to Attract 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the sponsors in: 
• Charleston, W. Va.-Only 46 persons at-
tended in a 3,500-seat auditorium. lndianapolis-
300 attended, although arrangements had been 
made for 1 ,200. St. louis-1, 100 attended, but 
plans had been made for 3,000. Sault Ste. Marie, 
Mich.-Only six persons attended a Saturday, May 
19 rally. Salt lake City-250 attended, and plans 
had been made for 1,000. Kansas City, Mo.-700 
attended. The anticipated attendance was 1,200 
or more. Wilmington, Dei.-About 100 attended 
in an auditorium which seats 1 ,400. 
• Washington, D.C.-About 800 attended. Balti-
more, Md.-Approximately 250 attended in a un-
ion hall which seats 400. Houston, Texas-About 
500 attended. The city auditorium seats 1 ,200. 
Detroit-2,000 attended in Masonic temple, which 
seats 3,500. Columbus, Ohio-700 were there, 
but Central H. S. auditorium holds 1 ,400. Cincin-
nati, Ohio-900 attended in a 3,000-seat audi-
torium. Seattle, Wash.-320 attended. 
• San Diego, Calif.-191 attended. los Angeles 
-Rally held Friday night, May 18, and 700 at• 
tended. Milwaukee, Wis.-About 2,000 attended 
in a 6,000-seat auditorium. Chicago-1 ,400 a 
tended in Chicago's McCormick Place Thea! 
which seats 5,000. Knoxville, Tenn.-About 
400 attended in a 4,000-seat auditorium. Boston-
350-400 attended in an auditorium which se 
3,500. 
In Cleveland and Miami Beach, 
rallies were well attended. The CleWJr 
land event, held in a hotel ballro 
lad 1,200 or more attending. In 
~ Beach, there was a crowd of 4, 
at the auditorium. 
In-arguing for the King-Anderson 
bill, the President made several sur-
prising admissions and contradictions. 
Illustration: He cited a hypothetical 
case of a retired man drawing social 
security and an additional pension, 
with home paid for and $2,500 to 
$3,000 in the bank, and educated 
adult children. The President said 
that an illness to his wife could force 
the man to spend his savings, mort-
gage his home, and then force the 
children to dip into their savings. 
An American Medical Association 
spokesman 
Kerr-Mills Law already available 
would have been of greater help to 
the hypothetical family than King-
Anderson, because it wo .. ld provide 
both medical and hospital coverage 
and preserve all or a substantial part 
of his savings and leave him his home. 
The President said that King-An-
derson sponsors are not asking any-
thing like the British system of birth-
until-death coverage. However, he 
then asserted that the United States is 
30 years behind West European coun-
tries "in this matter of medical care 
for the aged." 
The President was preceded in the 
Madison Square Garden rally by some 
of the bill's strongest supporters, all 
of whom insisted the bill would be 
enacted in this session of Congress, 
with "no compromise." 
Confidence Lacking: However, Presi-
dent Kennedy was not as confident of 
passage this year. He said the bill ~ 
would be passed this year, "or cer-
tainly as inevitably as the tide comes 
in, next" year." He made no mention 
of compromise measures already sub-
mitted to Congress. 
The President had warm praise for 
the medical profession's contributions 
to the welfare of the United States, 
conceding that "there isn't one per-
son who isn't indebted" to doctors. 
Noting that the AMA is "doing very 
well" in its opposition to the King-
Anderson bill, he said the Association 
"is entitled" to voice its opposition. 
In commenting on the New Jersey 
physicians who have said they will 
not treat patients under the King-
Anderson bill, he said, "Not a single 
doctor is going to refuse to treat any-
• one" if the bill is enacted. He empha-
sized that physicians, by their very 
makeup, would not refuse to treat a 
patient who needed care, and said 
that this was the New Jersey physi-
cians' way of protesting the bilL 
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published by The AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCI-ATION 
Congressional Mail Runs 
Heavily Against King Bill 
EXAMINING SOME of the approximately 
40,000 pieces of mail received by the 
American Medical Association following 
the televised showing of Your Doctor 
Reports is Leonard W. Larson, MD, AMA 
presideht. Dr. Larson appeared on the 
program, which explained AMA's position 
on medical care for the aged, with Edward 
R. Annis, MD, chairman AMA's National 
Speakers bureau. For reaction, see Page 8. 
The recent television appeals by the American Medical Association and 
President Kennedy for support of 
their respective positions on the King-
Anderson bill have created a heavy 
flow of letters to congressmen-and 
the majority of the letters express 
opposition to the bill. 
Sen. Barry Goldwater ( R., Ariz. ) , 
chairman of the Republican Sena-
torial Campaign Committee, said a 
daily check of mail to Republican 
Senate and House members since the 
TV programs showed that letters 
from New York ran three to one 
against Kennedy's program. 
"Even more surprising," he said, 
"the ratio of letters from California 
is five to one against the bill." House 
Republican Leader Charles A. Halleck 
of Indiana said his mail now is about 
30 to one in opposition to the Presi-
dent's proposal. 
First LeHers: Almost half of the let-
ters checked in a sampling of the 
.re~ns~.- ~~~~L<>Q;t st~tmg tnat Ws. 
was "tfie fifSt tirhe tKe sender had dis-
patched a letter to a congressman. 
Some liberal lawmakers from la-
bor-dominated districts reported a 
large volume of mail supporting the 
legislation, but a quick survey of Con-
gressional mail indicated these were 
in the minority. 
The office of one liberal midwest-
ern Democrat has received a "consid-
erably stepped-up" mail barrage since 
President Kennedy's speech, with a 
"heavy majority" against the King-
Anderson bill, said the congressman's 
aide. 
asked to applaud the band vigorously to encourage the render-
ing of more selections . 
A Boston labor official assured the small group that the 
hall would be packed in a few minutes . It never happened . 
The President's personal representative, Secretar y of Commerc 
Luther B. Hodges, spent a few uncomfortable hours on stage 
looking for the crowd that never showed. The people who 
were expected to storm the doors of all rallies did not . 
At Madison Square Garden a stage show featuring Mitch 
Miller, Alan King, and other guest celebrities preceded the 
President's address which many , friends and critics alike, 
say was not Mr . Kennedy's best on a vital bread and butter 
issue . The President lacked confidence, saying that "If the 
bill did not pass this year, or next year, or the year after 
that, it will in time as inevitably as the tide comes in . " 
He made no mention of compromise measures already sent to 
Congress although he said that there would be "no compromise" 
In his remarks President Kennedy called upon every person 
interested in his proposal to write the members of Congress 
and express their views . He stressed the need for putting 
the pressure on Congress to get this bill out of committee 
and on to the floor for a showdown vote. This was the appeal 
that was supposed to bring results and force the issue . 
The people did not show at t he rallies, and those who 
later saw the New York rally on delayed video taped telecasts 
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appeal . There were checks made by Congressional leaders , 
Democrats and Republicans alike , of the mail to determine 
react i on and it was found that the mail ratio was three 
letters against King- Anderson for every one favoring it . 
The American Medical Association had purchased time on one 
network to answer the President the following day . Unlike 
the President who had all three networks donate public ser-
vice time, the AMA was forced to purchase time in order that 
the other point of view could be given the American people on 
this issue . The cost of hiring all three networks for a 
specific time was astronomical and out of the quest i on budget -
wise . 
On Monday, May 21 , at 8 P· M., NBC televised the AMA answer 
showing an empty Madison Square Garden but replete with the 
litter and s t rewn banners of the previous day . The trappings 
were all in place , but the participants were diff erent . Dr . 
Leonard Larson , President of the AMA, appeared on camera 
to set the theme and to introduce the AMA's most arti culate 
spokesman, Dr . Edward R. Annis . 
In his remarks he called the King- Anderson bill "a cruel 
hoax" because it did not do what its proponents said it 
would do . He pointed out that King- Anderson would not pay for 
medical bills , it would not pay for drugs outside of the 
hospital , it would not provide benefits for millions of 
persons not covered by Social Security, and it would under -
mine voluntary health plans already in ~xiatenee . 
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The telecast was carried by all but two of the NBC 
affiliates . Boston was one of the areas blacked out during 
this telecast . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society protested the blacking 
out of the AMA broadcast by Westinghouse WBZ-TV but to no 
avail . It is a little difficult to understand the station's 
statement "WBZ- TV does not sell time to organizations or 
individuals for the discussion of controversial issues in 
which such organizations or individuals are involved . " 
The station was not selling the time, the network was . 
The station said it was abiding by Federal Communications 
rules and regulations . Apparently it was the only station 
out of 180 who carried the broadcast that was not violating 
the law . 
The blackout stirred up a storm in communications circles 
locally . Several blistering editorials denouncing the station 
stand were written by greater Boston newspapers . All editorials 
felt that the people of this area were being denied the right 
to know the "other side of the picture" . 
The public relations staff of the Medical Society contact-
ed officials of WGBH- TV, the local educational channel, to 
ascertain if that station would be willing to carry the broad-
cast blacked out by WBZ . The station agreed to broadcast 
the program on a delayed basis. A video tape was shipped in 
from New York by plane and greater Boston viewers did have 
a chance to see the progrrun five days after it took place . 
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,, , r. J rne& E • ' lien 
C..eoer at "v1ana er 
f,~ .. ~ ~ -1'\i 
1170 ' t.M.1lers Field d 
Boston 34. P.1a S!lchut!.etts 
Dear >tr . A.llen: 
12la 
May 11, 1062 
V e find lt dlflic\llt to wH.Icz·&taod •by ~tBZ-TV hu 
~w.Aouncod it will n~t can·y the /\mericao ,.1 dic:1l ,J\~HJoctatton •a 
nntlrmal tele:c at ou Vi y 21. tbo day fotl()Win Prtnldent i(enn .dy• .. 
New fork ratly on a.edlc 1 care for the a ed . 'fb Prcn1dent's addreea 4 
l un-:Jer~tand. T'.;lll be Cllrrled by aLl three major networka, lncl.udt.n you 
us u free public servlco. rhc Am ricn..n .vicdical .t"GtsodnU.on h o purchl 
a h.n1! hollr on NBC to preseJlt the po.:dttoo of organl~ d m dlc!.De em 
subject tb.at hatJ become n. political iasue. 
V o appreciate that your ~tatton ·Ut c rry a tocal pro ra1 
on mcdiC!ll c re tor the oged on r·fi~y 25 . It lo our optoicm, ho ever. tbl 
the Preoideut'u remns~ko .. bould be ev'\hlnted by pQJlel uf nation 1 
tJ}Jecl U:.;ta ::uJ aoon a&J you lble 11ftcr the New 'iork telcca::tt. 
l\ recent study uf the publ1c •e ttltud ~ toward t 1 vlD1on 
and other medln made by 1= lmo r~oper ncl i\esoc1o.t "' lndicntcd a rc teJ 
bel.ievabiUty in JOUr medium in i.nntances .Jf conf11ct. Th etudy poiu s 
out that "what you 6'-lY nnd huw you !:ay it" are moat lrnporto.at ln matt r 
uf conflictin~ rcport9. 
I 
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fherc htlvc ba~tn many conflicting arguments concernin& 
the President's propov l to place fln ncin medicnl care Cor th aa d 
under o:'ccial ~"'; ecurit.y. The t. M . .'\. witl preoent on .!VHlY 21 medicine' 
viewpoint ElO that the mllliun~ of people concerned will hnve the 
information necal?joary tu formulate their own opiniooa. 
~our stntcment, :•v B L. -TV at<t a matter of policy does 
not s ell tLme to orgnnizntion6 ur· indlvidu~la for diccur~rJlon of 
controversial issues". is difflcult to understand. During national. st te, 
and city €'iection campaignl:il, individuals nnd organ1zationo ho.ve purchna 
time on your station to diseuse highly controversial matters ot governmont. 
Medica! care for tbe r:llJed has become a coutroveroial aovornm ntal las o. 
In fact, it has all of the earmarks of a utrictly political matt~r. 
Dr . Fdward Annie, tho A. M . A. spokcoman who has debated 
con.ot to coaat orA your network, appoarcd .l~. prU 4 before your c mcrn on 
your ~~~w~_ R_t ~~~~ und was r cetvcd quite cnthuBlaatically by the public and 
.-vl r. \' hitm11rah of your Bt:lff. 1\ n invitation wa., extended to Dr. Annlu at 
that time to appear again live before your cameras if he happened to be tn 
the ti1.1ston area ln the near future. Dr. Annla b~ expected to be oue of th 
11ationat psnelisto on the NBC tol cast throughout the rcat of the country on 
M ay a 1. It is un!ortun.:.1.te that Dr. Annis who creat d such a favorable 
impree 1-.1on because of hie ability to dlt.cus£ this subject wlth £uch clarity 
and sinc(Jrity should be bl3cked out by your ~tatiou nt this crucial tim . 
It id hoped thnt your eto.tion will reconsider lts position 
rm~ car-ry the ". 1'.1 . A. telocaat as scheduled. 
~, lncecely youro, 
Hobert \1' . Buck, .i\i , D. 
Secretary 
rwb:b.u1 
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Robert w. Buck, M.D. --- ·· 
Secretary . • 
Tho Kaoaachuaotta Medical Society 
2 2 'Mle Jl'anwa y 
Boston 15, Haaaachusotta 
Dear Dr. Buck: 
May 18, 1962 
This is in answer to your recent letter in which you questioned 
the policy of WBZ-TV in not accepting tho program offered by NBC-TV 
feat•ariq a rebuttal by the American Modical Asaociation to Preiident 
K.onne•:ly'a planned cddreaa on Medical Cere to the Aged this Sunday. 
In a wire to NBC-TV, I atated that as o matter of policy, WBZ-TV 
doea not sell time to organization• or individuals for the discussion of 
controversial isauea in which such organization• or individuals aro in-
volved. For that reason, we could not accept tbe American Medical 
Aoaociation program offered over the facilities of NBC-TV at 8s00 PM 
next Monday. 
In oy diacuacion with the network, I said that we h d had long-
atandin& plana for a one-hour "Thinking Out Loud" program on Medical Care 
to the Aged which would be presentod at 8r30 PH on Friday, Hay 25. The 
participants on tbia particular program are to be Dr. Norman Welch, 
Speaker, A.M.A. Houae of Deleaatasa Dr. Ever Curtio, Gloucester physician 
and eabar of the A.H.A.a Dr. Ben Sellina, internist, Beth Iarael Hospital 
and Charlea I. Scbottland, Dean of tho Florence H llor Graduate School for 
l.dvancad Studioa in Social Weltaro, Brandoia Univaroity. 'nlo progr will 
ba moderated, ~• it baa boon in tho peat, by !dward v. Hickey. 
Doctors Welch and Curtia have been choaen to proaent tho A.M.A. 
thtnkiug on thia issue, and Dr. Selling and Dean Schottland will givo tho 
oppoaition viewpoint. 
I am auro you will gree that this ia a panel of knowledgoabla people 
wh'> wlll proaent the diacuasion which wi 11 be carried in prime time. 
"Thinking Out loud" bas been on our air for nearly two yoara, and baa met 
with fine acceptance by tho viewina public. ' Wa are confident tbat the pla1 
ahow exaaiaing tbo total iaeue of Medical Care to the Aaad will be in keep 
with the high atandarda the proar .. baa a~intainod ainco it mad ita debut 
ovor our facility. 
WltZ WII/. A WI!/, TV " .I I TV 1<11"\ KJII-.A TV KY" KYW -TV W(IW() KI'IX I(J:X WIND 
- 2 - May 18, 1962 
Aa to your reference that ~during national, atate, end city election 
campaigns, individuals and organizations hav purchased tLae on your 
station to discuss highly controversial ttora of government~, let 
say this: Our industry baa traditionally and hi5torically looked upon 
political broadc oting aa a tot lly aoparat category. Further, aa a 
licensee of the Federal Government, w auat adharo to the detailed and 
specific guidelines oot down for political bro dcasting by tho Fodoral 
C unicationa C iaaion under Section 315 of tho C unicotions Act. 
As a station vo have consistently adhered to theoe ruloa and regulations, 
and it 1• our intent to abide by such in the future. 
Aa to your vorda about Dr. Annis, ve have every hope and b liof that 
tho individuals scheduled to present tho A.M.A. viewpoint will do an 
equally effective job. 
In light of tho foregoing, ve will continuo to adhere to our policy 
as at ted. Tbia is in no way oant to be arbitrary, but feel that 
12ld 
such dhetence will afford us the greatest opportunity to deal with issues 
of intereat to th public. Si•c•C 10 Allon 
Gonorol Manager 
JEA:lt 
There was much favorable reaction to the manner of pre-
sentation and the arguments put forth by Dr. Edward Annis. 
How many persons saw the broadcast and took the time to 
express their opinions in writing on the medical care issue 
to their Congressman is difficult to assess . One can only 
weigh the turn of events which took place after the May 20th 
rally in New York when the President t ook his case to the 
people . 
Medicare for 1962 was killed in the Senate, not by a 
handful as the President stated, but by a block of Democrats 
and Republicans . It is of interest to see such stalwart 
Democrats and close friends of the Administration's as 
Senators Kerr, Smathers on the side that defeated this 
legislation which the President called a must . 
The Congressional Record on the next pages gives the 
Democratic and Republican points of view. On July 17, 1962, 
the Senate voted 52- 48 to kill the back door move to get a 
bill, any kind of a bill , enacted into law . 
Public Relations Lessons To Be Learned 
In public relations courses it is said that practitioners 
of public relations and communicators must stimulate the 
organism to elicit a response . The organism was not 
stimulated enough or it just was not concerned with the issue 
to be bothered. The President and his administration used 
every trick and stop in the book to get the people moving 
behind the medical care bill . Oldsters were being organized 
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(Not printed al Got'('l"il/ll('lll :·.rtu·nse) A REPUBUCAN SPEAKS AGAINST MEDICAHE 
United States 
of America PROCEEDINGS AND DEIJATES OF THE 87t!J CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION 
Let's Not Be Stan11Jcdcd on Medicare 
SPEECH 
ut• 
HON. WALLACE F. BENNETT 
IN THE SENATE 01-' THE UNITED STA' l E:-i 
Tuesday, July 10, 19G2 
Mr. BENNETT. Madam President, no 
bill which Congress \\ill consider this 
year will have anywhere ncar tile far-
reaching C'II!'cls of the proposal for 
medical can' to t11C u~~ed tiJrOII(:h ~;ocJa l 
security. If we abnnclon the prc~cnt 
sy:;t.ern. llH' Knr-Mtlls A<'t. , rwd slll.>-
stitutc tile AnclPrsnn upproll(:il. we \\'til 
be making a JH'rrnancnt und drastic 
chang-e in the social security progran . 
which will aiTect Americans for genera-
tions to come. 
I should like to di;cuss two things to-
day. I"lrst is the overall e!fcct of the 
social security approach. Second is the 
d anger of enacting the Anderson 
amendment as a result of hasty floor 
ccnsideration. without giving this highly 
comple.( and very controversin I amend-
ment the benefit of full committee llcar-
ings. 
Recently, the Senator from Nr.w Mex-
Ico I Mr. ANDERSON I tolcl tile S<" ll fltC ·-
and I am qt.oLin!; now from t11c CoN-
GRf:SSJONAL Hbt'OHD-tllnt "uni!'SS favor-
able action is taken now. lleallil insur-
ance cvuld b c·cc,me a major rssuc in the 
fall elcctwn:;." 
I argue with his sl'lcclion of the word 
"could." The fa<::o is, social sccunty 
financing of health c arc for the aged is 
a·major issu e as of thiS mon1C'nt, and it 
will be an iss·1c in thF fall elections re-
gardless of what "appcns to the distin-
guis.!.l.cd Sen.,tor·s amc·ndmcnt. 
If this were not a major issue, it would 
not be for lack of trymg. On no other 
subject ha,· t!JP. admmJ:,tration demon-
strated rnore furcil>ly its cl• ·:; ire to dnvc --
not lend - th" Con1~1 t·:;s. 
!"or mnnt.l1s 011 t•nd, ndrllil))Htnltlnn 
onlclnls Ju\1' ;· t;llJtl.l.ii'Ll l>a!'lc and fmtll 
across the Unitt•<! Stntc·s. l ubbyin~ so. 
cinl security m• ·rlicinc at llw taxpayns' 
6l7f· 7D-850l L 
cxpf'nsc. Pamphlets have bt•cn pulJ-
l i~hcd on the subject by tile DPpartnwnt 
of IIralth, Education, and Welfarl'. 
Cabinet ofliclals have jnunwyccl 
throughout the Nation in order to sprak 
nt rall1 es orgamzed to cnmpai gn for 
the Kinl( - Anderwn bill. 
Within the White House ik;e lf a spe-
cial unit of govcrnnH'nL rmployt'cs was 
:.ct ·11P to thump the tubs for the King-
AndPrson proposa l Lllrou:~h tl'icvision 
and rudto ::;cript>;. thr drat tin •: of uclvC'r-
Us•'lllt'tlts. RlHl tile produci.JOil or pn•ss 
rl'i<'llSL's. Pn'""lt·nl. Kl·nnnlv lllln~.l!il 
adclrPs:Td Llu· Nation in :·t lJl! •llli. n( 111•:; 
kr-:t:,iatwn from M;lfli· "" ::rpi:JI'C' Car-
dL'Il. 
To this concerlrd clfot t mu:;t l1f' ad .kd 
tile relentless pressure of lrliJor on~an­
ized camp:ugns throu ~hout the coun-
Lry, UJC steady pounc\1ng of Ill'' Jailor 
prr.ss and radio stati•ms, the ~;l. imulation 
of letter s to Congn•ss, the employm~nt 
of labor leaders a s speakers bdore Kinr•-
, ndcrson rallies, nnd ~·o on . 
PflESSU lU.'! ON CO N GRESS 
All of this campaig nin1~ hnd onr pur-
pose : to impress Conr:rrss with the polit-
ical rewards or prnall ies lnvol vcd in 
clcnllng with thrs l!'g tsl:ltion. 
Yet, dfcl a g rounc!:;wr ll or nal ional sup-
pori. for Kln!;-AndPrson cl!'Vl'lop? 
I nm convinced that it did nut, dc~pitc 
the cnlculated oversimpfff1cnl.wn, l1nrd 
~Pll, dis tortion . nncl somctimrs untruth 
d evelopPcl in this ma!;sive, public rchl-
tions campaig n. What r,rounclswelJ clc-
vC'Ioped was, In my virw, Jnn~ely syn-
thetic. I base that appraisal 011 the mail 
I have received from my constituents 
and from the reports I have had from 
otlwr Scnalors. 
Letters to Congress more often opposr 
tr .; King-Anderson concept than they 
s urport it. Furthrr. when M<' mbcrs of 
Congress hnvf' polled th!'ir districts on 
lite :;ubjcct or us ing the :;ocl rcl :;ecurily 
nu'c ll:tnl s m to providr hrallll care ror 
l\H' need. their flrl<llll.".S Jmvt· linrne out 
my :-;lnt!'tllt'nl .. 
Some 52 polls i11ld l.Jl'en rc>Jorll'tl In 
the CONGHESSJONAI. l1El'UilD Uj,J to nntl in-
eluding June 23 of this yen.r. Of these 
\\ l1irh included more than 600,000 rc 
plit's, 33 polls oppo"cd the usc of the so 
cia! st'curity mechanism and 19 fnvore• 
Jt . 
llrcakin~ this dol\'n, 334,339 individ 
uals opposed the usc of the social se 
curity mrchunism; 241,383 favored it 
and the rrmaining 39,502 had no opin 
ion . Statrd in percentages, the tabula 
tion shows 54 .4 percent opposed: 39. 
JH'rcrnt in favor; nne! 6.4 percent with n 
OJ) IlliUil. 
J·:xf'ltulin:: llw.'Jr wllh no opinion, tb 
t>• ·rcenlH!'C in opposition to t.he usc c 
LIH· :,t>C'inl Sl'l'urfty mechanism would l 
[>H Jll ' ITI'nt, 1\'ith those in favor 42 pel 
Cl'nt. 
Madam Prrsidcnt, I ask unanimot 
consent to insert the tabulation of the~ 
polls at this point in the RECORD. 
Tltcrc being no objrction, the tabulE 
tion was ordPred to be printed in tt 
HI,CO RD . as follows: 
The !olluwlng report or public oplni< 
concc•rn1ng t11o use of the social secur1 
m<'chanl"n to provide health care to tl 
agerl ;, hasrrl on polls conducted by Memhe 
or Conr,ress In their cllstrlcts and report• 
In tile CoNt:nESSIONAI. nn;onu during the 87 
Congress. HP to and Including June 23 , HJ( 
\VIwrc the C'ongress mnn has rrported 2 po 
c·on<·crlllng lill li [j\JC., tlon, the latest poll h 
!Jcen ur.l'CI. Where Ute poll h as not report 
t11c !lllntbcr of rcspunws received, the lnfc 
mn lion wus elk !led frum lite Congressmru 
ollicc. 
or lhc fi2 ' polls. w hlch lnrlucted 615.2 
rrxponses, In this t:~hulatlon, 33 opp06ed t 
'Two polls r~pm·lcd In the CONGRESSION 
!Uconn are not lncludccl In this tnbulnll< 
The quct;Uun posed by Mr. McDoNouc 
IlcpuiJilcan, or tile 15th District ot Calif• 
nia. Iii s11ch thnt the suppurt or opposltl 
to the \lf>C of the social security mechnnl 
ra!li\Ot llc ct<'l<·rmlllcd. However, Mr. 1\ 
OoNfiTJGll lnlerpr<'tecl th e results !1.8 being 
11ppo~Jlllon. 
The (JIICHI 1<>11 ponerl hy Mr AVFRY, Tlrpul 
cnn or tr'" ftr"t fllntrlrt of Knnsn.s. conc·en 
1 hll ftnnnclnv. ol rncctlmu cnre by 3 tnutun 
•·xrhJtt,vo nwd1nnlRn1~. The lnrgc·at Hln 
VOW (44 pNCI'IlL) Ojl}lflh~Cl 1\ny l•edt' l'lll p 
t.ll'lpntlnn In health cnrc for th" ugcd . 
·-----·-··-·--- -- -·- .... .. 
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A DEMOCRAT SPEAKS AGAINST MEDICARE 
(Not printed al (;orerumenl l-'.rpensl') 
United States 
of America . ' · Jh. l~S., SE, . NO SESSIOl\ PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES 01; 'JJIF 87/!J roNG'' S ro 
T 
Public Welfare An1cndn1cnts of 1962 
SPEECH 
OF 
HON. ROBERT S. KERR 
OF OKLAHOMA 
IN THE SENATE Oi" T1!E UNITED STATE:.'-; 
Monday, July 16, J9G2 
Mr. KERR. Mr. PrC' '; idettt . I ri se lo 
speak in oppostlion Lo the pendtng 
amendment. If I knew exaelly how to 
identify it, I would do so. Since I can-
not do so exactly, I shall identify the 
proposal now before lhe Senale as Lite 
Anderson-Javils amendment. I would 
be more particular if I knew how to be. 
But since the sponsors of the amend-
ment Lhems<'lvcs have' said n numlH·r of 
Limes on the floor of the SL·nall' that 
they clo not yet know 111 wlwl lorn! tl 
will be when the nwllilll to LalJ!e Lilf' 
nmcncl!nenl is made LotnotT<JI\. !)<·tl:llors 
can understand why I cannot address 
myself Lo i. more poinlcclly or wtth a 
better clesi-;mt! ion of what it would or 
would not do. ~Iowevtr , there arc cer-
tain lhmgs abom which I do knov. and 
I shall address myself to those iLrms. 
First, it is no" :1 medicare bill. 'Vhat-
ever dse may l>e s ate! about the Ander-
son-Javils amcndm, nls , they would nnt 
prov; ·Je medical ra re lo anyone. 
.In fact, 1t docs not provide anyllnng 
until I!Hi4 l'Xr<·Jll a11 ltll ' tT:tSI' i1 1 taxes. 
Wl!al I full Lo 1111 lt•rs l:otHl I~ lite r;rent 
urgency whi• II llt<' ,,put L'.or !; ol LIH' l<"tds-
Jation feel, ,l!ld the t'tl'al 11\'CcsstLY for 
taking it up on the floor uf the Senate· 
without its havli•J llern cleared by the 
Ways and MNliiS CommiLtre of the 
House or the Committee on l"inancl' of 
the Senate wlwn Llll ' b< ·nl'flts to b<· pro-
vidC'd hy it, if cnact<"cl , W(JUld be avatl-
ablr· to no 01H' uni t! J!JG ·I . 
Au r conlnnpltt!t· till' fnrt of wl•at. it. 
dtll "• ""' PI t~vldt ·. I wi .. lt '" l'ttv llt~<l tilt 
CIIIC' Ill Jill :1'1l ! d1 !111 l11 I 11 llllllf I lto!JIJI 11\ 
Ul' ltlillll ptdidc ·d l 11 ld ~1 1 1illc l r 111 HI !1 E IH 
ltlilolt of Lltlu hl " """' fl ,, dt :, f.lttl\lll ', l<"t! 
U>lU!JO:l UIJ:!. I~ 
senior Senator from New York I Mr. 
JAvrrs I himself. 
Til<.: S1 ·nator from New York appeared 
bd01r the Commillcc on Finance in 
June lfJGO, and he placed in U11• H.t·.conn 
a n·port of the :;,·mi nar wit tell he had 
conductt•d nl Ute Colle;:c of l'l1ysiclun,; 
& Stn;:eons in New York Ctly on March 
12, l!JGO . ln that statement he satd: 
Thi s scrnlnar, Mr ('hrrlnnnn, wu s n gnL1xy 
of the lP a c.llng: experts on gt~ rtatrics \n our 
part Of the CO\tllt.ry nncl fronl olh<'r parls (Jf 
tlw country, nnd U1P conn t' nsu s was that LJ1c 
most 1n1pu rtaut hlnglc kind of serv\c c which 
could be g l ven to those ovrr G5 wn" physi-
cian'::; ficrvicc . 
I wonder where the nut hor of that 
stat<·ment is today, a:; lie advocates le!:-
t0lalton wltlcll do,·s not do t.l!al wltich llr, 
lwnsl'lf. In l!JtiO sntd euns L1f utcd LIH ' mos t 
tmportnnl. stn t:k knl(l or sr·rvH'<' wldclt 
could br given to Ll!osc ovt·r li!i, ntmwly, 
pltysictans' services. 
He said that "it was a ~;reA.t nu s lakc 1 J 
make tl!em 1:0 to a hospital in order to 
~et the benefits or t.he healtl! plan, for 
two reasons: First, you would overtax 
facilities; and :;Pcond, it was not good for 
th e older people themselves. TI1erc had 
to be a great concentration upon physi-
cian's cnrc. and that" he snl1l, "is what 
our plans sreks to do " 
That wns lw; plan 111 1 !JGO . 
II<' w<'nl on to mly : 
Now, t.o ('urwllld4·, Mr ('ilultt•• n tl, tl•t' IUJ 
(' I H I I.('Cllrlt y nppr•HH'h let tt wdlc •ul ('ltfll lor 
lilt' agt•d pit H· ntu llt< ' :a · rlottH pn•hl(•In. nn wf.' 
S (• C l t, or provld \1\f~ lllllll\ I y ilCilefl tH 1111<1 hos -
pitnllza.llon and HurgC'ry raLIH'r than of n.de-
q II Cite phyR\clan 'ti Cllre d<'SI;I te I h<' t it Ct, 1\6 T 
said, that nH p<•oph- grow old<'r llwy nel'<i 
rn o rc ca n· front the di.Jt:Lt r. 
Tlwre IS lh! S furtJH•r dtfTert ' IICC be-
IW<'<'ll wlllll tlw anwnrlnwnt ndvorntl•<.l 
I1 V ll~t · HP!tlll<ll fro111 Nr- \\' Yotl< Itt l!H:o 
\Vttlllfl lll t VI ' 4~1111• ' H114l wl11al \ \fltdd !11 Jllll 
vldt ·d lt V ll1• · nllll'lltlttl!'ltl '" ' ndvt11 11l• ·fl 
\~tdi\Y ' l ' llllt 1:1 1111 h lllt 't ' lllli l' IIIIi ~ pill 
vtcll'cl for under the amendment now bt 
lore the Senate. On August 20, 1960, i 
Lil<' CONGRESSIONAL RECORD at page 1571 
Ll!i ' Senator from New York said: 
The lUllCIHlln<'llt which J hnve just now h1 
prtnll'd lx tile tully one brroro uu wh tch ph\c 
tile ('nlpll i l t'i l ~; wtw r c tt. IJl'l(lngs; nrunoly, < 
JliT V t•ntl\· ~,.• ('art • I wlBh to c•npho.slzo th 
point: llJH\ T n •pc·llt Lhllt thiH Is tho only o : 
which pl!lces the emphllsls on medical cm 
which Is where the emphnsls l>clongs. 
Yet today he is one of the champio: 
on the floor of a plan which docs n 
provide Uwl which he himself so el 
quL•ntly stated and oft repeated in 19 
as the most important serv ice . the me 
important ncc1·ssily for an adequu 
program for the nr:rd. 
In the d<'lln I e on the nour of the Se 
ate. as shown on page 157fl!J of the Co 
<:nt-:sslONAL H.Ecnnn, I !ln<l a colloquy l. 
Lw<'L'll the rlt s t int;ul;;ll<'<l Srnnlor fr< 
Pcnnsylvania I Mr. CLAnK I and the Se 
ator from N<'w York I Mr. JAviTsl. 
follows: 
Mr. Cr.ARK. I undcrstnll(t my friend's , 
votton und toyu!Ly to the President of 
United t>tntcs, !Uld I reSJWCt him !or lt, 1 
I wonder lf the Scnntor from New York, v 
lo ll rt•ai\s t In these matters. does not ag 
that the most prnc ttcal way to provide hen 
prolcc \l u n for older people ls by the use 
til( ' Clllllrlhu t ory tllfi (' h\llrry Of t.he SOClUl 
"urlt y nyHIA: ' lll for insurance covcrlng 11 
plltd i>lllfl nntl ollo<'l' IH'Illilt tdrln . I H not t. 
IIH • IJI'II(' Ih'ul v.:ny '" f1n II? 
Mr .JAVI'l'H 1 w it It to iiLuto, ln rnlrtH'Iif. 
tllY l'tdiCHf.{llt':-i lu I he H<•nnle, tho fun 
rncnt.1d rat lonale whlch haa nulln.ated nu 
tllo m"tt.-r. 1 feel t.hcre Is n very renl 
vNy lmporlnnt sociological question lnvol 
In cxl<·ndlng the "oc ll\1 security r;ystem 
In <'I ndc tne<!lnd <'Ill'<' . 1 do not n1nke U 
n •n1a1 k:i ln lcnnn or "get.Llng t.hc can 
nohf• UII(ll'r the tent," hull tnnkc thcn1 • 
t.t• t!Oiu~ ly. No rnnt.ter what we rnuy do : 
wllll tt 'HPf'f ' t l(l tlw Arukruou Hll1<'llelm 
Willi llu Vf'l y 1111111N1 I•' tlf'0lH 14rhN1Ul£' 
\ c t y 1.1 tIt 1 , , .. ,ctlll ' ""' ulu'''' tli:!O fpr 
,.,,qol• 1 t'JII Oil llcl u r• jHIIIH ·Ill t:1 !ttl lnqtt 1t 1 
II• pUIIJLI t !11 IIIII lf1flld )tttl loV 
by young Lieutenants of the Administration. It was not 
enough because here was another case of an outside agent 
coming to town and telling the people what they should have 
and what they should be doing to obtain it. 
The Administration machine, the O'Brien manual, and all 
the successful public relations methods used in the 1960 
Presidential crunpaign, could not stir the people enough 
to bring about that avalanche of letters to Congressmen. 
Letter v~iting campaigns are often questioned as being 
effective approaches towards motivating action. The Presi-
dent himself in Madison Square Garden questioned the value 
l' 
of such letter writing campaigns where individuals are guided 
and coached in what they say. However, that did not stop him 
from making a strong plea for "every individual listening 
to me today should write your Congressman today". This is 
the only sure way you can let him know how you feel on this 
vital matter, the President went on to say. 
It can be concluded therefore that letter writing 
campaigns must be considered potent in the expression of pub-
lic opinion. After the May 20th rally, the Senators took a 
look at their mail and enough decided that the people back 
home were not really all fired up over this proposal as one 
was led to believe. 
No matter how smooth the organization may function, no 
matter how many speeches (250 speakers •••• 5000 speeches •••• 
••• all state legislators will carry the message in their 
districts ••• etc . ) may be delivered, it is all in vain unless 
the desired results are realized . The May 20th rally was to 
be the campaign climax . Instead , it became the turning 
point . A more complete evaluation of this reversal might 
prove beneficial to those in the communications fields . It 
might provide the answers to such questions as : What went 
wrong? Where did the Administration fail? What is the 
proper time to build your campaign into a climax? 
One instance of setting the stage for some reaction took 
place in Boston on April 4 , when Dr . Edward Annis was asked 
by the press if the Administration had invited the AMA to 
sit down and discuss the drawing up of such legislation. 
Dr . Annis said that the President refused to meet with 
representatives of the AMA on this matter . The statement was 
headlined in Boston papers . Within a matter of days an 
invitation was extended to the AMA for a meeting at the \¥bite 
House . The meeting changed nothing either way on the medical 
care issue but it did serve to bring the two factions to-
gether and agreement was reached on such issues as immuniz-
ation, physical fitness, drug legislation and less contro-
versial health matters . (See attached clips on following 
pages) . 
It can be concluded , therefore, that the motivation must 
swell from the grass roots; that no public relations machine 
can snowball a campaign unless the people stop and listen to 
the message . 
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WASHINGTON (Al') I'rcsi· mrrting, !1.1hicnff sairl, was called mark of Mnss<H'hll,ctl~ sairl J'lllh-
drnl Kennedy anrl the .\mE>rican on the irlltiative of the I resident. lie sentiment wAs overwhelming· 
Mrrlical Asf ociation re-; ~c- ted their Lar~nn . se~id the ,11 ,cussion Jy in favor of the pliln. ;wcord· oppos1n~ pos1tums o;1 mcdltill . ing to informal ion brnu!!hl back 
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'lh he al th 1ssucs mclurlm•; orug leg· oy congrcssm<'n !Cilll 11111!: from 
ouse con e.rcnce u•'-'C <•Y w1 . · . · ' . . " , . no agrecm·. 
1
t in sigh~. 1slalmn,. phys1cal ~1tn ~.<~ ,. ma.<;s l<.asler vacallons. MrCo· mack ex· 
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i\flcrward , J),· , J.ronn: d L<H'iOn . Rut the main issue w:rs the ad- would pass the House 
A~IA prcsirlrnt. told 1 rporler5 miniSlrilt i~n:s mcrli,.;~ l .:'Ill u11;111 
there w<~s no ~wi:rh ,11 v.(•ws, no .mrlcr Soria\ Secmily, U(·W :•w<•ll· 1\0 MINUS CHANfa•:D 
compromi~o SIIJl:;!Psl rd ;111d no 111;:t !H'lion 1n Congress. 1 • R1hil'of£, slimming Ill) :Hulls of 
evidl'ncc of p<lSSiiJlc ar·:·.•mmoda· 
ton. 
J.tli'SOO, I'Ci1ffil'ming lo1C ,\ \1.\'s 
ohjrct inns, s:llrl more ~.1:ct more 
:\-11 1\' HEALTII lSSlli·:S propll.', lll!'iudin)! <'idcr!v ('tli~rn~. 
lives and SecrL· 1ry of Wellitre oppo., ll 1011· 
tlio mocting, s<1irl, ' ''T'Iwrc Is no 
quf'~tinn th~L lhr rresirlenl rlid nnt 
chan~e the AMA's minci. or that. 
lhe AMA chc~nsed Lh~ fre:sidenl's 
mind." 
r.a 1·son, six olhPt ;\M.\ exe('ll · \"..!'1 e swill'l1111~ from ~upport to 
~aham /\: R~hicof(. mrt with A report g1vcn Kcnne<iy earlier 
c --------------------~-----------
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CHAPTER SIX 
MEDICINE-IN-PROSPECT 
"Not only must the physician be ready to do 
his duty ••• external circumstances must conduce 
to the cure . 11 
Hippocrates 
The New Medical Look 
Medicine is not a static profession, it is constantly 
changing as new breakthroughs are made . The hospitals, 
teaching institutions, and research centers of Massachusetts 
will continue to set the pace . A new look is taking shape 
in and around Boston as urban renewal and redevelopment 
programs move in to high gear . 
It is expected that Boston will be mor e than ever the 
medical Athens of America when present plans for the growth 
of the three medical complexes and of individual hospitals 
reach fruition in the next few years . These plans serve to 
insure continued progress in medical research, teaching, and 
most important, care of the patient . 
The cluster of medical institutions around the Harvard 
medical area , the medical, public health and dental schools, 
will undergo a physical transformation. 
For example, going into service will be a new hospital 
complex of structures which will unite Peter Bent Br igham, 
Robert Breck Brigham, Boston Lying- In, Free Hospital for 
Women and a section of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirm-
ary . The Tufts- New England Medical Center and affiliated 
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units are planning a building which is to be a model type 
in providing clinical care , medical education, and medical 
research . The Children's Hospital Medical Center will build 
high rise appartments to provide living quarters for its 
staff , fellows , graduate nurses and employees, and a motel 
for the parents of patients . New buildings are being planned 
at Tufts University, Boston University , Pratt Clinic, N.E . 
Center Hospital , Boston Floating Hospital for Infants and 
Children and the Boston Dispensary and Rehabilitation 
Institutes. 
A fourth medical school financed by the Commonwealth is 
in the process of being organized . 
But these buildings are much needed buildings at that . 
What about the changes in the practice of medicine? 
1 
Dr . Caldwell B. Esselstyn says: 
"Judging again from the past , one can look forward 
to the ability to control an increasing number of 
today's incurable diseases . To diabetes , pernicious 
anemi a and the infectious diseases will be added 
many more as medical science learns an increasing 
amount about the fine structure of cells, thanks to 
the electron microscope , the mechanism of metabolic 
pathways governed by the enzyme , the structure of 
the large protein molecules, including viruses, the 
nature and inter - relation of hormones , the clinical 
nature of genes, the mechanism of the replication 
of cells, the factor or factors that cause cells to 
multiply widely, the humoral and neural factors that 
cause hypertension and the mechanism of action of the 
antibiotics , and obtains a more fundamental under-
standing of neuroses and psychoses . 
These are but a few of the activities that will place 
the emphasis in medical practice of the future on the 
degenerative diseases, more and more attention on 
1 Esselstyn Caldwell B. , The Next Ten Years in Medicine, ~ 
England Journal of Medicine, Vol . 266 No . 3, p . l26 Jan . 18, 
1962 
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rehabilitation and psychiatry and a tremendous in-
crease in the proportion of time spent in preventive 
medicine . There will be a gradual breaking down of 
conventional artificial barriers between private and 
public health . Record keeping will be revolutionized; 
tapes will become the main repository . In many cities 
a central regional file of histories and physical 
examinations will be establis~ed that will save not 
only money but also the precious time of trained 
personnel by avoiding repetition of findings already 
determined . 
Automation will make complete chemical analyses 
routine - quick and accurate-and in many other ways 
increase the shadow of the laborat ory technician . 
Because of the investment that much of this equip-
ment will encourage physicians to work in groups, 
sharing the overhead and making the most efficient 
·use of costly tools . " 
Gone is the day when any single physician can hope to 
provide the best of medicine in all fields to any one patient . 
For that reason the general practitioner appears to be doing 
a fadeout . 
It can be said quite properly that American medicine is 
the best in the world but yet there are many people who say 
that they are bitterly dissatisfied with the type of medical 
care they are getting . This thesis has touched upon some of 
the milestones that make American medicine great ; the wonder 
drugs , new methods of life- saving surgery, transplants, 
Nobel prize winners , and research development . 
The public however does seeks answers to such questions 
as why are we faced with a critical shortage of doctors with 
few plans to fill the gap? Why is the old type family doctor 
vanishing from the scene? Why are hospital charges even with 
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increased rat'es going up and up? 
Medicine is at the crossroads, a most critical stage in 
human relations, where a breakdown in communications between 
doctors and patients is at hand . There is a tendency to ex-
pect more rather than less personal attention rrom our 
physicians . 
The public has looked upon the physician not only as the 
family doctor who took good care of all the medical needs or 
the entire family but also as advisor , conridant , philosopher 
and friend . Today the public demands the most up- to-date 
scientific medical care that can be given. And yet, as medical 
care has become more scienti fic more impersonal has it be-
come . 
Many students not lured away to other sciences are orient-
ed at the start of their medical education towards the re-
wards of specialization. Specialists do not always have the 
time to be the doctor , advisor , confidant and philosopher to 
every patient that walks into his office . No one practitioner 
can know everything about all phases of medicine . 
Dr . Herbert Ratner was asked about medical schools of 
ioday and what he thought their ro~e Should be . He said:l 
"I would just say now that most medical schools are con-
fused about their basic purpose . We do not know any longer 
whether our goal is to turn out physicians or research men. 
"This is an age of research scientists . It is through 
1 Herb~rt Ratner , M. D., An interview on Medicine , Center for 
the tudy of ~emocratic Institutions , ·Fund for the Republic , 
Box 4068 Santa Barbara, cal ., 1962 , p . lO 
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them that the medical schools get their present glory and 
money . It is here that the ego of the scientist is satisfied 
by publishing papers . But today the medical schools are having 
a harder time getting applicants . We are losing them to the 
physical sciences Where there is plenty of glory and lots 
of money and outer space to move around in. This is what 
happens when we compete with the physical sciences on the 
wrong grounds , when we fail to pose the inner man against 
outer space . 
"We forget , in the competition for medical students that 
the true and chief function of the medical school is to turn 
out physicians , that is , artists , not scientists; profession-
al men, not high level technicians . We should appeal to 
students as humanitarians , not as technologists; as makers of 
health in the suffering rather than as pursuers of truth in 
the laboratory , which calls for a different bent of mind . The 
difference here is between art (to make} and science (to know} 
and involves a delicate distinction, one easily misunderstood . 
It relates in its bad aspects to the difference between look-
ing at people as guinea pigs rather than as human beings, as 
statistics rather than as persons . " 
What Is Being Done About The Shortage of Doctors 
President Kennedy in an address to Congress February 7 , 
1962 predicted that by 1970 there will be about one family 
physician for every 2000 persons in this country. The 
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American Academy of General Practice places the figure higher; 
it predicts one doctqr for every 3200 Americans . The White 
House has asked Congress to establish a program of scholar-
ships and loans to encourage young people of modest means to 
enter medical school . 
Dr . Francis B. Moore , a member of the Massachusetts 
Medical Society and a staff member of Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital , sought to set up a merit scholarship plan for 
medical students through the Massachusetts Legislature . The 
matter is still pending . 
Another active member of the Medical Society, Dr . J. 
Whitney Brown, who is also President of the Massachusetts 
Academy of General Practice, has undertaken a statewide pro-
gram called Project MORE . Under this program, general 
practitioners speak to students in high schools all over the 
state about the need for all types of doctors . 
Dr . Brown contends that the modern day general practition-
er is not a loner; he is not by himself in dispensing good 
care from the familiar black bag . The general practitioner 
has the use of the facilities of the local hospital. He can 
join others in a group practice, a policy endorsed by the 
Massachusetts Medical Society . He is free to consult with 
any of the specialists . 
In the early history of medicine in Massachusetts we 
noted that some physicians received their training by being 
assigned to a prominent physician and doing the rounds . The 
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apprentice physician obtained his training by seeing and 
doing , by visiting the sick patients with the experienced 
physician . When medical schools came into being this system 
was dropped . 
Now in 1963 we find that a modified version of this 
apprentice system being suggested by Dr . Brown and the 
American Academy of General Practice . It is called the 
preceptorship system in medical education . The system pro-
vides that fourth- year medical students would spend two or 
preferably four weeks living and working with a family doctor . 
By so doing he would get a first hand vi ew of the heartaches 
and satisfactions of general practice . 
Dr . Brown expressed the hope that the University of 
Massachusetts Medical School will similarly expose students to 
the whole breadth of medical care and that from this many will 
want to become family doctors . 
Mr . Everett Spencer , Director of Administration and 
Public Relations of the Medical Society, points out that some 
communities could attract young doctors to set up practice if 
proper community hospital facilities were available . In 
certain sections of the state, the Provincetown Cape area for 
example , there are no physicians practicing on a year round 
basis because the nearest hospital is forty or fifty miles 
away . This poses a problem for the physician who must visit 
his patient once or twice a day, conduct his afternoon and 
evening office h2urs, and requires vario~s tests that can only 
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0 be done at a hospital facility . 
Many larger communities have availed themselves of the 
provisions of the Hill-Burton Hospital Construction Act . 
This law was enacted by Congress and provides Federal funds 
on a matching basis for the construction of new hospitals 
or additions to old ones . The funds are disbursed to the 
committee through the state . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society and the American 
Medical Association support scholarships for medical educatioz 
by annual contributions to the various medical schools. The 
amount given annually since the program began in 1951 is 
estimated to be one and a half million dollars . 
The Physician's Civic Responsibility 
It is no secret that doctors have enjoyed ~or some time 
a respected status in society . They were looked upon as the 
dedicated sympathetic and willing servants of their patients 
and community . Many took time out to serve on school 
committees, boards of health, town and city government agencies, 
and where their talents could be utilized effectively for the 
greater good of the community . 
But the picture has changed somewhat . People still 
look upon their own personal physicians with affection and 
~gh regard but when the physician joins a medical organ-
ization he becomes suspect . The physician is then looked 
upon as a tool of the powerful medical lobby. 
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0 The question can be asked, Why shouldn't a physician 
join a medical association or society? The benefits of being 
a member of a group have been enumerated in this thesis in an 
earlier chapter. Many of these benefits are passed along to 
the patient in the way of improved techniques, medical care, 
and therapy . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society is a non-profit 
medical education organization and is restricted by the 
Federal Hatch Act in its activities involving politics and 
campaigning during elections . The doctor has a civic 
responsibility to see that good government functions eff ect-
ively in his community . To oversee that responsibility it 
becomes necessary for the physician to enter the arena of 
politics . 
Last year the Bay State Physicians Political Action 
Committee was organized as a voluntary, non-profit, unin-
corporated group whose membership consists of physicians, 
their wives, members of the immediate family, and others 
interested in such an organization . 
According to Dr . David W. Wallwork, the first chairman, 
~AYPAC , as it is called , was organized to meet an unmet need--
the need of providing the medical profession with an oppor-
tunity to assume a more active and effective role in public 
affairs . BAYPAC'S dual role is (1) to help its members 
~derstand political issues , and (2) to organize them as an 
effective political action group . 
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Doctors Sign~ 
Rx: Politics 
By HERBERT BLACK 
A statewide political-action 1 
organization was launched 
yesterday by a group of Mas· 
sarhusetts doctors. 
They formed BAYPAC -
short for Bay State Physicians 
Political Action Committee. 
Dr. David W. Wallwork of 
: ~ 
1 
DR. DAVID WALLWORK 
-leads political action committee 
North Anc'o·;er, last year's 
president of the Massachus<jts 
Mecl ical Society and a 1oe of 
F'i'eslifenr--R'"ennedy's medi-
care program, 'Vas named 
f'hRirman. Dr. J. Robert 
Browning of Plymouth was 
~ · lt>ct Pd secretary-treasurer. 
Under a constitution and 
by-l01ws adopted at a clos~d 
tl:trre-hour met>ting in the 
J·!:1rvard Club, nil do<'tnr~ in 
the state ar• ' el igihle for mcm-
bl•rsh in. 
A ~pukesrnnn r.uid .thnt due~ 
were set a t n minimum or $10 
a year, with the expectation 
that many physician! would 
n:.v hiahr-r nrr.ounts. 
The orgaoizatibn did not 
endorse any candidates for the 
September primaries, hut it 
was indicated that endorsing 
candidates will be a function 
of BA YPAC after it has re-
cruited members and set up 
a statewide organization. 
BA YP AC will serve as the 
political arm of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society but it 
is being set up as a more or 
less autonomous group, it was 
said after the meeting. 
While medicare will be one 
of the issues that will be op-
posed, it was emphasized that 
the organization will not limit 
itself to that one issue. The 
stale organization will be 
sim1lar to AMPAC, the politi-
cal arm of the American Med-
ical Assn., which operates in 
46 slates. 
It was reported that Dr. 
Wallwork was selected be-
cause he has become closely 
acquainted with Massachu-
setts legislators and members 
of the congressional delega-
tion through his efforts 
against medicare. He said at 
the time the medicare b1ll 
was defeated that he was glad 
because it gave the American 
people time to think through a 
better solution. 
He said that doctors have 
been forced into forming a 
political organizntion he-
cause, "whether we like it or 
not, doctors are in politics. So 
we might as well be organized 
and act in an effective way." 
Among doctors who have 
been act1ve in setting up the 
machinery for BAYPAC arc 
Richard C. Webster Jr., 
Brookline; Clifford G. Agnew, 
Plymouth; George Bourne, 
Hyanms; John Butts, Wor-
cester; Ever Curtis, Glouces-
ter; John W. Spellman, Brook-
lmc; Spencer Flow, Green-
field, and Howard I. Root, 
~o~ton. --~
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Post Gazette 
BOSTON, Mas\\. 
W cekly Circ. I 3. <)00 l33b 
"'\)~ 1 J 1lJb'l. 
.. . TYPICAL OF DOCTORS' THINKING 
At the nwmrnt. whrn {he lraders of the :;~tate 
Medk!ll :V:::.nciation are rmharking upon a career 
in politics,' news that lhrre doctors reful'l-
ed .to either stop distribul in~ the dang·erous drug 
whtch produces clrformity in infants or return 
the supplirs in their posses>;ion is no surprise. 
The attiludr of the three doctors, whom a 
spokesman for thr. J\ledical A.;;:-;ocialion has said 
he hopes will not [>(• made publie is typical of 
too many memhrrs of the nwdical profession. Th~Y. nrc prnnr- to set themse:ves up 1\S superior 
inrllvtdunls \Yho fir<' privi\egr.d to make their own 
rull's nnd a\,rays prrdicated 11pon rnlflrl-(ement 
of opport11nilir» to \)(•com<' ril'ill'r. 
Morning Eagle-T 'b LAW n une 
RENCE, Mass. 
Comb. Circ. 40,8<)0 
AUG 1 ,. 1 1 ~:! 
11 ,;rrms to he• a wntT!lnted <·nnclusion that 
if the medical doctors of J\lassaehusrtts intrude 
in lhe politi.cal arr1:a t~1r~· are due to he badly 
bur.necl. ~hf>Ir slandtng I» not as high aR they may 
be.heve. fhr prnple havr not b(•en talking in a 
fnendly w:1.v ahoul the lacti<·s of doctors .• ~t would be refrrshing if the as~ociatiom; of med1r~ 1. mrn drv_iatrd from I heir fixed policy of opro~tttnn to \r g·tslalion calculated to benefit the 
peoplr hut imp;1ir the in<·omes nf doctors. 'fhe; 
are re~·anlrd. ns fnr mnt·r interested in amassini 
wealth than 111 anything else. 
I 
/ 
/ Doctors And . Politics I 
The organization of doctors for po-
Jitir·al action is both natural and wise. 
The American Medical Association 
c .~tahlishccl the precenent for political 
nt'ganizat ion. The Massac).JP\..Cils ~led­
kal :;ocirty has approved a political 
or!.;<tt~l ion of doctors in t\Jis state. 
<ltlwt· ~.tnlcs ttndoubt<•cl ly will ~rt up 
~ itttibt' l)l'c;a tttz:ttions. Tltr pul'pose 
~·rohallly \\ill IJr tltnt clPfitJcd by Dr. 
Davin \V. Walh\·ork of North Andover 
fur the :Cay Stale organization-toed-
ucate physici<ms on political and eco-
nomic issues and to help candidates 
who appear determined to foster gootl 
government. 
Doctors arc involved in a fight for 
f t·r,,dnm to pra1·t ic, · t hei t\ prok;:,;; ion. 
'1'\tr 1\i' lltH'd .V t\dttlitlt">t rnt iott's llH'dl-
(' .11 ,. htll \tas f.tikd itt l 'utl,:l'l''·:->. lntt It 
will IH' an ts:- UC' in the l'Otning political 
ca.npa ign. Doc\ ors--rigll tly, "e br-
Jievc ,-:"<'C this bi d as 'he no::.e of the 
carrel of . ocialtt.ecl tn<'clicinr pol<ing 
ittlo tltP tent. of professiollitl freedom. 
In self-defense therefore they must 
fight politically for their freedom. 
But we would not assume that tJ1e 
:sole interest of politically organized 
cloct ors is in themselves, all hough self-
interest rightly and natlll·ally has first 
place in their considE>ralions. As in· 
trlligcnt. mrn, as natural c0'1.1111lll1ity 
\cflners, th ey are intrr(•stNl in good 
govertun<'nl. Doclot·:-; too pf\r'n are 
people apart from the hul'lY hurty of 
p0litics, intent on tt1eir profession. too 
rarely aclivdy conccmccl about public 
problem<;. They have ability and pres-
tige tltat, exercised through wise po-
litical organization, can be directed to 
the general good. 
Tno many men arc in thci r ca te-
1-!CJl'.V of rr'l~tt \vr\y ;tloc1fness from poll · 
t\c· s. N,·\t lH'l' dClrtnt·s nor htisltW'S~ 
nwn <"1111 afford alnofnrs~. Fell' poll -
l ic<> a11cl govcrnnwnt 11 re synon~'Il\..IJUS 
:1ncl tl1c influence of government is 
steadily extending in affairs tradition· 
ally J\'cognized as private. 
./ 
BAYPAC is not affiliated with either major political 
party, says Dr . Wallwork, and it is not bound by Democratic 
or Republican labels . BAYPAC intends to support individual 
candidates on the basis of their program and platform, not 
the candidate's party affiliation . 
"The impetus for BAYPAC came from physicians and others 
who wished to expand their knowledge of government and their 
activities in the field of political action. BAYPAC's 
members are profoundly interested in making their organization 
an effective, year-in-year- out operation . Experience has 
demonstrated beyond argument that one-shot, one-issue member-
ship programs for political education and action accomplish 
little; and that political effectiveness depends upon a 
knowledge by the individual and group of current issues, and 
continuity of their participation in political affairs," 
Dr . Wallwork said in an interview for this thesis . 
Is there any relationship between the Massachusetts 
Medical Society and BAYPAC? Dr . Wallwork replied that BAYPAC 
will function independently of all medical organizations and 
societies, nat i onal, state, and local . However, the directors 
of BAYPAC are appointed yearly by the Executive Committee of 
the Massachusetts Medical Society . Further, the Massachuse t ts 
Medical Society and other incorporated medical associations 
are free to contribute to BAYPAC- -but only to its educational, 
not political, activities . 
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Dr . Wall work explained that BAYPAC will use its finan-
cial resources to best effect in three ways . First, through 
education. Depending upon the funds available , BAYPAC will 
develop and promote such programs as : analyses of voting 
records ; reviews of national legislative issues; voter 
registration drives; and publication of related mat erials and 
information. 
Second , BAYPAC will follow proved patterns of campaign 
activity . Selection of target areas will be based upon 
thorough analysis at the local level , review of the reliable 
national analyses , the marginal natur e of the specific 
district, and other pertinent factors . Support for candidates 
will be based upon realistic political appraisal . 
Third , BAYPAC will coordinate its efforts with the 
efforts of those individual groups--medical and non-medical--
who are actively engaged in programs designed to obtain good 
government . 
What is BAYPAC's potential membership? Dr . Wallwork 
saya that BAYPAC' s potential membership is numerically 
substantial . 
"But this is not the important thing for numbers are an 
inadequate yardstick in measuring political effectiveness 
(except on election day) . Remember that elections can be 
won or lost by a relatively few votes . In the Presidential 
elec tion of 1960, neither candidate received a majority vote . 
Although nearly si&ty-nine million voters went to the polls, 
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in 166,250 precincts throughout the United States, victory 
was won by a hair-line margin of 112 , 881- -less than one vote 
per precinct," Dr . Wallwork concluded . 
BAYPAC will function in national, state, and local 
elections . 
Public Health and Private Medicine 
A newsclip on the next page carries the headline "AMA 
Backs Kennedy Health Plan . " The President's mental health 
program is indication of areas where the medical profession 
and government can work together for the common good of the 
public . The Massachusetts Medical Society has in the past 
supported the growth of public and mental health programs . 
It will continue to do so where needed and where the 
individual physician and patient relationship is not changed . 
One plea that the ties between public health and private 
medicine should be strengthened was made by State Health 
Commissioner Dr . Alfred L. Frechette when he presented the 
1 
annual discourse before the Massachusetts Medic al Society: 
"Public health and organized medicine have a common 
heritage and are motivated by the same ethics . These are 
invaluable assets with which to make a beginning . Realign-
menta of similar nature have been ac complished elsewhere in 
tpe face of much initial pessimism. 
"All this is reminiscent of the Massachusetts Medical 
Society of an earlier day when the activities of the new 
state board of health were being acclaimed by the groups of 
1 The New England Journal of Medicine, 265: 153-159, July 27 , 
1961 
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physicians who had brought it into being . 
"We in Massachusetts have a past that is replete with 
pioneering efforts in behalf of the public's state of health; 
the aggressive curiosity, the spirit of adventure that lay 
behind those heroic achievements has, in some way, become 
diluted- for reasons that have as much to do with technologic 
advances as the shifting emphases in the responsibilities 
allocated to and assumed by government. Furthermore, whereas 
governmental expansion in the field of medical care is viewed 
by some as undue encroachment on professional preserves, it 
has been along time since the interested parties have convened 
for the purpose of assessing needs and meeting them with 
programs that are efficient and technically sound . 
"I should like to close with an assertion and a plea . 
All of us recognize the inseparability of private medicine 
and the enterprise known as the field of public health . This 
relationship will not change in the foreseeable future . In 
addition , in the task of fashioning a totality of health care, 
no individual need bear a heavy burden . It is vital for all 
to give a little so that a few do not have to do too much . 
we in public health need your help; the people of the Common-
wealth need both of us functioning at our best . " 
The Massachusetts Medical Society will continue to cooper-
ate, as it has in the past , with the advancement and improve-
ment of public health. At the February 1963 mee t ing of the 
Council of the Society it was voted unanimously to set up 
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an advisory committee to assist the Governor of the Common-
wealth on medical matters when invited to do so . The Bar 
Association for lawyers similarly assists when asked in 
addition to making recommendations wi th regards to appoint-
ments . 
The Health Agency- Boon or Boondoggle 
Medical problems touch us in a peculiarly personal way, 
usually in the form of an ailment , disability, or diseases 
which affect us or a loved one . As a lay person we cons ider 
each disease separately rather than part of a larger enigma 
which scientists are trying to understand . As soon as we are 
struck down or a loved one succumbs to these serious illnesses 
and diseases the demand is made that something should be done . 
Recently the passing of such great Hollywood stars as Dick 
Powell , Jack Carson , Charles Laughton , Gary Cooper, and Clark 
Gable focused public attention on cancer . 
In many cases research is stepped up, money in the form 
of grants is increased , and attempts are made to break through. 
Polio is one example of what can be done when efforts are 
coordinated and concentrated . 
To be certain that some act i on will be taken an as s oc-
iation is formed for the sole purpose of eradicating that 
specific disease we dread . 
"Voluntary health and welfare agencies in the United 
States have been a principal means of raising ~he level of 
society's well - being by channeling into effective action the 
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energies and good will of countless Americans - -contributors, 
volunteers , officers , and staff members . The agencies have 
thus been in a position to provide needed services, develop 
and pioneer new methods , and make major contributions to the 
improvement of the health and welfare of the American people . 
"Since 1940 the number of voluntary agencies and the 
variety of services they offer have increased immensely . 
Both old and new agencies have raised unprecedented amounts 
of money and notably enlarged their public influence . Today 
more than 100,000 national , regional , and local voluntary 
health and welfare agencies solicit contributions from the 
general public . Between 1948 and 1958 contributions to these 
agencies increased more than sevenfold, from $188 million to 
1 
$1 . 5 billion . " 
Dr . Hamlin predicts that by 1970 philanthropic giving 
will reach $2 . 7 billion spread among the various health 
agencies . Agencies that raise money from the generous public 
must always remember that they have a responsibility to that 
public . They have no right to operate solely as they see 
fit according to their own polic ies. The ultimate direction 
must come from the supporting public and the army of volunteers . 
·these same agencies must be prepared to answer the public 
and make an accounting of its stewardship . 
The public has a right to know : 
Are there too many voluntary agencies? Need there be so 
many types with su~h specialized goals? How well do they 
1 Robert H. Hamlin, M. D. , Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies 
In the United States , Schoolmasters Press, N.Y. 27, 1961 
pp . 1- 2 
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-adjust their program to changing requirements? Can existing 
1
1 agencies be changed, combined, or terminated, and new agencies 
created to meet changing needs? How well do these agencies 
fulfill their responsibility to the public? Are these 
agencies necessary in view of the great expansion of govern-
ment health and welfare activities? 
Following an extensive study of voluntary health agencies 
Dr . Hamlin and his study committee made several recommendations . 
"If the unstinting philanthropic spirit of the American 
people is to be translated into the greatest public good, and 
their confidence in the agencies maintained, the structure 
and objectives of voluntary agencies should be reviewed and 
modernized . 'I'o help the American people act wisely on this 
problem of national concern, the Ad Hoc Committee recommends 
and suggests that : 
1 . A National Commission on Voluntary Health and Wel-
fare Agencies be established to explore in greater · 
depth the important problems of voluntary agencies . 
2 . Uniform accounting and financial reporting be devel-
oped for voluntary agencies . 
3 . Further studies be undertaken to inform the public 
about voluntary agencies . 
4 . A number of steps should be taken by the voluntary 
agencies themselves to strengthen their programs . "l 
What is the role of organized medicine , the Massachusetts 
Medical Society for example , in the areas of voluntary agen-
cies? Does it have a role? The Society definitely should be 
concerned . 
-====-- ---
1 Ibid pp . 3-4 
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There is a need for coordination of the scientific in-
formation developed through agency research . Perhaps some 
of the research money could be channeled into a study of the 
problems of communication research in the health field . 
There should be closer communications between the health 
researchers and the medical practitioners . There is need for 
an agency to provide the overall coordination among all health 
agencies , in regard to the services provided . Finally, there 
should be a systematic and continuous investigation of the 
failures in communications between the health team and the 
public . 
The Medical Society is one organization that could 
render valuable assistance . 
The Doctor and His Patient 
So much has been said about the doctor-patient relation-
ship that it might be significant to bring this thesis to a 
close on that theme . This relationship is the most personal 
relationship there is next to the spiritual relationship one 
might have with his clergy . 
"Whether we appreciate it or not, we, physicians, are 
held in an aura of respect and esteem enjoyed by no others but 
men of the cloth. Our patients and their families entrust to 
us their most valued possession- their health . This places 
upon us a responsibility, the degree of which is dependent 
upon the severity of the illness . Moreover, if the illness is 
destined to be fatal , we must provide not ohly co~ort for 
the patient but also assurance that he and his doctor are 
fighting the illness together . And finally when the end 
approaches, we must help him find the courage to face the 
end with dignity and serenity. 
"Fortunately we are in a position today of having much 
to offer the sick. This, however, is true only if we manage 
to keep abreast of the tumultuous advances in medicine . This 
is a prodigious task since more scientific knowledge has 
accumulated in the past twenty-five years than in the preced-
ing twenty-five hundred years of medical history . Lest we be 
overwhelmed by the enormity of the task, we must develop 
proficiency in the segments of medicine best suited to our 
skills, and be willing to seek help and consultation in less 
familiar areas . 
"Nor can we rest on the laurels of being members of a 
dignified and responsible profession. We are now faced with 
the spectre of political threats to our profession and to the 
health of the public. We must now find time to concern our-
selves with our public image and with the discipline of our 
colleagues who on occasion act to the detriment of our pro-
fession . We must also play a more active role in the integral 
workings of our professional organization, which can be only 
as strong as the vigor lent it by each and every one of its 
1 
members . " 
The Physician therefore is quite dependent upon the 
Massachusetts Medical Society for some of the reasons cited by 
1 Samuel E. Potsubay , M. D. "The Compleat Physician" The Hampden 
Hippocrat Vol . XlX, No . 3 , March 1963, pp . 1-2 
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Dr . Potsubay . By participating in the activities of the 
Society and attending the educational s eminars, symposia , 
conferences, and lectures, the physician is better able to 
serve his patient . This is effective public relations for it 
aids the physician as an individual and the medical profession 
as a whole . 
When new members are introduced to the Massachusetts 
Medical Society each physician is presented with a Code of 
Ethics which is designed to assist him in conducting his 
professional life in a manner befitting an honorable physician. 
This Code of Ethics could be considered as a public relations 
guide not only for the physicians but f or those in the f i eld 
of communic ations and public relat i ons . Physicians deal with 
the ailments of man, public relations pr actitioners and 
communicators deal with the minds and behavior of man . Both 
medicine and public relations need these guide lines . 
The Massachusetts Medical Society tells its new memb ers: 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
----------
Regard the welfare of your patients as taki ng pre-
cedence over your own comfort or material gain . 
Your patients should receive at your hands thorough 
examination and sympathetic treatment of their ills . 
The seal of secrecy must govern your relations with 
them. It may be broken only in accordance with the 
civil law of the Commonwealth or on direct order of 
the civil authorities . 
Their ailments shall not be a subject of gossip . 
Encourage sound medical knowledge as the sine qua non 
of good care . Distinguish between legitimate medicine 
and quackery . Have no part or interest in the devel -
opment or distribution of secret remedies . 
1 43 
6 . Call attention to your professional qualifications 
only by performance of work well done . 
7 . Do not seek professional advantage at the expense 
of a fellow practitioner . Honor and courtesy will 
govern your relations with him. 
8 . Do not seek to divert another's patient to yourself , 
either overtly or by innuendo . 
9 . The practice of fee splitting in any guise whatso -
ever is forbidden . 
10 . It is your duty to contribute your time and energy 
to the Massachusetts Medical Society in order that 
this body may continue to represent the highest 
ideals of the medical profession. 
In Summary 
Massachusetts has made many significant contributions 
to the advancement of medic al science not only at home but 
throughout the world . Its physicians have been eminent, its 
institutions world renowned, and its research unparalleled . 
One reason for these accomplishments is strong, effective 
leadership and organization. The oldest medical society 
in continuous existence , the Massachusetts Medical Society, 
properly deserves recognition for its role in the medical 
progress that has been realized . 
In the early days of Colonial history traces of these 
great accomplishments could be detected in the medical 
practitioners of that era . Physicians helped to shape the 
future of this great democracy by their participation in 
the affairs of government . Physicians helped to write the 
Constitution, physicians led the fight during the Revolution , 
and physic ians were always foremost in the shaping of that 
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history . 
Getting away ~rom the political development o~ the country 
physicians then turned their attention to the business o~ 
improving medical education, the training of good physicians, 
and maintaining a high code of medical practices . The Mass-
achusetts Medical Society was organized for the purpose o~ 
advancing medical education and public health, to aid in the 
training o~ good doctors, and to disseminate medical informa-
tion to the general public . The Great and General Court 
recognized the Medical Society as the one e~fective organ-
ization that could promote the health and well-being of all 
citizens of the Commonwealth . A mandate to promote that 
health well - being was given the Society when legislation was 
enacted authorizing the f ormation of this historic medical 
organization . 
How that mandate was carried out has been discussed in 
the pages of this thesis . Some of the future problems facing 
the Society were likewise described . One conclusion is evident , 
the individual physician needs the support of his Medical 
Society. That support can only be given if the physician 
pitches in and becomes active in all phases of Soc i ety en-
deavors . The Society can then better serve the public through 
its internal and external public relations programs . 
It is hoped that this evaluation of the public relations 
and legislative activities may be the forerunner of a more 
comprehensive study of the entire health picture, of the 
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paramedical organizations and disciplines . By analysing 
these health groups and evaluating the public relations 
practiced a vital contribution to the communicators in these 
fields will be made . These communicators and public 
relations practitioners will then be in a much better 
position to serve the public and their organizati on more 
effectively . 
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